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ABSTRACT 

In Japanese linguistics, multiple nominative sentences, 

passives and causatives have been widely discussed both in the fields 

of traditional grammar and generative grammar. Some arguments, mainly 

in generative grammar, are overviewed; and some counterarguments are 

presented. FurthernJore, these constructions, which have been treated 

separately from each other in the grammar, are discussed together. 

Some interactions of these constructions, which have various types, 

are shown, with focus on one particular type in each construction. 

This particular type involves a relationship of two NPs, namely, an 

NP-no NP relationship (NP's NP). 

In addition, with the utilization of bound morphemes such as 

sase (the causative morpheme), the lexical approach, which is a recent 

trend in generative grammar, is taken and defended. 

ix 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In the investigation of a language, if we examine each 

particular construction of the language separately, we will often lose 

sight of the real picture of a particular construction. It is often 

the case that if different constructions are visualized together, 

interaction of those constructions can be brought to our attention. 

This leads to a more accurate understanding of the language. This 

dissertation will deal with three constructions visualized together: 

passive, causative, and multiple nominative sentences with a 

concentration on one particular type. We will state some prelilninary 

remarks below. 

It is said that Japanese has two kinds of passives. In the 

first kind of passive, there is an active counterpart like those in 

English; while in the second kind of passive, there is no active 

counterpart corresponding to it. Linguists have called the former 

"direct" passives and the latter "indirect" passives. The typical 

sentence patterns of indirect passives are: 

(intransitive) 
(1) NP1-ga NP2-ni V-(r)are-tense e.g. 

nom dat pass 

(transitive) 
(2) NP1-ga NP2-ni NP3-o V-(r-)are-tense e.g. 

nom dat acc pass 



In many cases, the referent of NP1 in (1) and (2) is understood as 

having suffered from some event. QUi' concern is this "adversity" 

aspect of passives. Sentences (3) and (4) are examples of (1) and 

(2), respectively: 

(3) Hanako-ga musuko-ni sin-are-ta. 
nom son-dat die-pass-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

(4) Taroo-ga doroboo-ni tokei-o kowas-are-ta. 
nom thief-dat watch-acc break-pass-past 

'Taro had the thief break his watch on him.' 

Next, Japanese causatives with intransitive verbs typically 

have the following sentence pattern: 

(intransitive) 
(5) NP-ga NP-o V-(s)ase-tense, e.g. 

nom acc caus 

In this construction, the NP1 may be construed as a causer of some 

event, and the NP followed by Q is a causee. However, in some cases, 

the NP1 is not construed as a causer, but rather as a victim of some 

event in which the NP marked by Q is directly involved. This is an 

adversity construction, and we call it "adversity causative." 

Sentence (6) can be an example of such a construction: 

(6) Hanako-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 
nom son-acc die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

It is almost synonymous with (3). Although adversity passives and 

causer causatives (causatives with NP1s as causers) have been given 

considerable attention in Japanese linguistics, adversity causatives 

have been left in an obscure state. By observing the two kinds of 

2 
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adversity constructions together, we can see the more vivid aspects of 

adversity constructions in general. In addition, by dOing this we can 

more systematically picture not only adversity sentences, but also 

passives and causatives in a united framework. 

One characteristic shared by both adversity constructions is 

the existence of a relation between two NPs which is within the range 

of relations expressed by the genitive construction NP-no NP. We 

shall refer to such a relation as an NP-no NP relation (in spite of 

the fact that the set of relations compatible with this syntactic form 

is larger than the set of relations available in the constructions we 

shall consider). Sentences (3), (4), and (6) carry the following 

relationships, respectively: Hanako-no musuko 'Hanako's son', Taroo-

no tokei 'Taro's watch', and Hanako-no musuko 'Hanako's son'. Some 

event directly involves the second NP, and as a consequence, the first 

NP is indirectly involved because of the relation between the two NPs. 

In addition to these adversity constructions, there is another 

construction which involves an NP-no NP relation. It is a multiple 

nominative construction. The sentence pattern of such a sentence is 

(7) Np-ga NP-ga Predicate 
nom nom 

Both of the NPs are marked by &9., so it is called a "multiple 

nominative sentence" (henceforth MNS).1 The term "predicate" simply 

1. Other terms for "multiple nominative sentences" are 
"double nominative constructions" (e.g., Hoji 1980, Kiss 1981), 
"double-subject constructions" (e.g., Masuoka 1979), or "multiple
subject constructions" (e.g., Kuno 1973). 
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means a verb or an adjective. This construction has also been a well-

debated topic. Sentence (8) is an example: 

(8) Hanako-ga musuko-ga sin-da. 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is Hanako whose son died.,2 

Like in the above-mentioned adversity constructions, the MNS also 

carries an NP-no NP relation and the NP1 is indirectly involved in the 

proposition of the rest of the sentence. In (8), Hanako and musuko 

'son' have a relation, i.e. Hanako no musuko 'Hanako's son', and 

Hanako is indirectly involved in the son's death. Including the MNS, 

we will see more extensive pictures of the three constructions. 3 

Each of the three constructions involving an NP-no NP 

relation, which we will call an NP-no NP type, represents just one of 

several types available for each construction. That is, there are 

other types of MNSs, passives, and causatives which do not involve an 

NP-no NP relation. In an effort to spotlight each NP-no NP type, we 

will present other types of these three constructions as well. In the 

course of the discussion, it will be shown that some phenomena cannot 

be accounted for clearly and discretely. Consequently, non-discrete 

and blurred phenomena will be seen here and there. It will also be 

2. In the MNS, the first nominative NP is usually regarded as 
an exhaustive-listing interpretation. Thus sentence (8) means, It is 
Hanako whose • •• Even though, in some cases, this exhaustive 
interpretation is not as clear, translation of MNSs will have the 
form: 'It is NP1 jthat} ... ' for the sake of consistency. 

lwh~se 

3. I am grateful to Richard Oehrle who suggested to me the 
connection between the MNS and the adversity constructions. 
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shown that pragmatics plays an important role. Chapter 2 deals with 

MNSs, Chapter 3 with passives, and Chapter 4 with causatives. Then, 

in each chapter, the NP-no NP type of each construction will be 

brought into focus. In Chapter 5, we will compare the three 

constructions concurrently and try to speculate why Japanese has these 

three NP-no NP type constructions. 

Chapter 6 is somewhat different from the preceding chapters. 

From the beginning of this dissertation, everything is in .the 

framework of generative gra~nar; but up through Chapter 5, we do not 

specify what kind of generative grammar we support. In :hapter 6 we 

will argue for the lexical approach, which is a recent development in 

Japanese linguistics. It is argued by people such as Farmer (1980) 

and Miyagawa (1980) that a Japanese complex predicate, which consists 

of a stem and (a) bound morpheme(s), e.g., sase 'causative suffix' or 

r~ 'passive suffix', should be one word formed by the lexicon. \~e 

will support the lexical approach, focusing on one causative 

phenomenon presented in the earlier chapters. 



CHAPTER 2 

MULTIPLE NOMINATIVE SENTENCES 

The following sentences are multiple nominative sentences 

(MNSs) : 

(1) a. Taroo-ga ninki-ga ar'-u. 
nom popularity-nom exist-pres 

'It is Taro who is popular.' 

b. Taroo-ga eigo-ga hanas-e-ru. 
nom English-nom speak-can-pres 

'It is Taro who can speak English.' 

c. New York-ga koosookentiku-ga takusan ar-u. 
nom skyscraper-nom many exist-pres 

'It is New York that has many skyscrapers.' 

(2) Taroo-ga suugaku-ga suki da. 
nom math-nom like is 

'It is Taro who likes Math.' 

(3) a. Zoo-ga hana-ga naga-i. 
elephant-nom trunk-nom long-pres 

'It is the elephant whose trunk is long.' 

b. Taroo-ga otoosan-ga yuumei da., 
nom father-nom famous is 

'It is Taro whose father is famous.' 

c. Zoo-ga asi-ga ore-tao 
elephant-nom leg-nom break-past 

'It is the elephant whose leg broke.' 

6 



d. Hanoko-ga musuko-ga sin-da. 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is Hanako whose son died.' 

7 

The sentences in (1) have initial NPs with g£1 which can have ni also. 

The following sentences have NP-ni instead of ~: 

('I') a. Taroo-ni ninki-ga ar-u. 
dat popularity-nom exist-pres 

'Taro is popular.' 

b. Taroo-ni eigo-ga hanas-e-ru. 
dat English-nom speak-can-pres 

'Taro can speak English.' 

c. New York-ni koosookentiku-ga takusan ar-u. 
dat skyscrapers-nom many exist-pres 

'There are many skyscrapers in New York.' 

On the other hand, in sentences (2), such alternation is impossible: 

(2') *Taroo-ni suugaku-ga suki da. 
dat math-nom like is 

'Taro likes math.' 

In the case of sentence (3), it is possible to relate them to those 

with the genitive, i.e., NE=nQ. These are what we call MNSs of the 

NP-no NP type mentioned in Chapter 1. The equivalent sentences of (3) 

are the following: 

(3') a. Zoo-no hana-ga naga-i. 
elephant-gen trunk-nom long-pres 

'The elephant's trunk is long.' 

b. Taroo-no otoosan-ga yuumei da. 
gen father-nom famous is 

'Taro's father is famous.' 
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c. Zoo-no asi-ga ore-tao 
elephant-gen leg-nom break-past 

'The elephant's leg broke.' 

d. Hanako-no musuko-ga sin-da. 
gen son-nom die-past 

'Hanako's son died.' 

Opinions as to how these multiple nominative sentences can be 

accounted for vary among linguists. We }Jill pick three writings from 

amongst them; present them in 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3; and give comments on 

them in 2.4. 

2.1. Kuno's Analysis 

Kuno (1973) says that the initial NP-ga in sentences like (3) 

is derived from NP-no and calls this process Subjectivization. In 

Subjectivization, he also includes NP-ni/NP-ga conversion in locative 

existential sentences such as (1c).1 However, in his view, sentences 

such as (1a) and (1b) are not the result of Subjectivization. He 

includes not only sentences like (1a) and (1b), but also those like 

(2) in one group. He says that when the verb is stative, the object 

takes ga instead of Q, which is a regular direct object marker. To 

account for (1'a) or (1'b), he formulates a rule called Ga/Ni 

1. After Subjectivization, a rule of Topicalization (Kuno 
calls it Thematization) applies optionally: if the sentence has NP-ga 
and it is well-formed, then NP-wa may replace NP-ga, but not vice 
versa. For example, the topicalized (3a) is: 

(i) Zoo-wa hana-ga naga-i. 
elephant-top trunk-nom long-pres 

'As for the elephant, the trunk is long.' 
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Conversion. This rule changes NP1-ga NP2-ga to NP1-ni NP2-ga. In the 

case of (2), Ga/Ni Conversion does not apply. He says it is a 

strictly idiosyncratic phenomenon, depending on the predicate. 

Besides, ~ 'like', zyoozu 'good at', bQ§i 'want', etc. do not allow 

this rule to apply. 

Returning to Subjectivization, Kuno's argument about the 

position where it takes place should be mentioned. He says that 

Subjectivization takes place only when NP-no/ni appears sentence-

initially in a sentence with basic order, that is, before scrambling 

takes place. He compares a passive sentence (4a) and a scrambled one 

(5a) in the following manner (Kuno op.cit., pp. 365-366): 

(4) a. John-no kodomo-ga sensei-ni sikar-are-ta 
gen child~nom teacher-dat scold-pass-past 

'John's child was scolded by the teacher.' 

b. John-ga kodomo-ga sensei-ni sikar-are-ta. 
nom child-nom teacher-dat scold-pass-past 

'It is John whose child was scolded by the teacher.' 

(5) a. John-no kodomo-o sensei-ga sikat-ta. 
gen child-acc teacher-nom scold-past 

'The teacher scolded John's child.' 

b. *John-ga kodomo-o sensei-ga sikat-ta. 
nom child-acc teacher-nom scold-past 

'It is John whose child the teacher scolded.' 

Since sentence (4a) is a passive sentence before scrambling, 

Subjectivization is possible. However, sentence (5b) appears after 

scrambling, thus Subjectivization yields an ill-formed sentence. 

As for a sentence with ni, as already mentioned, it should be 

a locative existential sentence. He argues that in locative 
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existential sentences, the locative phrase should be initially

positioned in the basic order. 2 He also contrasts a sentence with an 

existential locative and one with a non-existential locative (Kuno 

op.cit., pp. 366-367). Observe the following sentences: 

(1') c. New York-ni koosookentiku-ga takusan ar-u. 
dat skyscraper-nom many exist-pres 

'There are many skyscrapers in New York.' 

(1) c. New York-ga koosookentiku-ga takusan ar-u. 
nom skyscraper-nom many exist-pres 

'It is New York that has many skyscrapers.' 

(6) a. Asoko-ni John-ga tat-te-i-ru. 
there-dat nom stand-prog-pres 

'John is standing over there.' 

b. *Asoko-ga John-ga tat-te-i-ru. 
there-nom nom stand-prog-pres 

'It is there that John is standing.' 

While (1'c) is a locative existential sentence, (6a) is not. Since 

(6a) is not a locative sentence, the word order of this sentence~ 

whose locative existential phrase is in the initial position, is not 

basic. This is why Subjectiviza£ion cannot occur in (6a). 

2.2 Shibatani and Cotton's Analysis 

Shibatani and Cotton (1976-77) agree with Kuno on the 

transformational process from NP-no/ni to~. However, their 

approach is different from Kuno. One of the major differences is that 

Shibatani and Cotton include sentences like (1a) and (1b) in the same 

2. For his reasoning concerning this argument, see Kuno 
(1973, pp. 351-402). 
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process. That is, (1a) and (1b) are from (1'a) and (1'b), 

respectively. By doing this, they try to attain a generalization. 

Another difference between Kuno, and Shibatani and Cotton 

concerns the position of the NP which undergoes Subjectivization. 3 

Shibatani and Cotton say that a passive sentence such as (4a) does not 

have a basic order. Since it is a derived sentence; while its active 

counterpart has a basic order, it does not. For them, what is 

relevant here is the notion of "subject." They argue it is the NP-no 

in a subject NP that undergoes Kuno's Subjectivization. They also 

argue that an NP-ni which undecgoes Subjectivization is a subject. 

Their criteria for l'subject" are honorification and reflexivation. 

For example, sentences (7a) and (7b) have the same meaning with the 

difference that (7b) is marked as honorific (Shibatani and Cotton 

op.cit., pp. 269-270): 

(7) a. Yamada sensei-ni tyosyo-ga ar-u. 
teacher-dat writings-nom exist-pres 

'Prof. Yamada has writings (by him).' 

b. Yamada sensei-ni tyosyo-ga o-ari-ni nar-u. 
teacher-dat writing-nom pol-exist-dat become-pres 

'Prof. Yamada has writings (by him) (honorific).' 

By their criteria, since Yamada sensei 'Prof. Yamada' triggers 

honorification, it is a subject. Since it is a subject, Yamada 

sensei-ni can be changed to Yamada sensei-ga, which yields: 

3. Shibatani and Cotton do not agree to the term 
"Subjectivization." They say NP-ga from NP-no is not a subject. 



(8) Yamada sensei-ga typosyo-ga ar-u. 
teacher-nom writings-nom exist-pres 

'It is Prof. Yamada who has writings.' 

This argument extends to sentences such as (1'c). Sentence (1'c) 

looks like a locative existential sentence, but actually it is a 

possessive sentence as the English translation shows. Thus New York-

ni is a subject. It should be distinguished from real locative 

sentences such as (9a): 

(9) a. New York-ni koosookentiku-ga takusan tat-te-i-ru. 
dat skyscraper-nom many stand-prog-pres 

'There are many skyscrapers standing in New York.' 

b. ?New York-ga koosookentiku-ga takusan tat-te-i-ru. 
nom skyscrapers-nom many stand-prog-pres 

'It is New York where many skyscrapers are standing.' 

In the case of (9a), NP-ni/NP-ga conversion cannot occur easily, as 

shown in (9b).4 

follows: 

(10) 

The underlying structure for ~mss formulated by them is as 

~P~ 
1\ 

/ \ 
NP i ga NP 

~'--'~, 

~P. -{n~}~ 
1 nl 

where SU = subject 

4. Since the status of (9b) is unclear, Shibatani and Cotton 
add, "with a proviso that a locative ni may secondarily quality as an 
impact" (Shibatani and Cotton, op.cit., p. 272.) 
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2.3. Hoji's Analysis 

Considering his various arguments in opposition to those of 

his predecessors, Hoji (1980) proposes this analysis. He says that 

there are two types of MNSs. The following sentences, for example, 

belong to Type A and Type B, respectively. 

Type A: 

(11) Mori-ga doitugo-ga wakar-u. 
nom German-nom understand-pres 

'It is Mori who understands German.' 

(12) John-ga Mary-ga suki da. 
nom nom like is 

'It is John who likes Mary.' 

Type B: 

(13) John-ga musuko-ga sin-da. 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is John whose son died.' 

These two types have different structures like the following: 

(14) Type A: NP1-ga NP2-ga V 
where V is subcategorized so as to select,.at 
least, NP-ga (subject) and NP-ga (object) 

Type B: NP1-ga [ ]S 

where gg is subcategorized so as to select 
NP and S. 
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First, the NP1 in Type A is a subject, but the NP1 in Type B 

is not. This is explained by the criteria for "subject": 

reflexivation and honorification.5 

Second, in sentences of Type A, he says deletion of the NP1 
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yields incomplete sentences. What he means by incomplete sentences is 

so-called elllptical sentences. Elliptical sentences corresponding to 

(11) and (12) are (11') and (12'), respectively: 

(11') Doitugo-ga wakar-u. 
German-nom understand-pres 

(12') Mary-ga suki daD 
nom like is 

In the case of Type B sentences, even after the deletion of the 

initial NPs, the sentences are complete. If the NP1 in sentences 

(13), for example, is deleted, we have sentence (13'). It is a 

complete sentence: 

(13') Musuko-ga sin-daD 
son-nom die-past 

This difference between Type A and Type B can be shown in the 

5. Even though it is controversial, critera for "subject" in 
Japanese are considered to be reflexivization and honorification. As 
for honorification, it was shown that sentences (7) are an example 
case in which Yamada sensei 'Prof. Yamada' triggers honorification. 
As for reflexivization, consider sentence (i): 

(i) Taroo-ga Hanako-o zibun-no ie-de 
i j i 
nom acc self-gen house-at 

sikat-ta. 
scold-past 

'(lit.) Taro scolded Hanako in self's house.' 
i i 

In this sentence Taroo is the antecedent of z!bun~ therefore Taroo is 
a subject. We will come back to these criteria in a later section. 



following way: 

(11') a. Doitugo-ga wakar-u. 
German-nom understand-pres 

b. Dare-ga? 
who-nom 

(12') a. Mary-go suki da. 
nom like is 

b. Dare-ga? 
who-nom 

(13') a. Musuko-ga sin-da 
son-nom die-past 

b. *Dare-ga? 
who-nom 

In the case of (11') and (12'), since they are elliptical sentences, 

the question Dare-ga? 'who?' is a typical response by the hearer. On 

the other hand, (13')b is strange unless the hearer did not hear the 

NP musuko 'son,.6 

Third, Type A sentences can be divided into two kinds. 

Sentence (11) is one of the first kind, and sentence (12), one of the 
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second kind. The difference between the two is that a sentence of the 

first kind has, as its corresponding sentence, one whose initial NP 

has ni instead of g£; but a sentence of the second kind cannot take 

ni. The corresponding sentence for (11) is sentence (15): 

( 15) Mori-ni doi tugo-ga \vakar-u. 
dat German-nom understand-pres 

'Mori understands German.' 

6. Kuno's distinction of two types, i.e., Ga/Ni Conversion 
and Subjectivization, roughly corresponds to Hoji's distinction of 
Type A and Type B. One of the reasons for this distinction by Kuno is 
also the difference between incomplete (elliptical) and complet~ (non
elliptical) sentences. 
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Sentence (12) cannot have such alternation; thus sentence (16) is ill-

formed: 

(16) *John-ni Mary-ga suki da. 
dat nom like is 

'John likes Mary.' 

Recell that Kuno says Ga/Ni Conversion does not apply to a sentence 

such as (12), which is an idiosyncratic phenomenon. As for Shibatani 

and Cotton, they simply ignore this. Hoji says that this difference 

can be taken care of by his analysis. 

Fourth, concerning Type B sentences, there are examples which 

cannot be explained by earlier analysis. Sentences (17a) through 

(17c) are his counterexamples: 

(17) a. Kono mado-kara-ga Fuji-san-ga yoku mie-ru. 
this window-from-nom Mt-nom well see-pres 

'It is from this window that Mt. Fuji is visible.' 

b. Koko-ga Fuji-san-ga yoku mie-ru. 
here-nom Mt.-nom well see-pres 

'It is this place (from) where Mt. Fuji is visible.' 

c. Kono hon-ga watasi-ga naiyoo-ga wakar-ana-i.. 
this book-nom I-nom content-nom understand-not-pres 

'It is this book whose content I do not understand. ' 

He argues that the sentences above do not have corresponding non-

multiple nominative patterns with NP-no or NP-ni. These sentences 

could be related to (18a) through (18c), respectively: 

(18) a. Kono mado-kara Fuji-san-ga yoku mie-ru. 
this window from Mt.-nom well see-pres 

'From chis window, Mt. Fuji is visible.' 



b.. Koko-kara Fuji-san-ga yoku mie-ru. 
here-fronl Mt.-nom well see-pres 

'From here, Mt. Fuji is visible.' 

c. Watasi-ga kono hon-no naiyoo-ga wakar-ana-i. 
I-nom this book-gen content-nom understand-not-pres 

'It is I who does' not understand the content of the 
book. ' 

He says it may be possible to revise Kuno's Subjectivization or 

Shibatani and Cotton's rule ('j 0), which he calls the Deletion Rule 

(DR), so that sentences such as (17a) through (17c) can be accounted 

for. However, besides these counterexamples, he points out one even 

stronger. It is (19): 

(19) Gengogaku-ga syuusyoku-ga muzukasi-i. 
linguistics-nom getting:a:job-nom difficult-pres 

'It is linguistics that it is difficult to get a job with.' 

He says that sentence (19) does not have a corresponding non-multiple 

nominative pattern, unlike sentence (18): 

(19') Gengogaku {*no 
linguistics ?de . 

, 

('s) } 
(with) 

syuusyoku-ga muzukasi-i. 
getting:a:job-nom difficult-pres 

Therefore, neither Subjectivization nor DR can be revised for the 

purpose of accounting for (19). To solve this problem, Hoji utilizes 

Kuno's thematic (or topic) construction in which Kuno's motivation is 

similar to Hoji's above-mentioned problem. Kuno's argument on 

thematic constructions is as follows: In many cases, the thematic NP 

is a part of the rest of the seiltence, as in the following: 

(20) a. Mary-ga [[ano pan] -0] tabe-ta. 
NP 

nom that bread-ace eat-past 

'Mary ate that bread.' 
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b. Ano pan-wa [Mary-ga J1 tabe-ta]s • 

that bread-top nom eat-past 

'As for the bread, Mary ate (it).' 

However, in some cases, the thematic NP does not have a corresponding 

non-thematic sentence. A well-known example is: 

(21) Sakana-wa tai-ga 1-1. 
fish-top red:snapper-nom good-pres 

'As for fish, the red snapper is good.' 

In this sentence, the thematic sakana-wa 'fish-top' cannot be related 

to the rest of the sentence, unlike (20b). Kuno concludes that the 

thematic NP is in the underlying structure. Sentence (21) has its 

underlying structure like the following: 

(22) ______ .S-

~ ?~ 
NP wa NP VP 
I 'top' I \ 

sakana tai i-i 
'fish' 'red snapper' 'good-pres' 

Following Kuno's argument on the thematic construction, Hoji proposes 

a similar underlying structure for Type B MNSs on the grounds that 

sentences like (19) do not have corresponding MNSs. It is (23): 

S 
/ Exh ~S 

------'~ NP ga 

NP-ga is dominated by Exh (austive), because the gg in this 

construction makes the sentence have an exhaustive meaning. 
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~ Criticism of Their Analyses 

In this section, we will make comments on the above-mentioned 

proposals by Kuno, Shibatani and Cotton, and Hoji; but we will alter 

the order of presentation to Hoji, Shibatani and Cotton, and Kuno. 

2.4.1. Comments on Hoji's Analysis 

We will point out two problems concerning Hoji's proposal. 
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First, we are not sure what "subject" is in Japanese. Consider the 

example sentences (1) through (3). It is possible to say that 

sentences (1a), (1b) and (2) belong to Hoji's type A and sentence (3) 

to Type B using the two criteria for "subject," namely, 

reflexivization and honorification. However, it is not clear \olhich 

type sentence (1c) belongs to. If he assumes the initial NP-ga (New 

York-ga) is locative as Kuno does, it should be of Type B. On the 

other hand, if it is a subject as Shibatani and Cotton assume, it 

belongs to Type A. The notion of "subject" understood by Hoji, and by 

Shibatani and Cotton, is based on reflexivization and honorification. 

If the sentence has no animate NP (usually human), there is no way to 

tell which NP is a subject. Sentence (1c) is an example. 

Second, his fourth argument is problematic. HOji, in 

opposition to the idea that MNSs of Type B have their corresponding 

non-MNSs, presents one counterexample, which is sentence (19). This 

is the one and only counterexample he cites. However, it does not 

seem to be a counterexample. Although he says that sentence (19) is 

ungrammatical, I think that if the NP has no 'genitive marker', it is 
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well-formed.7 In sentence (19), gengogaku 'linguistics' means 

'persons trained in linguistics'. The meaning of the whole sentence 

is 'It is linguistics (people) for whom getting a job is difficult'. 

Note sentence (24): 

(24) Gengogaku-ga John-no ie-~a 
linguistics nom house-at 

koto-ni nat-tao 
fact-dat become-past 

party-o su-ru. 
acc do-pr~s 

'Linguistics (people) decided to have a party at John's 
house.' 

This is a grammatical sentence, for here gengogaku means 'linguistics 

people'. Let's suppose that MNSs (of Type B) all have corresponding 

non~MNSs with NP-no, etc., (even though the reverse is not true). Then 

the grammar should show this fact, whether or not by transformation. 

Even though I have not found any counterexamples to the 

assumption that all MNSs have corresponding non-MNSs, it is possible 

that such counterexamples exist. Nevertheless, given that the 

correspondence between Inultiple and non-multiple nominative sentences 

exists, it is necessary to specify it, just as it is necessary, in the 

case of thematic sentences, to specify the relation between thematic 

and non-thematic sentences (when such a pair exists). As compared 

above, thematic sentences (20b) and (21) are different in that the 

former has its corresponding non-thematic sentence (sentence (20a», 

while the latter does not. In the case of the former, we have to show 

the relationship between the thematic and non-thematic sentences. 

7. Kuno (1973, p. 255) also says that similar sentences are 
ungrammatical. 
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2.4.2. Comments on Shibatani and Cotton's Analysis 

As has been already mentioned, Shibatani and Cotton say that 

the initial NP-ga corresponds to NP-no or NP-ni contained in a subject 

position, as tree structur~ (10) shows. However, this assumption is 

problematic. As Hoji has noted, sentences (18a) and (18b) do not have 

NP-no or NP-ni counterparts; they may be NP-kara. In addition to 

Hoji-s counterexamples, in many cases, ~ can correspond to an NP-

ni which does not look like a subject with the consideration of their 

criteria for "subject." Consider (25) and (25'). Sentenc~s (25) are 

MNSs and sentences (25') are their corresponding non-MNSs: 

(25) a. Hanakc>-ga 
nom 

akatyan-ga 
baby-nom 

um-are-ta. 
bear-pass-past 

'It is Hanako who had a baby.' 

b. Sono mura-ga oozei-no hito-ga ki_ta. 8 

that village-nom many person-nom come-past 

'It is that village which many people came to.' 

c. John-ga denpoo-ga ki-ta. 
nom telegram-nom come-past 

'It is John to whom the telegram came.' 

(25') a. Hanako-ni akatyan-ga um-are-ta. 

b. 

dat baby-nom bear-pass-past 

'A baby was born to Hanako.' 

Sono mura-ni 
that village-dat 

oozei-no hito-ga 
many person-nom 

'Many people came to that village.' 

ki-ta. 
come-past 

8. This sentence is ambiguous. Besides the translation 
given, it could also mean 'It is that village which many people came 
from.' In this case, the corresponding NP has kara 'from'. 

;" 
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c. John-ni denpoo-ga ki-ta. 
dat telegram-nom come-past 

'A telegram came to John.' 

Sentence (25a) may correspond also to Hanako-no akatyan-ga um-are-ta 

'HanaKo's baby was born'; but for (25b) and (25c), there are no 

corresponding sentences with NP-no. 

Second, as touched upon in the comments on Hoji's arguments, 

the notion of "subject" is not well-established among Japanese 

linguists. Their criteria for "subject" are reflexivization and 

honorification, as mentioned earlier. Some of their example sentences 

which vlere used to argue that the initial NP-ga in the MNS is a 

3ubject in its non-multiple nominative counterpart, are repeated 

below. Their argument concerning these examples is also repeated: 

(7) a. Yamada sensei-ni tyosyo-ga ar-u.· 
teacher-dat writings-nom exist-pres 

'Prof. Yamada has writings (by him).' 

b. Yamada sensei-ni tyosyo-ga o-ari-ni nar-u. 
teacher-dat writings-nom pol-exist-dat become-pres 

'Prof. Yamada has writings (by him) (honorific).' 

(8) Yamada sensei-ga tyosyo-ga ar-u. 
teacher-nonl writings-nom exist-pres 

'It is Prof. Yamada who has writings.' 

(1') c. New York-ni koosookentiku-ga takusan ar-u. 

c. 

dat skyscraper-nom many exist-pres 

'New York has many skyscrapers.' 

New Yor'k-ga koosookentiku-ga takusan 
nom skyscraper-nom many 

ar-u. 
exist-pres 

'It is New york that has many skyscrapers.' 
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(9) a. New York-ni koosookentiku-ga takusan tat-te-i-ru. 
dat skyscraper-nom many stand-prog-pres 

'There are many skyscrapers in Ne\</ York. 

b. ?New York-ga koosookentiku-ga takusan tat-te-i-ru. 
nom skyscraper-nom many stand-prog-pres 

'It is New York where many skyscrapers are standing.' 

Honorification is triggered by Yamada sensei 'Prof. Yamada' in (7b). 

Therefore, this NP is a subject; so sentence (8) is a well-formed MNS. 

Likewise, in (1'c)p which has the same constrJ;ction, (that is, NP-ni 

NP-ga ar-u 'NP-ni NP-ga exist-pres'), NP-ni is a subject. That is why 

(1c) is well-formed, as opposed to (9b), whose counterpart (9a) has 

NP-ni which is a locative. 

l'lowevs;,, their argument above is not convincing. Consider the 

following sentences: 

(26) a. New York-ni suteinu-ga takusan i-rue 
dat abandoned:dog-nom many exist-pres 

iNew York has many abandoned dogs.' 

b. *New york-ni suteinu-ga takusan ar-u. 
dat abandoned:dog-nom many exist-pres. 

Sentence (26b) is ungrammatical because the secohd NP suteinu 

'abandoned dog' is animate, which requires the verb i 'exist', instead 

of SL 'exist'. On the other hand, (1'c) cannot have a verb i 'exist', 

because the NPS koosookentikul'skyscraper' is inanimate. 

Distinguishing the two verbs depends on the NP2s in these sentences. 9 

To illustrate further: 

9. The word order of the two NPs: NP-ni and NP-ga in (1'c) 
and (26a) does not matter. 



(27) a. Ano gakkoo-ni 1-1 sensei-ga takusan 
that school-dat good-pres teacher-nom many 

{i-rue } 
ffar-u. 
exist-pres 

'That school has many good teachers.' 

b. Ano gakkoo-ni i-i hon-ga takusan 
that school-dat good-pres bo~k-nom many 

{*i-ru.} 
ar-u. 
exist-pres 

'That school has many good books.' 

When we compare (27a) and (27b), we can see that they have the same 

sentence pattern, i.e., 
{ar-u.} 

Ano gakkoo-ni 1-1 NP-ga takusani-ru. 
that school-dat good-pres many exist-pres 

As in (26a) and (1'c), the distinction of i 'exist' and gr 'exist' 

depends on the NP-ga. Sentence (27b) has ar 'exist' because the NP 

marked by ga is inanimate and it has the same sentence pattern as 
(inanimate) 

(1'c), i.e., NP-ni NP-ga takusan ar-u. Then, Shibatani and Cotton 

would say that anD gakkoo 'that school' in (27b) is a subject just 

like New York in (1'c) is a subject. Next, (27a) can be changed to 

(28) by honorification: 

(28) Ano gakkoo··ni i-i sensei-ga takusan irassyar-u. 
that school-dat good-pres teacher-nom many exist (hono) 

-pres 

Shibatani and Cotton would say that sensei 'teacher' in (27a) is a 

suhject because it triggers honorification. Then (27a) and (2?b) 

would be like (27'a) and (27'b), respectively: 
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(27') a. Ano gakkoo-ni 
that school-dat 

(subject) 
Ano gakkoo-ni 
that school-dat 

ar-u. 
exist-pres 

i-i 
good-pres 

i-i 
good-pres 

(subject) 
sensei-ga takusan i-ru. 
teacher-nom many exist-pres 

hon-ga takusan 
book-nom many 

Shibatani and Cotton's criteria thus lead them to assign "subject" 

differently in sentences which have the same structure. This is 

unreasonable. 
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Now we are not sure whether or not NP-ni is a subject in these 

sentences. Furthermore, in connection with my first counterargument 

(exemplified in 25), suppose NP-ni in (26a) is not a subject. 

Nevertheless, the multiple nominative counterpart (29) is a well-

formed sentence: 

(29) New York-ga suteinu-ga takusan i-ru. 
nom abandoned:dog-nom many exist-pres 

'It is New York that has many abandoned dogs.' 

As seen above, it is hard to determine which NP is a subject in 

sentences in which reflexivization and honorification cannot be 

applied. 

2.4.3. Comments on Kuno's Analysis 

Unlike Shibatani and Cotton, he distinguishes two types of 

MNS. To recapitulate: 10 

10. I will call Kuno's two types Type I and Type II. Even 
though this distinction overlaps with Hoji's distinction Type A/Type B 
in many cases, there is a non-overlapping or unclear portion. As 
pointed out earlier, sentence (1c) is an example. 



(30) Type I: 

Ga/Ni Conversion (stative sentences: NP-ga NP-ga 
Predicate) 

NP-ga (subject) 

NP-ga (subject) 

Type II: 

Subjectivization 

NP-ni e.g. (1a), (1b) 

NP-ga e.g. (2) 
(idiosyncratic) 

NP-no (sentence-initial in the basic order) 

Np-ga e.g. (3a), (3b), (3c) 

NP-ni (locative in an existential sentence) 

- Np-ga e.g. (1c) 

Tonoike (1976) also discusses MNSs in his The Case Ordering 

Hypothesis. His position is the same as Shibatani and Cotton as far 

as the problem of distinction is concerned, that is, he argues that 

Kuno's stative sentences should also be included in the process of 
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Subjectivization instead of Ga/Ni Conversion. In other words, the 

basic pattern of the stative sentence is NP-ni NP-ga Predicate. 11 One 

of the reasons for his counterarguments against Kuno's distinction is 

as follows: Sentences (31) and (32) have the same pattern, namely, 

NP-ni NP-ga Predicate and NP-ga NP-ga Predicate: 

(31) a. Mary-ni hebi-ga kowa-i. 
dat snake-nom fearsome-pres. 

'Mary is afraid of snakes.' 

11. Tonoike says that NP-ni is not a subject. After 
Subjectivization is applied to NP-ni, the output ~ becomes a 
subject. In this respect, his argument differs from Shibatani and 
Cotton who say 1:U:=n.i is a subject. 



b. Mary-ga hebi-ga kowa-i. 
nom snake-nom fearsome-pres 

'It is Mary who is afraid of snakes.' 

(32) a. Koogai-ni yo-i zyuutakuti-ga ar-u. 
suburbs-dat good-pres residential :area-norn exist~,pres 

'The suburbs have good residential areas.' 

b. Koogai-ga y~~i zyuutakuti-ga ar-u. 
suburbs-nom good-pres residential:area-nom exist-pres 

'It is suburbs that have good residential areas.' 

Kuno treats stative sentences (31) and locative sentences (32) 

differently, namely, (31b) is an input of Ga/Ni Conversion and (32b) 

an output of Subjectivization. Tonoike says that it is not clear how 

different (31) and (32) are from each other. 

Tonoike's above-rnentioned statement seems to be plausible. I 

feel Kuno's reasoning for distinguishing the two types is rather weak. 

Kuno gives two reasons for the distinction using sentences like the 

following (1973, pp. 80-81): 

(33) a. Watasi-ga eiga-ga suki da. 
I-nom movie-nom like is 

'It is I who like movies.' 

b. Watasi-ga okane-ga hosi-i. 
I-nom money-nom want-pres 

'It is I who wants money.' 

(34) Bunmeikoku-ga dansei-no heikin-zyurnyoo-ga 
civilized:countries-nom male-gen average-Ii fe-nom 

mizika-i 
short-pres 

'It is the civilized countries that males' average life-span 
is short.' 

.. ." 



Sentences (33) are Type I sentences and Sentence (34) is a Type II 

sentence. First, sentences of Type I can become elliptical sentences 

after the deletion of the initial NP. Thus (33) would become (35), 

which are elliptical sentences: 

(35) a. Eiga-ga suki da. 
movie-nom like is 

'(I am, he is, etc.) fond of movies.' 

b. Okane-ga hosi-i 
money-nom want-pres 

'(I) want money.' 
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On the other hand, the deletion of the initial NP of Type II sentences 

yields non-elliptical sentences. Observe sentence (36): 

(36) Dansei-no heikin-zyumyoo-ga mizika-i. 
male-gen average-life-nom short-pr'es 

'It is males' average life-span that is short.' 

In (36), the initial NP of (34) is deleted. But still it is a non-

elliptical sentence. The second reason can be seen in the following: 

(37) a. *Watasi-no/ni eiga-ga suki da. 
I m0vie-nom like is 

'I am fond of 1I10V ies. ' 

b. *Watasi-no/ni okane-ga hosi-i. 
I money-nom want-pres 

'I want money.' 

(38) Bunmeikoku-no dansei-no heikin-zyumyoo-ga 
civilized:country-sen male-gen average-life-nom 

mizika-i. 
short-pres 

'It is average life span of males of civilized countries 
that is short.' 
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Sentence (38) is a non-MNS counterpart to (34). The NP1 is marked by 

no. However, sentences (33a) and (33b), which are examples of Type I, 

cannot have their corresponding sentences (37a) and (37b) with NP-no 

or NP-ni. 

However, both of the reasons are unconvincing. Note that his 

example of Type I, i.e., (35) and (37), are just those which, like 

sentence (2), do not have non-MNS counterparts. 

Wi th this fact in mind, let's t.ake his second reason first. 

In sentences like (1a) and (1b), the NP1 can be marked by ni as 'in 

(1'a) and (1'b). However, according to him, as noted before, the fact 

that some sentences cannot have an NP1 marked by ni is an 

idiosyncratic phenomenon, depending on the predicate. In sentence 

(2), or (33a), for example, the predicate suki 'like' cannot have an 

NP1 marked by ni. The same is true with (33b). Because of the 

predicate hosi 'want', the NP1 cannot be marked by ni. On the other 

hand, in the case of other stative predicates, the NP1 can take ni 

(that is why Kuno formulates the Ga/Ni Conversion rule). Therefore 

the impossibility of using ni to mark an NP1 seen in (37a) and (37b) 

cannot be a reason for distinguishing Type I from Type II. Next, in 

the case of nQ, not only Kuno's idiosyncratic sentence but also other 

stative sentences such as (1a) and (1b) cannot have the NP1 marked by 

no. Thus, the following sentences corresponding to (1a) and (1b), 

respectively, are ill-formed: 

(39) a. fTaroo-no ninki-ga ar-u. 
gen popularity-nom exist-pres 

b. fTaroo-no eigo-ga hanas-e-ru. 
gen English-nom speak-can-pres 
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As noted alr~ady, sentences like (3) can have corresponding sentences 

wif:,h the NP1: marked by 00. They are sentences (3'). Then, whether or 

no'~ the NP1 :can be marked by !1Q. may look like the criterion for the 

diiStinction :of Type I and Type II. However, for Kuno, sentence (1c) 

ex~mplifies :an output of Subjectivization like the case of sentences 

(3) • But ttl,is sentence is from (1' c), which has the NP1 with ni, but 

not 00. Thelrefore, whether or not the NP1 can take .DQ. cannot be a 

nepessary cniterion for the Type II Type II distinction. 

Next" his first reason is with regard to the possibility or 

impossibiliUY of elliptical sentences. Kuno's examples (35a) and 

(35b) look like elliptical sentences. But consider sentences (31), 

for example.: Suppose the NP1 Mary ni/ga is deleted, the sentence will 

(40) Hebi.-ga kowa-i. 
snal<:e-nom fearsome-pres 

Tqis sentende can mean 'X is afraid of snakes'; where the value of X 

is, not speci.fied in the sentence, or 'Snakes are fearsome'. In fact, 

ag;reeing wit.h some traditional grammarians, Kuno recognizes and 

discusses this ambiguity. He says that some stative predicates such 

a~ kowa in G40) have a dual nature as shown above. To illustrate 

f4rther froI1~ his examples (Kuno 1973, p. 93): 

(41) Hen··na oto-ga kikoe-ru 
strange sound-nom hear-pres 

'X hears a strange sound.' 

'A strange sound is audible.' 

(42) Yama-ga mie-ru. 
mountain-nom see-pres 
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'X sees a mountain.' 

'A mountain is visible.' 

According to him, while on the one hand, the predicates in (40) 

through (42) represent attributes of the NPs, bgQi 'snake', hen na oto 

'strange sound', and ~ 'mountain', respectively; on the other hand, 

they represent somebody's subjective feelings or experiences. In the 

latter case, the sentence is elliptical. But are they really 

elliptical even in the latter case? We will take up this question 

later in connection with a related problem. As already stated, Kuno's 

examples (35a) and (35b) which were designed to demonstrate the first 

reason (ellipticality) to distinguish Type I/Type II, ar'e those 

without a ni-version. Roughly speaking, sentences without a ni-

version do not show dual nature. Predicates such as suki 'like' or 

hosi 'want' in (35a) and (35b) do not represent attributes of the NPs, 

as Kuno notices. In such cases, the predicates do not have dual 

natures and furthermore» ellipticality can be noticed more easily.12 

So far I have mentioned that Kuno's distinction of Type 1 and 

Type II is not based on plausible reasons. Another point in Kuno's 

analysis concerns the position of Subjectivization. He says that 

12. Recall that Hoji presents the same reason for the 
distinction of Type A/Type B. His examples are (11') and (12'). 
Example (12') is similar to Kuno's (35a). How about (11')? Even 
though Hoji says that it is elliptical, it may have a dual nature. 
That is, (11') can mean 'German is understandable' without any 
elliptical sense. Again we can ask if it is really elliptical even 
when it means 'X understands German.' Kuno says potential sentences 
do not have dual natures. Maybe compared to sentences such as (40) 
through (42), the dual natures are not obvious, but still 
neither is it impossible to say that potential sentences do not have 
dual natures. 
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NP-no/NP-ni should be in the initial position in sentences with basic 

order, that is, before scrambling. First we are not sure what the 

basic order is. Shibatani and Cotton say that (4a) does not have a 

basic order because it is derived from a basic active counterpart with 

a different order. However, for Kuno, it has a basic order even 

though he assumes that passives such as (4a) are derived from their 

active counterparts. Second, as we noted in 2.4.2., there are W~Ss in 

which the NP1 marked by gs corresponds to NP-ni in non-locative-

existential sentences such as (25). We are not sure whether those 

sentences manifest their basic order. Furthermore, we do now know 

whether or not a scrambling rule eXists. 13 

2.5. Five Different Methods of Grouping of MNSs 

First, having observed Hoji, Shibatani and Cotton, and Kuno's 

controversial problems, we will focus on one major problem brought up 

in the preceding sections. It is whether or not grouping of MNSs 

should be made, and if so, how it should be done. Among the above

mentioned people, while Shibatani and Cotton, and Tonoike treats MNSs 

without grouping, Hoji and Kuno each classify them into two types. 

Besides Hoji and Kuno, we will refer to three other people who also 

group MNSs in different ways. They are Sugamoto (1981), Kuroda 

(1978), and Masuoka (1979). We will recapitulate Hoji and Kuno's 

groupings first and present these other three people's groupings also. 

13. Farmer proposes that a scrambling rule can be eliminated 
from the Japanese grammer. See Farmer (1980, 1981) for her argument. 



2.5.1. Hoji 

Hoji groups MNSs into Type A and Type B. To recapitulate 

(43) Type A: Np-ga NP-ga V 

Whel'e V is subcategorized so as to select, at 

least, NP-ga (subject) and N£=ga (object) 

Reflexivization and honorification can show 

the NP1 is a subject. 

The NP1 cannot be deleted, which would be an 

elliptical sentence. 

Type A has two kinds such as (11) and (12): 

(11) Mori-ga doitugo-ga wakar-u. 
nom German-nom understand-pres 

'It is Mori who understands German.' 

(The NP1 can be marked by ni, also.) 

(12) John-ga Mary-ga suki-da. 
nom nom like is 

'It is John who likes Mary.' 

(The NP1 cannot be marked by ni.) 

Type B: NP1-ga [ ]S 
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Where ga is subcategorized so as to select NP and S. 

The NP1 is not a subject because it does not trigger 

reflexivization and honorification. 

After a deletion of the NP1, the sentence is still 

complete. 



2.5.2. Kuno 

Example: 

(13) John-ga musuki-ga sin-da. 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is John whose son died.' 

Kuno groups MNSs into Type I and Type II. To recapitulate: 

(44) Type I: Ga/Ni Conversion 

Np-ga NP-ga pred. 

The predicate is stative. 

The NP1 is a subject and the NP2 is an object. 

Optionally, &9. after the NP1 is changed to m.. 
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except for some idiosyncratic.cases which depend on 

predicates. 

Examples: 

(1a) Taroo-ga ninki-ga ar-u. 
nom popularity-nom exist-pres 

'It is Taro who is popular.' 
! 

(The NP1 can be marked by ni, also.) 

Type II: Subjectivization 

NP-ga [NP-ga pred.JS 

Before a sentence is scrambled, the initial 

N£=nQ is changed to NP-ga. 
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NP-ni in a locative existential sentence is changed 

2.5.3. Sugamoto 

to NP1-ga. 

Examples: 

(3a) Zoo-ga hana-ga naga-i. 
elephant-nom trunk-nom long-pres 

'It is the elephant whose trunk is long.' 

(NP1-ga is from NE=nQ) 

(1c) New York-ga koosookentiku-ga 
nom skyscraper-nom 

takusan ar-u. 
many exist-pres 

'It is New York that has many skyscrapers.' 

(NP1-ga is from a locative existential rri.) 

Sugamoto (1981) also divides MNSs into two types, which I will 

call Type (i) and Type (ii). Her method of classification is the same 

as Hoji's concerning reflexivization and honorification. Besides 

these two criteria, she has one more criterion: relativization of the 

NP2. The following are her examples with slight modification: 

Type (i): 

(45) Watasi-ga sima-ga mie-ta. 
I-nom island-nom see-past 

'It is I who saw the island.' 

Type (ii): 

(46) Kono atari-ga toti-ga taka-i. 
this area-nom land-nom expensive-pres 

'It is this area where land is expensive.' 

The NP1 in sentence (45) can be relativized, which is (47): 



(47) [watasi-ga mie-ta] sima 
I-nom see-past island 

'the island which I saw.' 

On the other hand, the NP2 in sentence (46) cannot be relativized. 

Thus (48) is ill-formed: 

(48) *[kono atari-ga taka-i] toti 
this area-nom expensive-pres land 

To sum up, Sugamoto's classification is as folJ.ows: 

(49) Type (i): 

The NP1 triggers reflexivization. 

The NP1 triggers honorification. 

The NP2 can be relativized. 

Type (ii): 

None of the above are possible. 

2.5.4. Kuroda 

Kuroda's analysis (Kuroda 1978, pp. 46-48) is similar to 

Kuno~s in the sense that Subjectivization is involved; but he 
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introduces different means of distinction. Among the following 

sentences, for Kuno, (50a) and (50b) result from Subjectivization, 

while (50c) is a transitive sentence with a stative predicate. Kuroda 

tries to generalize both of the types in terms of Subjectivization. 

(50) a. Zoo-ga hana-ga naga-i. (same as (3a» 
elephant-nom trunk-nom long-pres 

'It is the elephant whose trunk is long.' 

b. Kono koma-ga iro-ga kirei da. 
this top-aom color-nom pretty is 

'It is this top that has pretty color.' 



c. John-ga gengogaku-ga suki da. 
nom linguistics-nom like is 

'It is John who likes linguistics.' 

Even though Kuroda argues that all three of the sentences are derived 

through Subjectivization, the sources of (50a) and (50b) differ 

st;~ucturally from the source of (50c). Sentences (50a, b) have the 

same base (51): 

(51) [NP1-no NP2] -ga Pred. 

On the other hand, sentence (50c) is from (52): 

(52) NP-ga [[NP1-no NP3]NP]Pred. 

Thus, the base of (50c) is: 

(53) *Gengogaku-ga John-no suki da. 14 
linguistics-nom gen like is 

This is a "fossilized" sentence, from which (50c) is derived after 

Subjectivization is applied. 15 

Furthermore, he says that (50a) and (50b), though they have 

the same base, have different structures. They are (54a) and (54b): 

14. In (53), suki is regarded as an NP instead of being 
regarded as a part of the stative predicate as Kuno assumes. 
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15. Kuroda's limited discussion of MNSs does not cover all 
the possible sentences. For example, sentences with potential verbs, 
such as (1b), are not treated as MNSs. In his analysis on potential 
sentences, the NP1 can be Inarked by wa or ni, but it cannot be marked 
by gao For criticism of Kuroda (1978), see Kuno (1978). 



(54) a. [[Zoo-gaJ NP [[hana-gaJNP naga-iJS]S 

b. [[Kono Koma-gaJ NP [iro-ga]NP kirei-da]S 

One reason for this distinction ie that if the color of a top is 

pretty, the whole top is pretty, but even if the trunk is long, the 

whole elephant need not be long. I will call sentences like (50a), 

(50b) , and (50c); Type a, Type b and Type c, respectively. 

2.5.5. Masuoka 

Masuoka's distinction (Masuoka 1979) is also different from 
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other people. He argues that there are three groups: Type 1, Type 2, 

and Type 3. To illustrate: 

Type 1: 

(55) Taroo-ga ninki-ga ar-u. (same as (1a» 
nom popularity-nom exist-pres 

'It is Taro who is popular.' 

Type 2: 

(56) Zoo-ga hana-ga naga-i. (same as (3a» 
elephant-nom trunk-nom long-pres 

'It is the elephant whose trunk is long.' 

(57) Taroo-ga eigo-ga tokui da. (similar to (1b) and (2» 
nom English-nom good:at is 

'It is Taro who is good at English.' 

Type 3: 

(58) Katoo-kun-ga sinyuu-ga zisatu-si-ta. 
nom best:friend-nom kill:oneself-past 

'It is Mr. Kato whose best friend killed himself.' 



The structure of these three groups are the following: 16 

(59) a. [NP1-ga [NP2-ga Pred] Pred] Type 1 

b. [NP1-ga NP2-ga Pred] Type 2 

c. [NP1-ga [NP2-ga Pred]] Type 3 

Predicates in sentences of Type 1 are idiomatic complex 

predicates. Type 2 is divided further into two subgroups exemplified 

by (56) and (57), respectively. The former is for those derived from 

[NP1-no NP2-(ga) Pred] and the latter is for those which each have a 

two-place predicate with an "experiencer" NP and an "objective" NP. 

Sentences in Type 3 have NP1s which have no grammatical relation to 

predicates. He shows several tests for this grouping. Some of these 

tests are based on the behavior of sentences with regard to 

topicalization, embedding, and pseudo-clefting. 17 

By topicalization of the NP2, sentences (55) through (58) are 

changed to (60) throught (63), respectively: 

(60) *Ninki-wa 
popularity-top 

Taroo-ga ar-u. 
nom exist-pres 

'As for popularity, Taro has (it).' 

(61) Hana-wa zoo-ga naga-i. 

(62) 

trunk-top elephant-nom long-pres 

'(lit.) As for a trunk, the elephant is long.' 

Eigo-wa 
English-top 

Taroo-ga tokui da 
nom good:at is 

'As for English, Taro is good at (it).' 

16. Masuoka specifies which NPs are subjects in (59), but we 
will ignore this at this time. The problem of "subject" will be 
presented in a later section. 

17. For the other tests, see Masuoka (1979). 
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(63) *Sinyuu-wa Katoo-kun-ga zisatu-si-ta. 
best: friend-top nom kill:oneself-past 

'(lit.) As for the best friend, Mr. Kato killed himself.' 

When MNSs are embedded, only Type 1 and Type 2 sentences can 

appear in well-formed sentences, as in (64) through (66): 

(64) Taroo-ga ninki-ga ar-u kotQ-wa minna 
nom popularity-nom exis~-pres fact-top everybody 

sit-te-i-ru. 
know-stat-pres 

'(lit.) As for the fact that Taro is popular, everybody 
knows.' 

(65) Zoo-ga hana-ga naga-i koto-wa kodomo-demo 
elephant-nom trunk-nom long-pres fact-top child-even 

sit-te-i-ru. 
know-stat-pres 

'(lit.) As for the fact that an elephant has a long trunk, 
even a child knows.' 

(66) ?Katoo-kun-ga sinyuu-ga zisatu-si-ta koto-wa 
nom best:friend-nom kill:oneself-past fact-top 

sit-te-i-ru ka 
know-stat-pres Q 

'Do you know the fact that Mr. Kato's best friend killed 
himself?' 
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The pseudo-clefting test brings out their differences also, as 

the following sentences show: 
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(67)??Taroo-ga ar-u no-wa ninki da. 
nom exist-pres nomin-top popularity is 

'What Taro has is popularity.' 

(68) Zoo-ga naga-i no-wa hana da. 
elephant-nom long-pres nomin-top trunk is 

'(lit.) What an elephant is long is a trunk.' 

(69) Taroo-ga tokui na18 no-wa Eigo da. 
nom good:at nomin-top English is 

'(lit.) What Taro is good at is English.' 

(70) *Katoo-kun-ga zisatu-si-ta no-wa 
nom kill:oneself-past nomin-top 

sinyuu da. 
best:friend is 

'(lit.) What Mr. Kato killed himself is the best friend.' 

2.5.6. Problems of Grouping 

Five authors' groupings have been presented above. We have 

observed that is not an easy task to classify all the possible MNSs. 

First, consider the groupings made by Hoji, Kuno, and Sugamoto. They 

classify MNSs into two types. Their demarcations roughly correspond 

to each other: Type AlType B, Type I/Type II, and Type (i)/Type (ii), 

but there are some non-overlapping cases. Such results are not 

surprising because their criteria for classification are different 

from one another. Therefore, the distinction between the two becomes 

blurred. As observed earlier, (1c) is an unclear example. Sentences 

with whole and part relations such as (3a) and (3c) are unclear also. 

18. When the predicate with da comes before a noun including 
a nominalizer such as no, da changes to ng. 



Consider another example with a whole-part relation as exemplified in 

(71): 

(71) a. Sensei-ga sinzoo-ga tuyo-i. 
teacher-nom heart-nom strong-pres 

'It is the teacher whose heart is strong.' 

b. Sensei-no sinzoo-ga tuyo-i. 
teacher-gen heart-nom strong-pres 

'The teacher's heart is strong.' 

c. Sensei-ga sinzoo-ga o-tuyo-i. 
teacher-nom heart-nom pOlite-strong-pres 

'It is the teacher whose heart is strong (honorific).' 

d. ?Sensei-ga tuyo-i sinzoo. 19 
teacher-nom strong-pres heart 

'(lit.) The heart that the teacher is strong.' 

Sentence (71a) is an MNS. For Kuno, it is a sentence of Type II 
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because it can correspond to the non-MNS (71b), whose NP1 is marked by 

no. On the other hand, for Hoji, it may be a sentence of Type A, 

because the NP1 tiggers honorification as in (71c). If we take the 

method of distinction used by Sugamoto, those criteria split. Compare 

19. Kuno provides a sentence with a relative clause which has 
a whole-part relation (Kuno 1973, p. 257): 

(i) Zoo-ga naga-i hana-wa, eigo-de-wa, 
elephant-nom long-pres nose-top English-in-top 

'trunk'-to yu-u. 
as call-pres 

'(lit.) The nose, as for which the elephant's is long, 
is called a trunk in English.' 

The relative clause is from Zoo-ga hana-ga nagai (same as (3a». But 
the possibility of forming a relative clause from a sentence with a 
whole-part relation is limited. 



(71d), which is a relativized clause, and (71c). Honorification is 

possible, but relativization is impossible. The former shows the 

sentence is of Type (i) while the latter of Type (ii). Furthermore, 

when the demarcation is made into more than two types as Kuroda's and 

Masuoka's, things are in even more confusion. 

2.5.7. Tests on Possible MNSs for the Purpose of Grouping 

Taking the above-mentioned people's criteria into 

consideration, we will consider possible MNSs, if not all those 

possible. Using those MNSs, we will give various tests for the 

purpose of grouping the MNSs. 20 The following MNSs will be used as 

basic sentences: 

(72) Sensei-ga ninki-ga ar-u. 
teacher-nom popularity-nom exist-pres 

'It is the teacher who is popular.' 

(73) Sensei-ga eigo-ga hanas-e-ru. 
teacher-nom English-nom speak-can-pres 

'It is the teacher who can speak English.' 

(74) New York-ga yuumei na hito-ga takusan i-rue 
nom famous person-nom many exist-pres 

'It is New York that has many famous people.' 

(75) Sensei-ga suugaku-ga suki da. 
teacher-nom math-nom like is 

'It is the teacher who likes math.' 

(76) Sensei-ga sinzoo-ga tuyo-i. (same as (71a)) 
teacher-nom heart-nom strong-pres 

'It is the teacher whose heart is strong.' 
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20. Among the nine tests, similar ones of the following tests 
appear in Masuoka: Tests 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. 



(77) Sensei-ga karada-ga tiisa_i. 21 
teacher-nom body-nom small-pres 

'It is the teacher whose body is small.' 

(78) Sensei-ga musuko-san-ga sin-da. 
teacher-nom son-nom die-past 

'It is the teacher whose son died.' 

The first test is to devise a question to ask about each NP2. 

This yields: 

(72) a. *Sensei-wa nani-ga ar-u ka. 
teacher-top what-nom exist-pres 

'(lit.) As for the teacher, what exists?' 

(73) a. Sensei-wa nani-ga hanas-e-ru ka. 
teacher-top what-nom speak-can-pres 

'What can the teacher speak?' 

(74) a. New York-wa donna hito-ga takusan i-ru-ka. 
top what:kind:of people-nom many exist-pres 

'What kinds of people are numerous in New York?' 

(75) a. Sensei-wa nani-ga suki ka. 
teacher-top what-nom like 

'What does the teacher like?' 

(76) a. Sensei-wa nani-ga tuyoi ka. 
teacher-top what-nom strong-pres 

'(lit.) As for the teacher, what is strong?' 

(77) a.??Sensei-wa nani-ga tiisa-i ka. 
teacher-top what-nom small-pres 

'(lit.) As for the teacher, what is small?' 
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21. The difference between (76) and (77) is like that between 
(54a) and (54b). 



(78) a.??Sensei-wa dare-ga sin-da ka. 
teacher-top who-nom die-past 

'(lit.) As for the teacher, who died?' 

Second, topicalization of NP2 yields the follm-ling sentences: 

(72) b. ?Ninki-wa sensei-ga ar_u. 22 
popularity-top teacher-nom exist-pres 

'As for popularity, the teacher has (it).' 

(73) b. Eigo-wa sensei-ga hanas-e-ru. 
English-top teacher-nom speak-can-pres 

'As for English, the teacher can speak (it).' 

(74) b. ?Yuumei-na hito-wa New york-ga takusan i-rue 
famous person-top nom many exist-pres 

'As for famous people, New York has many.' 

(75) b. Suugaku-wa sensei-ga suki da. 
math-top teacher-nom like is 

'As for math, the teacher likes (it).' 

(76) b. Sinzoo-wa sensei-ga tuyo-i. 
heart-top teacher-nom strong-pres 

'(lit.) As for the heart, the teacher is strong.' 

(77) b. Karada-wa sensei-ga tiisa-i. 
body-top teacher-nom small-pres 

'(lit.) As for the body, the teacher is small.' 

(78) b. *Musuko-san-wa sensei-ga sin-da. 
son-top teacher-nom die-past 

'(lit.) As for the son, the teacher died.' 

Third; by relativization of NP2, the following phrases are 

derived: 

22. For some people (72b) sounds well-formed. We follow 
Masuoka's judgement concerning grammaticality. 
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(72) c. ?[sensei-ga aru-u] ninki 
teacher-nom exit-pres popularity 

'the popularity which the teacher has' 

(73) c. [sensei-ga hanas-e-ruJ eigo 
teacher-nom speak-can-pres English 

'English which the teacher can speak' 

(74) c. ?[New York-ga takusan i-ru] yuumei-na hito 
nom many exist-pres famous person 

'(lit.) famous people New York has many' 

(75) c. [sensei-ga suki na] suugaku 
teacher-nom like is math 

'math which the teacher likes' 

(76) c. ?[sensei-ga tl.lyo-i] sinzoo (same as (71d) )23 
teacher-nom strong-pres heart 

'(lit.) the heart which the teacher is strong' 
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23. Cf. footnote 19. As seen in (76b), topicalization of the 
NP2 of the MNS with a whole-part relation yields a well-formed 
sentence, while relativization of the NP2 does not. In addition to 
those with a whole-part relation, some other MNSs behave in a similar 
way. Sentences (i) and (ii) are given in McCawley (1976) taken from 
Muraki (1970): 

(i) Bukka-wa New York-ga takakat-ta. 
price-top nom high-past 

lAs for prices, New York was high.' 

(ii) *[New York-ga takakat-taJ bukka 

McCawley calls the topic NP in (i) "range topic." For further, see 
McCawley (op.cit., pp. 303-306). In any case, it seems the original 
sentence of (i) and (ii) is (iii), which is an MNS: 

(iii) New York-ga bukkaga takakat-ta. 
nom price-nom high-past 

We can see (i) and (ii) are just like (76b) and (76c), respectively. 
See also page 61. 



(77) c. ?[sensei-ga tiisa-iJ karada 
teacher-nom small-pres body 

'(lit.) the body the teacher is small' 

(78) c. *[sensei-ga sin-daJ musuko-san 
teacher-nom die-past son 

'(lit.) the son the teacher died.' 

Fourth, pseudo-cleft sentences are formed out of the basic 

sentences: 

(72) d. ?Sensei-ga ar-u no-wa ninki da. 
teacher-nom exist-pres nomin-top popularity is 

'What the teacher has is popularity.' 

(73) d. Sensei-ga hanas-e-ru no-wa eigo da. 
teacher-nom speak-can-pres nomin-top English is 

'What the teacher can speal< is English.' 
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(74) d. *New York-ga takusan i-ru no-wa yuumei-na hito da. 
nom many exist-pres nomin-top famous person is 

'(lit.) What New York has many are famous people.' 

(75) d. Sensei-ga suki na no-wa suugaku da. 
teacher-nom like is nomin-top math is 

'What the teacher likes is math.' 

(76) d. Sensei-ga tuyo-i no-wa sinzoo da. 
teacher-nom strong-pres nomin-top heart is 

'(lit.) What the teacher is strong is a heart.' 

(77) d. ?Sensei-ga tiisa-i no-wa karada da. 
teacher-nom small-pres nomin-top body is 

'(lit.) What the teacher is small is a body.' 

(78) d. *Sensei-ga sin-da no-wa musuko-san da 
teacher-nom die-past nomin-top son is 

'(lit.) What the teacher died is a son.' 
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Fifth, when the basic sentences are embedded, we find the 

following sentences: 

(72) e. Sensei-ga ninki-ga ar-u koto-wa sit-te-i-ru. 
teacher-nom popularity-nom exist-pres fact-top know-stat-pres 

'(I) know the fact that the teacher is popular.' 

(73) e. Sensei-ga eigo-ga hanas-e-ru koto-wa 
teacher-nom English-nom speak-can-pres fact-top 

sit-te-i-ru. 
know-stat-pres 

'(I) know the fact that the teacher can speak English.' 

(74) e. New York-ga yuumei-na hito-ga takusan i-ru 
nom famous person-nom many exist-pres 

koto-wa sit-te-i-ru. 
fact-top know-stat-pres 

'(I) know the fact that New York has many famous people.' 

(75) e. Sensei-ga suugaku-ga suki na koto-wa sit-te-i-ru. 
teacher-nom math-nom like is fact-top know-stat-pres 

'(I) know the fact that the teacher likes math.' 

(76) e. Sensei-ga sinzoo-ga tuyo-i koto-wa sit-te-i-ru. 
teacher-nom heart-nom strong-pres fact-top know-stat-pres 

'(I) know the fact that the teacher has a strong heart.' 

(77) e. Sensei-ga karado-ga tiisa-i koto-wa sit-te-i-ru. 
teacher-nom body-nom small-pres fact-top know-stat-pres 

'(I) know the fact that the teacher is small.' 

(78) e. ?Sensei-ga musuko-san-ga sin-da koto-wa sit-te-i-ru. 
teacher-nom son-nom die-past fact-top know-stat-pres 

'(I) know the fact that the teacher's son died.' 

Sixth, in Japanese also, as in English, there is a so called 

"subject raising" construction. The NP1 is raised to an object 

position in the following sentences: 



(72) f. 

(73) f. 

Watasi-wa sensei-o 
I-top teacher-ace 

handan-si-ta. 
judge-past 

'I judged the teacher 

?Watasi-vJa sensei-o 
I-top teacher-ace 

handan si-ta. 
judge-past 

ninki-ga ar-u to 
popularity-nom exist-pres comp 

to be popular.' 

eigo-ga hanas-e-ru to 
English-nom can-speak-pres comp 

'I judged the teacher to be able to speak English.' 
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(74) f.??Watasi-wa New york-o yuumei-na hito-ga takusan i-ru 
I-top ace famous person-nom many exist-pres 

to handan-si-ta. 
comp judge-past 

'I judged New York to have many famous people.' 

(75) f. ?Watasi-wa sensei-o suugaku-ga sukj. da to handan-si-ta. 
I-top teacher-acc math-nom like is comp judge-past 

'I judged the teacher to like math.' 

(76) f. ?Watasi-wa sensei-o sinzoo-ga tuyo-i to handan-si-ta. 
I-top teacher-acc heart-nom strong-pres comp judge-past 

'I judged the teacher to have a strong heart. , 

(77) f. ?Watasi-wa sensei-o karada-ga tiisa-i to handan-si-ta. 
I-top teacher-ace body-nom small-press comp judge-past 

'I judged the teacher to be small.' 

(78) f. *Watasi-wa sensei-o musuko-san-ga sin-da to handan-si-ta. 
I-top teacher-acc son-nom die-past comp judge-past 

'(lit.) I judged the teacher the son died.' 

Seventh, consider the application of honorification with 

respect to NP1: 

(72) g. Sensei-ga ninki-ga o-ari-ni nar-u. 
teacher-nom popularity-nom pol-exist-dat become-pres 



'It is the teacher who is popt:~lar (honorific).' 

(73) g. Sensei-ga eigo-ga o-hanas-e-ni nar-u. 
teacher-nom English-nom pol-speak-can-dat become-pres 

'It is the teacher who can speak English (honorific).' 

(74) g. non-applicable 

(75) g. Sensei-ga suugaku-ga o-suki daB 
teacher-nom math-nom pol-like is 

'It is the teacher who likes math (honorific).' 

(76) g. Sensei-ga sinzoo-ga o-tuyo-i. 
teacher-nom heart-nom pol-strong-pres 

'It is the teacher whose heart is strong (honorific).' 

(77) g. Sensei-ga karada-ga o-tiisa-i. 
teacher-nom body-nom pol-smaIl-pres 

'It is the teacher whose body is small (honorific).' 

(78) g. Sensei-ga musuko-san-ga o-nakunari-ni nat-tao 
teacher-nom son-nom pol-die(hono)-dat become-past 

'It is the teacher whose son died (honorific).' 

In (72g), (73g), (75g), (76g), and (77g), there is only one human NP, 

thus it is obvious which NP triggered honorjfication. In these 

sentences, the NP1 triggered it. In the case of (78g), there are two 

human NPs, so either one of them may have triggered honorification. 

To see which NP is involved, we replace the NP2: musuko-san 'son' by 

petto 'pet'. It becomes clear as in (79):24 

(79) *Sensei-ga petto-ga o-nakunari-ni nat-ta 
teacher-nom pet-nom pol-die(hono)-dat become-past 

'It is the teacher whose pet died (honorific).' 

24. Shibatani and Cotton apply the same test. 
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Eighth, cases of reflexivization triggered by NP1 will be 

examined next: 

(72) h. Sensei~ga zibun-no dooryoo-yori ninki-ga ar-u. 
i i 

teacher-nom self-gen colleague-than popularity-nom exist 
-pres 

'It is the teacher who is more popular than self's 
colleagues. ' 

(73) . h. Sensei-ga zibun-no bokokugo-no yooni eigo-ga 
i i 

teacher-nom self-gen native language-gen like English-nom 

hanas-e-ru. 
speak-can-pres 

'It is the teacher who can speak English like self's own 
language 

(74) h. non-applicable 

(75) h. Sensei-ga zibun-ga benkyoo-si-ta kyooka-no naka-de 
i i 

teacher-nom self-nom study-past subject-gen among-in 

itiban suugaku-ga suki da. 
most math-nom like is 

'It is the teacher who likes math best among the 
subjects self studied.' 

(76) h. Sensei-ga zibun-no oya-yori sinzoo-ga tuyo-i. 
i i 

teacher-nom self-nom parent-than heart-nom strong-pres 

'It is the teacher who has a stronger heart than 
self's parents.' 
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(77) h. Sensei-ga zibun-no kazoko-no naka-de itiban karada-gen 
i i 

teacher-nom self-gen family-gen among-in most body-nom 

tiisa-i. 
small-pres 

'It is the teacher whose body is the smallest in 
sel f' s family.' 
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(78) h. Sensei-ga musuko-san-ga zibun-no tanzyoobi-ni sin-da. 
i j (i) j 

teacher-nom son-nom self-gen birthday-dat die-past 

'It is the teacher whose son died on self's birthday.' 

As for (78h), the NP1 can be a coreferential with zibun as well as the 

NP1. This problem will be discussed later. Finally, non-multiple 

nominative counterparts of those sentences will be shown: 

(72) i. sensei-{?~;} ninki-ga ar-u. 
teacher popularity-nom exist-pres 

'The teacher is popular.' 

i. Sensei- {*~;} 
teacher 

eigo-ga hanas-e-ru. 
English-nom 3peak-can-pres 

'The teacher can speak English.' 

(74) i. New YOrk-{*~;} yummei-na hito-ga takusan i-rue 
famous person-nom many exist-pres 

(75) i. 

'New York has many famous people.' 

{*ni} 
Sensei- *no suugaku-ga suki da. 
teacher math-nom like is 

(76) i. {
*ni} 

Sensei- no sinzoo-ga tuyo-i. 
teacher heart-nom strong-pres 

i. 

'The teacher's heart is strong.' 

{*ni} 
Sensei- no karada-ga tiisa-i. 
teacher body-nom small-·pres 

'The teacher's body is small.' 

(78) i. {*ni} 
Sensei- no musuko-san-ga sin-da. 
teacher son-nom die-past 

'The teacher's son died. l 

In summary, Table 1 shows the entire picture of the nine tests 

presented here. This table shows none of the examples share exactly 
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Table 1. Tests of ~lNSs 

(72) (73) (74) (75) (76) (77) (78) 

1 • Q about NP2 * 0 0 0 0 ?? ?? 

2. Topicalization of NP2 ? 0 ? 0 0 0 if 

3. Relativization of NP2 ? 0 ? 0 ? ? if 

4. Pseudo-cleft ? 0 if 0 0 ? if 

5. Embedded 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 

6. Subject raising 0 ? ?? ? ? ? * 
7. Hono. triggered by NP1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8. Reflex. triggered by NP1 0 0 0 0 0 (0) 

9. Non-mult. nom. counterparts ni ni ni ifni ifni ifni *ni 
?no *no *no *no no no no 

Hoji H H: A H: A H' ? H: A H' ? H' ? H: B 

Kuno K K: I K: I K: X K: I K: II K: II K: II 

Sugamoto S S' ? S: i S' ? S: i S· ? S' ? S: ii 

Kuroda Ie!' Kr: ? Kr: X Kr: ? Kr: C Kr: a Kr: b Kr: ? 

Masuoka M M: 1 M: 2 M' ? M: 2 M: 2 M: 2 M: 3 

X: Not treated as MNS 
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the same features with another. We can see how difficult it is to 

divide them into two or three sub-groups in a clear-cut fashion. 

So far, we have observed differences among MNSs, but we also 

have to recognize some features \vhich are shared by all the MNSs. 

Besides the most obvious common features, viz., the case array: NP-ga 

NP-ga Pred, there are the following similarities among them. First, 

the order of the two NPs cannot be reversed. Thus, the following 

sentences, for example, are ill-formed: 

(80) *Eigo-ga sensei-ga hanas-e-ru. 
English-nom teacher-nom speak-can-pres (from (73)) 

(81) *Musuko-san-ga sensei-ga sin-da. (from (78)) 
son-nom teacher-nom die-past 

In addition to such shared syntactic features, there are semantically 

shared features also, that is, the NP1 is non-volitional and if the 

NP1 is marked by Be (not by ~), it is usually exhaustive.25 

We have seen that MNSs share similar features, but still show 

different phenomena among each other as seen above. Is there any 

better way of grouping? In 2.7, I will present an alternative 

grouping. Before it is shown, an argument by Sugamoto (1981) on MNSs 

25. Kuno presents sentences each with an NP1-gq whose meaning 
is 'Lookl •• ' rather than "exhaustive" (1973, p. 69). In such 
cases, the current temporary state is represented. To illustrate 
(1973, p. 69): 

(i) Yama-ga ki-ga kirei da. 
mountain-nom tree-nom pretty is 

'That mountain (lookl) - Its trees are pretty.' 

However, usually there is no clear border between "exhaustive" and 
"look-reading" (cf. footnote 2, Chapter 1). 



with regard to one interesting problem which she calls "reanalysis," 

will be presented in 2.6. 

2.6. Sugamoto's Argument on Reanalysis of MNSs 
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Before presenting the main part of Sugamoto's argument, I will 

comment on some of her terminology. The terms "topic" and "theme" are 

usually used interchangeably in linguistics literature, but she 

distinguishes the~;e terms, as follows: TiJere are two different 

categories: case markings and functions. Case markings are 

represented by "nominative," "accusative," etc., which have particular 

surface case markings. In the case of Japanese, the nominative marker 

is ga, and the accusative marker Q. On the other hand, functions are 

grammatical relations represented by "subject," "object," etc.; their 

case markings vary. 'She puts "topic" in the case marking category. 

It is marked by X@. On the other hand, "theme" is an NP in the 

configuration NP S. The case marking of the theme varies. It can be 

ga or wa. Since I think this distinction is tenable, and also because 

it is a convenient distinction for the sake of expository purposes, I 

will adopt this terminology for later discussions. 

As already mentioned, Sugamoto argues that MNSs can be 

classified into two groups, Type (i) and Type (ii), based on three 

tests: reflexivization, honorification and relativization. She poses 

the problem of why Type (i) sent.ences looked like unmarked transitive 

sentences: NP-ga NP-o Pred. Predicates of Type (i) sentences are 

limited. A few of her examples are shown below with some 

modifications: 
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(82) a. Watasi-ga sono sissaku-ga zannen da. 
I-nom that blunder-nom regrettable j.s 

'I regret that blunder. ' 

b. Watasi-ga sima-ga mie-ta. 
I-nom island-nom see-past 

'I saw the island. , 

c. Watasi-ga toti-ga ar-u. 
I-nom land-nom exist-pres 

'I have land.' 

d. Watasi-ga giwaku-ga toke-tao 
I-nom doubt-nom clear-past 

'I cleared the doubt.' 

e. Watasi-ga kono toti-ga ka-e-ru. 
I-nom this land-nom buy-can-pres 

'I can buy this land.' 

f. Watasi-ga okane-ga ir-u. 
I-nom money-nom need-pres 

'I need money.' 

As mentioned earlier j Kuno says some stative sentences have dual 

natures (e.g., (40) through (42». That is, even without the NP1, the 

two constituents: NP2-Pred, are good non-elliptical sentences. This 

is exactly what Sugamoto is concerned with. Sentences (83) are such 

non-elliptical sentences which correspond to sentences (82). 

(83) a. Sono sissaku-ga zannen da. 
that blunder-nom regrettable is 

'That blunder is regrettable. 

b. Sima-ga mie-ta. 
island-nom see-past 

'The island is visible.' 



c. Toti-ga ar-u. 
land-nom exist-pres 

'There is land.' 

d. Giwaku-ga toke-tao 
doubt-nom solve-past 

'The doubt cleared.' 

e. Kono toti-ga ka-e-ru. 
this land-nom buy-can-pres 

'This land is for sale.' 

f. Okane-ga ir-u. 
money-nom need-pres 

'Money is necessary.' 
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She says that the NP1s in sentences (82) are attached to the sentences 

(83) as themes, which are just like Type (ii) sentences such as (46). 

In (46), toti-ga taka-i 'land is expensive' is an independent sentence 

and the NP1 (theme) is attached to the head of the sentence. Then one 

wonders why such Type (i) sentences are different from Type (ii) with 

regard to reflexivization, honorification, and relativization. 

Suppose that the theme in Type (i) sentences i~ pushed to the argument 

position from the nonargument pOSition, and becomes the subject of a 

simple sentence. Consequently, the original subject is demoted to the 

object position. That is why reflexivization, honorification, and 

relativization are possible as in other unmarked transitive sentences. 

This raises a second question: Why do sentences of Type (ii) still 

have NPs as themes? To explain this, she uses the notion of 

transitivity suggested by Hopper and Thompson (1980). 

Hopper and Thompson say transitivity involves at least two 

participants and an action. The action transferred from one 
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participant to another varies in terms of effectiveness or intensity. 

T.his transitivity can be shown on an ascending scale. Sugamoto's 

discussion about the Japanese case follows: Suppose something is 

described with a certain predicate and someone is in a situation where 

he perceives it, thus the action involves these two participants. The 

predicate serves to describe both the thing perceived and the 

perceiver. Take (83b), for example. The island is visible and there 

is a person who can see, and also the reverse is true. This 

interaction between the participants is one of the parameters of 

transitivity shown by Hopper and Thompson. Transitivity is a matter 

of degree. It is not a discrete phenomenon. When transivity is high, 

the theme (NP1) is pushed to the subject position and the original 

subject is demoted to the object position, which Sugamoto calls 

reanalysis. She says predicates which describe shapes, sizes, or 

colors are very low in transitivity. A part of her transitivity scale 

is shown below along with ellipticality and case markings of the 

NP2s: 26 (Table 2) 

26. I think the following sentence shows a similar case: 

(i) Watasi-ga samu-i. 
I-nom cold-pres 

In this case, the original sentnece would be samu-i 'cold-pres', which 
is a one word sentence without an NP argument. After the theme watasi 
'I' is attached, it becomes a sentence with one argument. Maybe, in 
English also, a similar process can be seen. That is to say, It is 
cold can be connected to I am cold. 
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Table 2. A Transitivity Scale 

Ellipticality of 

One NP-Sentence NP2 ga/NP 0 Transitivity 

low 
aka 'red' ga 

i sin 'die' ga 

i 'good' ga 

kawai 'lovely' ga 

kowa 'fearful' ga 

mie 'visible' +- ga 

hanas-e 'able to speak' + ga (0) 

hanas 'speak' + 0 
high 



The preceding is a brief svmmary of Sugamoto's argument about 

reanalysis of Type (i) sentences. I will make some brief comments on 

this in the rest of section 2.6. 

As mentioned earlier, her tests for Type (i)/Type (ii) 

distinction are those of reflexivization, honorification, and 

relativization. The first two tests do not clearly distinguish the 

two types. In the case of reflexivization, as noted in sentence 

(78h) , either NP can be co-indexed. As for honorification, the 

following sentence shows that the predicate with low transitivity is 

used with honorification: 

(84) Sensei-ga boosi-ga o-aka-i. 
teacher-nom hat-nom pol-red-pres 

'It is the teacher whose hat is red (honorific).' 

The predicate aka 'red' has the lowest transitivity in her chart. 

Even though it is problematic to use these two tests, the third one: 
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relativization of the NP2, rather clearly gives the idea that there is 

some distinction among MNSs. Thus the following relativized phrases 

illustrate the distinction: 

(85) *[sensei-ga aka-i 
teacher-nom red-pres 

boosi 
hat 

(from 'It is the teacher whose hat is red.') 

(86) *[sensei-ga sin-da ] musuko-san (same as (78c)) 
teacher-nom die-past son 

(from 'It is the teacher whose son died.') 

(87) a. *[Taroo-ga i-i kuruma 
nom good-pres car 

(from 'It is Taro whose car is good.') 
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b. [Taroo-ga i-i ] kuruma 
nom good-pres car 

(from 'It is Taro who likes a car. ') 

(88) a. *[Taroo-ga 1<8wai-i ] imooto 
nom lovely-pres s:ister 

(from 'It is Taro whose sister is lovely. I ) 

b. [Taroo-ga kawai-i ] imooto 
no:n dear-pres sister 

(from 'It is Taro who loves his sister.') 

(89) a. *[Taroo-ga kowa-i ] otoosan 
nom fearsome-pres father 

(from 'It is Taro whose father is fearsome. ' ) 

b. [Taroo-ga kowa-i ] otoosan 
nom fearsome-pres father 

(from 'It is Taro who is afraid of his father.') 

(90) [watasi-ga mie-ta ] sima (same as (47)) 
I-nom see-past island 

(from 'It is I who saw the island.') 

(91) [watasi-ga hanas-e-ru ] mondai 
I-nom speak-can-pres problems 

(from 'It is I who can talk about the problem.') 

In (85) and (86), the NPs aensei 'teacher' are not arguments of the 

predicates. This fact makes the relative clauses ungrammatical. As 

for (87) through (89), the predicates behave differently depending on 

the context, as Sugamoto notes. The (a)-clauses, which are ill

formed, are like (85) and (86), where the NPs in the relative clauses 

are not arguments of the predicates. We can say that the relative 

clauses such as the (b)-clauses in (87) through (89), (90), and (91), 

are well-formed due to the fact that with reanalysis, the NP1s became 
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arguments of the predicates.27 Thus, without recourse to 

reflexivization and honorification, the distinction between reanalyzed 
~. 

and non-reanalyzed MNSs can be seen. 

2.7 Alternative Grouping of MNSs and 
Non-Discreteness Phenomena in Grouping 

In 2.6., we have seen that there are reanalyzed MNSs and non-

reanalyzed MNSs. Then, the next question is why the NP1 in the non

reanalyzed MNS can stay as a theme. It is possible to say that the 

NP1 and the NP2 have linking, which is a genitive NP-no NP relation. 

In other words, the theme (ex-theme) in the reanalyzed MNS is a verb-

related theme and the one in the non-reanalyzed MNS is a noun-related 

theme. 

There are four more points that should be mentioned for the 

purpose of grouping MNSs. First, let's consider the NP-no NP type 

(with a noun-related theme). As we have seen in 2.5., sentences (76) 

through (78) belong to this type (cf. Table 1). Sentence (76) has a 

whole-part relation, and sentence (77) also has a whole-part relation, 

27. When the predicate is §L 'exist', relativization is 
impossible. For example, sentence (ii) is a relative clause formed 
from sentence (i): 

(i) Watasi-ga toti-ga ar-u. 
I-nom land-nom exist-pres 

'I have land.' 

(ii) *[Watasi-ga ar-u ] toti 
I-nom exist-pres land 

Richard Oehrle suggested to me that the verb be in English has an 
idiosyncratic nature compared to other verbs. It can be assumed that 
the J8panese verb gr 'exist' also has a peculiar nature. 
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with the slight difference that "part" in the latter is actually a 

kind of "whole." In Table 1, we can see these two sentences have 

roughly the same result. However, sentence (78) is considerably 

different from (76) and (77). Therefore, I will divide the NP-no NP 

type into two sub-groups: those with a whole-part relation and those 

with a non-whole-part relation. Sentences (76) and (77) belong to the 

former, and sentence (78) the latter. 

The second problem involves MNSs such as (1c), (17a: b) and 

(25a, b, c). These cases have neither verb-related nor noun-related 

themes. These NP1s (themes) are from adverbial phrases. Even though 

this kind of MNS is few in number, we cannot ignore them. We may call 

such a theme an adverbial theme. 

Another problem is how to treat sentences such as (2): 

(2) Taroo-ga suugaku-ga suki da. 
nom math-nom like is 

'It is Taro who likes math.' 

It seems to be impossible to say this sentence was reanalyzed like 

those mentioned above. Suugaku-ga suki da does not make sense as an 

independent sentence. Since suugaku-ga suki da cannot stand as an 

independent sentence, the NP1 in (2) is not likely to be an adverbial 

theme, either. The NP1 and the NP2 cannot be linked with the genitive 

llQ, which shows the NP1 is not a noun-related theme. 

To account for sentence (2), some historical explanation may 

be helpful: It is said that the case marker ga used to be a genitive 

marker (e.g., Ono 1975, 1977; Ishigaki 1944; Dewolf 1981; Sugamoto 

1981). The following sentence is an example: 
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(92) yama-ga taka-ki 
mountain-nom high-attri 

'(lit.) the mountain's highness' 

In modern Japanese, it became a sentence with a predicative meaning, 

which is (93): 

(93) Yama-ga taka_i. 28 

mountain-nom high-pres 

Like in (93), gas in sentences (83) were originally genitive. 

Furthermore, when the attribute (predicate in modern Japanese) carries 

an emotional meaning, the NP followed by ga could be a patient (Ono 

1975, 1977). Dewolf says that this involves a syntactic 

neutralization of "agent" and "patient." If this is true, then we can 

say that in sentence (2), with the emotional attribute suki 'like', ga 

which is attached to suugaku 'math' is such a genitive marker; and 

suugaku 'math' is a patient unlike the NPs in (83~. Another example 

like (2) is (94):29 

(94) Watasi-ga mizu-ga nomi-ta-i. 
I-nom water-nom drink-want-pres 

'It is I who wants to drink water.' 

Thus, historically, sentences like (2) were in the same group as those 

sentences with verb-related themes. 

The fourth problem is that there are some MNSs which have 

idioms. Observe the following sentences. 

28. Taka-i 'high pres' is a modern form of taka-ki 'high
attrib'. The predicative adjective form of this word in Classical 
Japanese was taka-si 'high-pres'. When taka-si 'high-pres' was used, 
there was no case marker as in Yama taka-si 'The mountain is high.' 

29. Roughly speaking, when the NP2 is a patient, the NP1 
cannot be marked by ni. 
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(95) a. Watasi-ga zutuu-ga su_ru. 30 
I-nom headache-nom do-pres 

'It is I who have a headache.' 

b. Watasi-ga sibire-ga kire-ta. 
I-nom numbness-nom ?-past 

'It is I who has numb feet.' 

In (95a), the NP1 cannot be related to §Y 'do' like verb-related 

themes. It cannot be related to the NP2 zutuu with DQ like the noun-

related themes. It cannot be considered to be an adverbial theme 

because no adverbial counterpart exists. Furthermore, zutuu-ga su-ru 

which is NP2-Pred, behaves as one unit. Sentence (95b) also seems to 

be idiomatic for the same reasons. 

To summarize, the grouping of MNSs is as follows: 

1. With a verb-related theme 

2. With an adverbial theme 

3. Idiom 

4. With a noun-related theme (NP-no NP type) 

(i) A whole-part relation 

(ii) A non-whole-part relation 

The grouping presented above, however, does not mean these 

groups are separated from each other discretely. There are blurred 

areas among them. 

30. The word zutuu is Sino-Japanese~ which means 'head
painful'. This word is followed by su 'do'. The native Japanese 
counterpart is atama-ga ita-i 'The head is painful.' There are other 
similar examples such as hukutuu-ga su-ru 'The stomach is painful.' 
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Concerning idioms, some sentences are not as clear about 

"idiomness. " Recall Masuoka' s Type I sentences wer'e those with 

idioms. Sentence (55) is one of his examples: 

(55) Taroo-ga ninki-ga ar-u. (similar to (72)) 
nom popularity-nom exist-pres 

'It is Taro who is popular.' 

The "idiomness" in this sentence is not as clear as those in (95), 

even though those tests shown in 2.5. reveal it to some extent. It is 

hard to tell the difference between (55) and other sentences which 

have the same verb ~ 'exist'. Compare (55) and (96), for example: 

(96) Taroo-ga okane-ga ar-u. 
nom monkey-nom exist-pres 

'It is Taro who has money.' 

The phrase okane-ga ar-u in (96) is not an idiom, while the phrase 

ninki-ga ar-u in (55) looks like an idiom. However, it is hard to 

draw a line between the two phrases in terms of "idiomness." One of 

the reasons for this is that the NP1 of (55) can be marked by ni (cf. 

Table 1). Thus Taroo-ni ninki-ga ar-u 'Taro is popular' is 

grammatical just like Taroo-ni okane-ga ar-u 'Taro has money' is 

grammatical. Such a case-marking change is impossible in (95). 

Masuoka cites another example with an idiom, which is (97): 

(97) Taroo-ga ki-ga tiisa-i. 
nom heart-nom small-pres 

'Taro is timid.' 

This sentence also has some "idiomness," and t.he tests presented in 

2.5. could reveal some evidence for this. However, this sentence is 

also weak in the degree of "idiomness" compared to sentences (95). We 



can say Taroo-no ki-ga tiisa-i 'Taro's heart is small', just like we 

say with sentences of the NP-no NP type. 

Another non-discrete phenomenon is seen in sentences with ir 

'need'. Consider the following sentences: 

(98) a. Taroo-ga zibiki-ga ir-u. 
nom dictionary-nom need-pres 

'It is Taro who needs a dictionary.' 

b. Shoogakkoo-ni agar-u kodomo-ga randoseru-ga 
elementary:school-dat enter-pres child-nom knapsack-nom 

ir-u. 
need-pres 

'It is the child entering elenmentary school who needs 
a knapsack.' 

c. Ano inu-ga kubiwa-ga ir-u. 
that dog-nom collar-nom need-pres 

'It is that dog vlhich needs a collar.' 

d. Ano heya-ga isu-ga ir-u. 
that room-nom chair-nom rleed-pres 

'It is that room which needs chairs.' 

All of these sentences have the predicate ir 'need'. But this 

predicate can be interpreted in different ways. As for (98a), the 

first interpretation would be that it has a verb-related theme. 

However, when it comes to (b), (c), and (d)-sentences, judgment 

varies. The themes can be verb-related (at least (b) and (c)), or 

they can be noun-related because they can be connected to the NP2s 

with no. In the case of sentence (98d), it is most likely to have an 

adverbial theme. Thus, there is no clear-cut distinction. 31 

31. Sugamoto presents a similar discussion concerning the 
verb iL 'need'. See Sugamoto (1981). 
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Another example is a sentence like (25a), which is restated 

here: 

(25) a. Hanako-ga akachan-ga um-are-ta. 
nom baby-nom bear-pass-past 

'It is Hanako who had a baby.' 

As noted before, this sentence can be related either to Hanako-no 

akachan-ga um-are-ta or Hanako-ni akachan-ga um-are-ta. In the former 

case, the NP1 is a noun-related theme. As for the latter case, it is 

an adverbial theme. There is no clear distinction. 

There are so-called tough sentences, which are difficult to 

deal with, also. The following sentence, for example, are tough 

sentences. 

(99) a. Gakusei-ga kono hon-ga yomi-yasu-i. 
student-nom this book-nom read-easy-pres 

'It is students for whom this book is easy to read.' 

b. Taroo-ga kono mondai-ga toki-niku-i. 
nom this problem-nom solve-difficult-pres 

'It is Taro for whom this problem is difficult to solve.' 

One may say that the first NPs in (99) are adverbial phrases. However, 

these sentences are like those with verb-related themes. For example, 

the second NP can be relativized easily as in: 

(99') a. gakusei-ga yomi-yasu-i (kono) hon 

b. Taroo-ga toki-niku-i (kono) mondai 



That the NP2 can be relativized is one of the characteristics of 

sentences with verb-related themes. 32 

The problem of ellipticality also shows non-discrete 

phenomena. As mentioned earlier, ellipticality is Kuno and Hoji's 
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criterion for distinguishing two types of MNSs. It is not as easy as 

they think. Take tough sentences (99) again, for example. Even if 

the NP1s: gakusei 'student' and Taroo, are deleted, they can be 

independent sentences. If the incorporation is strong, it can be 

elliptical. Sentence (3a) can also be used as an example to show the 

unclearness of ellipticality: 

(3) a. Zoo-ga hana-ga naga-i. 
elephant-nom trunk-nom long-pres 

'It is the elephant whose trunk is long.' 

For Kuno, this is a Type II sentence, whose NP1 is supposed to be 

deletable without leaving an elliptical sentence. However, when zoo-

ga in (3a) is deleted, the rest of the sentence does not convey useful 

information as an independent sentence. 

We have observed that MNSs can be classified, but that it is 

impossible to divide them into discrete types. Such non-discreteness 

exists in many aspects of the grammar. In the next section, 2.8., I 

would like to touch upon the controversial problem: IIsubject.1I 

This topic also involves non-discreteness in the grammar. 

32. Sentence (i) is a non-MNS tough sentence, whose 
counterpart is (99a): 

(i) Gakusei-ni kono hon-ga yomi-yasu-i. 
student-dat this book-nom read-easy-pres 

'This book is easy for students to read.' 
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2.8. "Subject" 

It is Mikami who claimed that Japanese, unlike Western 

languages, does not have "subject." Counter-arguing Mikami's 

statement, Shibatani (1978) claims there are two criteria for 

"subject." They are reflexivization and honorification. (See also 

Kuno 1973, 1978). Many linguists adopt these criteria for "subject" 

as a matter of fact, and use them in their analyses of various aspects 

of the Japanese syntax and semantics. As mentioned earlier', Hoji and 

Sugamoto are among them. Kitagawa (1980) challenges such an argument 

by giving some counterexamples. One of them is (100): 

(100) Eigyoo-butyoo-ni suginai boku-no tokoro-e-mo okurimono 
business-chief-dat mere Ii-gen place-to-even present 

to-si-te zibun-no kuruma-ga itidai todoi-ta. 
as selfi-gen car-nom one arrive-past 

'Even to me, a mere chief of the business department, a car 
of self's own arrived as a present.' 

Kitagawa says that the position, that a subject NP is the antecedent 

of a reflexive pronoun, needs re-examination. 

At this point, we will see the nature of zibun more clearly. 

It seems that it is not aSSigned only by a syntactic device. Various 

phenomena should be considered to account for zibun, but here two 

conditions will suffice for the discussion. First, the antecedent 

should be aware of the proposit5.on of the clause which contains zibun 

(Kuno 1972). 

Let's take sentences with predicates which have dual natures 

as discussed by Kuno (see 2.4.3.); (or Sugamoto's predicates whose 
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transitivity is high, so that the sentences are reanalyzed as 

transitive sentences, (see 2.6». 

(101) a. *Taroo-ga zibun-no ie-no tikaku ni mie-ta. 
i i 
nom self-gen house-gen near dat see-past 

'Taro was visible near self's house.' 

b. *Hanaka-ga zibun-no kurasu-no naka-de itiban kawai-i. 
i i 
nom self-gen class-gen in-at most cute-pres 

'Hanako is the most cute in self's class.' 

c. *Ano sensei-ga 
that teacher-nom 

kowa-i 
fearsome-pres 

zibun-no gakkoo-no naka-da itiban 
self-gen school-gen in-at most 

'That teacher is the most feasome in self's school.' 

Each of the above sentences has ziQyn whose antecedent is supposed to 

be the NP1. They are all ill-formed. The NP1s in these sentences are 

non-volitional and do not have feelings about what the sentences say, 

consequently awareness of the NPs does not exist. 

It is a well-known fact that if the antecedent is dead, zjQyu 

cannot be used. Compare the following two sentences: 

(102) a. *John-wa zibun-ga sin-da toki issen-mo 
i i 
top self-nom die-past when a:penny-even 

mot-te i-nakat-ta. (Kuno 1972) 
have not-past 

'John did not have a penny when self died.' 

b. John-wa zibun-ga sin-u toki issen-mo 
i i 
top self-nom die-past when a:penny-even 

mot-te i-nakat-ta. 
have not-past 



'John did not have a penny when self was dying.' 
(Eventually he died.) 

c. John-wa zibun-no kokyoo-de sin-da. 
top self-gen hometown-at die-past 

'John died in self's hometown.' 

Sentences (102b) and (102c) are well-formed, but (102a) is not. In 

Sentence (102a), the fact that he did not have a penny came to be 

known after he died. 33 

Second, even when the antecedent is not aware of the 

proposition of the clause, the speaker implies in an accusatory tone 

that the antecedent should be aware of it (Kuroda 1973; Inoue 1976a). 

Consider sentence (103), which is Kuroda's example with slight 

modification: 

(103) John-wa zibun-ga osie-te-i-ru gakusei-to 
top self-nom teach-prog-pres student-with 

kekkon-si-ta-gat-te-i-ru. 
marry-want-look-prog-pres 

'John wants to marry a student whom self is teaching.' 

This sentence could imply that John does not know that he is teaching 

the girl whom he wants to marry. Maybe the class is so big that John 

33. Awareness is not necessarily actual, like (i): 

(i) Robot-g2 zibun-no atama-o tatai-te-i-ru. 
nom self-gen head-acc pat-prog-pres 

(Akmajian and Kitagawa 1976) 

'The robot is patting self's head.' 

This is well-formed even though robot is not aware of it. In such a 
case, robot is personified. 
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does not know that she is in his class. The speaker implies that he 

should know about it. The following sentence would give a much 

clearer picture of this sort: 

(104) Ano neko-wa zibun-ga un-da neko·-ni koi-o-si-te-i~ru. 
that cat-top self-nom give:birth-past cat-dat be:in:love-pres 

'That cat is in love with a cat that self gave birth to 
(without knowing that he is her son.)' 

Now we will return to MNSs. There has been a debate 

concerning subjecthood in MNSs. Those with noun-related themes are 

especially controversial. Are noun-related themes subjects? Let's 

take Kuno (1973, 1978) as a representative of the people who say they 

are subjects, and Shibatani (1977) and Shibatani and Cotton (1976-77) 

as representatives of those who say they are not subjects. 

As has already been mentioned, the transformational rule that 

changes ~ to ~ is called Subjectivization by Kuno. His 

selection of this term stems from his claim that the derived NP-ga is 

a subject. 

Shibatani and Cotton assert that the derived NP-ga is not a 

subject, thus they are opposed to calling this process (NP-no NP-ga) 

"Subjectivization." Their reasoning for this assertion involves 

reflexivization and honorification, as seen earlier. They present the 

following sentences: 

(105) *Yamada sensei-ga musuko-ga zibun-ni unzari-si-te-i-ru. 
i j i 
nom son-nom self-dat disgusted-prog-pres 

'It is Prof. Yamada whose son is disgusted with self.' 
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(106) a. *Boku-no tomodati-ga o-nakunari-ni nat-ta. 
I-gen friend-nom pol-die-dat become-past 

'My friend died (honorific).' 

b. Boku-no tomodati-ga otoosan-ga o-nakunari-ni nat-ta. 
I-gen friend-nom father-nom pol-die-dat become-past 

'It is my friend whose father died (honorific).' 

According to them, sentence (105) is ill-formed because the NP1 Yamada 

sensei 'Prof. Yamada' cannot be the antecedent of zibun, which means 

it is not a subject. In the case of (106), sentence (a) is ill-formed 

because boku no tomodati 'my friend' is not superior to the speaker; 

accordingly, it does not trigger honorification. In contrast, 

sentence (b) is well-formed, which means the NP that triggered 

honorification should be otoosan 'father'. 

Next, Kuno's justification that the NP1 is a subject follows. 

He presents five arguments to support his claim. We will see the 

first two arguments which concern reflexivization and honorification. 

First, Langacker's Principle of Control is used for the 

argument. His Principle of Control is as follows: 

(107) If (i) two identical nodes A1 and A2 both command some other 
node B; (ii) A1 commands A2, and A2 does not command A1, 
then any transformational operation involving A and B can 
only apply with respect to A2 and B, and not A1 and B. 
Thus if there is a "chain of command" so that A1 commands 
A2, A2 commands B, and A2 does not command A1 but is 
identical to it, A2 "controls" B, protecting it from the 
influence of A1, so to speak. 

s -----. --....... --------- -..... • .....__ __ -... 

---------- ---......._ c:.:::._ ~ 

A1 S 

~~~ 
~2- ;?l B --------------'/] 
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Take (105), for example. A1 would be Yamada-sensei 'Prof. Yamada', A2 

would be musuko 'son', and B would be zibun. Only A2 (mu§uko) can 

control B (zibun). (106b) can be explained in the same way. 

Second, he says that even though Langacker's Principle of 

Control shows that it is not contradictory to the analysis that the 

NP1 is a subject, it does not show the NP1 is a subject. The 

following sentences are his examples to show that the NP1s are 

subjects. They are presented with slight modifications: 

(108) a. Yamada-ga zibun-no ie-de koibito-ga 
nom self-gen house-at lover-nom 

zisatusi-te simat-ta. 
kill:oneself regret-past 

'It is Yamada whose lover has killed herself at 
self's house.' 

b. Yamada-sensei-ga kokyoo-ga zuibun o-too-i. 
nom hometown-nom very pol-far-pres 

'It is Prof. Yamada whose hometown is very far 
(honorific) • ' 

Kuno says that (108a) is grammatical even though some speakers would 

say it is awkward. The reason is that in (108a), B (zibun) is at the 

left of A2 (ko:ibito), which breaks the chain of command. In the case 

of (108b)~ kokyoo 'hometown' (A2) is inanimate, and the control of 

this NP on the honorific marking (B) is weak" Therefore the control 

can be passed over to Yamada-sensei 'Prof. Yamada' (A). Since Yamada-

sensei 'Prof. Yamada' triggers honorification, it should be a subject. 
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Now, I will make some comments on their debate. Here a 

question arises: Is the NP1 in (108a) a subject since it is the 

antecedent of ziQyn? In Japanese linguistic literature where the 

notion of i1subject" is discussed in connection with reflexi vization 

and honorification, I cannot but feel some confusion. There are two 

cases that can be considered: (i) If the NP triggers reflexivization 

and/or honorification, it is a subject; or (ii) if the NP is a 

subject, it triggers reflexivization and/or honorification. These two 

cases are mixed in a confusing way. If the first case is true, in 

sentence (100) for example, ~ 'I' should be a subject because it is 

the antecedent of~. This is not what they want. If the second 

case is taken, they have to decide which NP is a subject. How can 

they decide which one? They do it notionally. The NP which is 

supposed to be a notionally decided subject (doer, be-er) is marked 

mainly by g& or, in some cases, ni. Shibatani's position, as 

summarized in Kitagawa (1980), is as follows: 

(109) a. The NP that functions as a trigger for re34exivization 
is exactly the same one that triggers SHe 

b. Case particles that can follow a subject NP belong to a 
restricted set composed of no more than a few specific 
particles, e.g., the nominative g£, the dative ni of 
the kind that appears in possessive, emotive, and 
potential constructions, and DQ which can alternate 
with g&. 

Let's consider (109a) in relation to the MNS. Observe the following 

sentences: 

34. SH means "subject honorification" as opposed to "object 
honorification." 



(110) a. Yamada-sensei-ga gozibun-no inu-ga sin-da. 
nom pol-self-gen dog-nom die-past 

'It is Prof. Yamada whose (self's) dog died.' 

b. *Yamada-sensei-ga gozibun-no inu-ga o-nakunari-ni 
nom pol-self-gen dog-nom pol-die-dat 

nat-tao 
become-past. 

'It is Prof. Yamada whose (self's) dog died (honorific).' 

There are many cases where ~ whose antecedent is the NP1 can 
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precede the NP2. Sentence (110a) is an example. Since Yamada-sensei 

'Prof. Yamada' triggers reflexivization, it should be a subject. 

Since it is a subject, it should trigger honorification if we follow 

assumption (109a). Together, these assumptions yield (110b), which is 

ill-formed. Along with Kitagawa's counterexample (100) and others 

(see Kitagawa 1980), MNSs such as (110) prove that such assumptions as 

theirs on "subject" are not presented in a straightforward way. 

Now, we will return to the nature of~. Recall that when 

lli.!.m. is used, its antecedent should be aware of t.he proposition of 

the clause which contains~. If the antecedent is unaware of it, 

then the speaker implies accusation of the antecedent's non-awareness. 

Especially can such nature of ~ be seen in MNSs. When an NP's 

awareness of the content of the constituent [NP2 Pres], whether it is 

the NP1 or the NP2, is emphasized; it can be the antecedent of lli.!.m.. 

Recall that sentence (78h) has a .z.1J2l.m "lhose antecedent can be either 

musuko-san 'son' or sensei 'teacher'. It depends on whose awareness 

one considers the speaker to be emphasizing. Even in sentence (105), 

if the speaker emphasizes the NP1's awareness, it can be the 



antecedent of zibun. It is not a matter of syntactic subjecthood. 

Pragmatic factors are involved. As seen earlier, if the NP is dead, 

it cannot be the antecedent of zibun. This conforms to what is 

mentioned above. Observe the following sentences: 

(111) a. *Kennedy-ga zibun-no tuma-ga saikon-si-ta. 
nom self-gen wife-nom remarry-past 

'It is Kennedy whose (self's) wife remarried.' 

b. Kennedy-ga tuma-ga zibun-no tanzyoobi-ni saikon-si-ta. 
i j *lj 
nom wife-nom self-gen birthday-dat remarry-past 

'It is Kennedy whose wife remarried on self's birthday. 

(112) a. Taroo-ga zibun-no musume-ga saikon-si-ta. 
nom self-gen daughter-nom remarry-past 

'It is Taro whose daughter remarried. 

b. Taroo-ga musume-ga zibun-no tanzyoobi-ni saikon-si-ta. 
i j *ij 
nom daughter-nonl self-gen birthday-dat remarry-past 

'It is Taro whose daughter remarried on self's birthday. 

The difference between (111) and (112) is that in the former 

sentences, the NP1 is dead, and in the latter, the NP1 is alive. 

As seen above, the notion of "subject" in Japanese is not 

clear at all. Especially, reflexivization as a criterion for 

subjecthood shows unclear phenomena syntactically. This is another 

phase of Japanese grammar whose demarcations are not clearly 

delimited. 
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2.g. MNSs as Full-fledged Sentences in Relation 
to Topicalization and Relativization 

Even though people realize that the MNS is an important 
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sentence structure in Japanese, it seems that it has not been treated 

in a fair fashion. In this section, I will argue that the MNS is a 

full-fledged sentence like other types of sentence structures, and 

that it should be tr'eated that way. For this purpose, topicalization 

and relativization will be focused on. 

It is said that Ross' Complex NP Constraint (or Chomsky's 

Subjacency) is universal. However, Kuno (1973) points out that it 

does not apply to Japanese relative clauses. The following sentences 

are Kuno's examples (op.cit., p. 239): 

( 113) [[ ____ kawaigat-te-i-ta] inu-ga sin-de simat-ta ] kodomo 
fond:of-stat-past dog-nom die regret-past child 

'The child who the dog (he) was fond of died.' 

(114) [[ ____ ki-te-i-ru ] yoohuku-ga yogore-te-i-ru] sinsi 
wear-stat-pres suit-nom dirty-stat-pres gentleman 

'The gentleman who the suit that (he) is wearing is dirty.' 

In these sentences, (sono) kodomo 'the child' and (sono) sinsi 'the 

gentleman' are relativized, even though they are in complex NPs. That 

is, they are sono kodomo-ga kawaigat-te-i-ta inu and sono sinsi-ga ki-

te-i-ru yoohuku, respectively. 

Kuno says that even though such a process can be seen in 

Japanese unlike in English, not all the cases yield grammatical 

relative clauses. While his argument stops here, Hasegawa (1981) goes 

one step further and provides the following analysis. 
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Sentences (115) and (116) _are topic sentences which correspond 

to (113) and (114), respectively: 

(115) I (Sono) kodomo-wa 
the child-top 

simat-ta. 
regret-past 

[[~ ~ kawaigat-te-i-ta] ihu-ga sin-de 
SUBJ OBJ fond:of-stat-past dog-nom died 

'The child, the dog which (he) was fond of died.' 

(116) (Sono) sihsi-wa [[~ ~ki-te-i-ru ] yooJukU-ga 
the gentleman-top SUBJ OBJ wear-stat-pres suit-nom 

yogore-te-i-ru. 
dirty-stat-pres 

'The gentleman, the suit which (he) is wearing is dirty.' 

Clauses (113) and (114), and Sentences (115) and (116) are all 

grammatical. On the other hand, the following clauses/sentences are 

ill-formed. 

(117) *[[ ~ kawaigat-te-i-ta] kobomo-ga sin-de simat-ta inu. 
SUBJ OBJ fond of-stat-past child-nom die regret-past dog 

'The dog which the child who was fond of (it) died.' 

(118) *(Sono) YOO~UkU-wa [[~ =t= ki-te-i-ta ] siAsi-ga 
the suit-top SUBJ OBJ wear-stat-past gentleman-nom 

yukuehumei da. 
missing is 

'The suit the gentleman who wore (it) is missing. ' 

(119) *[[~ ~ kawaigat-te-i-ru ] i~U-O John-ga ket-ta ] kOd~mo 
SUBJ OBJ fond:of-stat-pres dog-acc nom kick~.past child 

'The child who John kicked the dog which (he) was fond of.' 

(120) *(Sono) Si~si-wa [[~ ~ ki-te-i-ru YOoJUkU-O 
the gentleman-top SUBJ OBJ wear-stat-pres suit-acc 

Mary~ga tukut-ta. 
nom make-past 

'The gentleman Mary made the suit which (he) wears.' 
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Hasegawa says that there are two cases in which an ungrammatical 

result occurs. The first case is represented by (117) and (118). In 

these sentences, the relativized or topicalized NP is not a subject in 

the embedded relative clause. In the second case, (119) and (120) are 

ill-formed in spite of the fact that the relativized or topicalized NP 

is a subject. The reason for this is that, unlike those in (113) 

through (116), the head NPs of their embedded relative clauses: inu 

'dog' and yoohuku 'suit', are not subjects of the higher clauses. 

Furthermore, she presents the following examples, in which the topic 

or the highest head is coreferential with the gap in the more deeply 

embedded relartl~·v~e~c=l=a=us=e=:=============;~ ____ -r=========== 

(121) [[[~ ~ kawaigat-te-i-ru ] ihu-ga ~ 
SUBJ OBJ fond:of-stat-pres dog-nom OBJ 

(122) 

( 123) 

~ I 
hito-ga ] sin-de simat-ta ] kodomo 
person-nom die regret-past child 

kamitui-ta 
bite-past 

'the child. -who the person who the dog which (hei ) is 
fond of bit died' [[ r Ll-I- kai-ta ] ht!m-o shuppan-si-ta] 
SUBJ SUBJ OBJ write-past book-acc publish-past 
.~ I 
honya-ga hasan-si-ta ] gakusha 
publisher-nom go broke-past scholar 

'the scholar. who the publisher which published the 
book which (nei ) wrote went broke' 

*[[[~ ~kawaigat-te-i-ru] ihu-ga ~ kamitui-taJ 
SUBJ OBJ fond:of-stat-pres dog-nom OBJ bite-past 

Jto-o John-ga tasuke-ta ] ko1omo 
person-acc nom rescue-past child 

'the child. who John rescued the man who the dog which 
(hei ) keep1bit' 



(124) *[[~ [~ ~ kai-ta] h6n-o shuppan si-ta] 
SUBJ SUBJ OBJ write-past book-acc publish-past 

~ya-o Bill-ga nottot-ta ] gak~sha 
publisher-acc nom usurp-past scholar 

'The scholar. who Bill usurped the publisher which 
published th~ book which (hei ) wrote.' 

Clauses (121) and (122) are well-formed but (123) and (124) are not. 

First, consider (121). The head of the highest relative clause, 

kodgmo 'child', refers to the gap which is a subject; and the head of 

the relative clause which has this gap, kodomo, is a subject also. 
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From the observation of sentences (113) through (120), the reason that 

(121) is well-formed seems to be the same as that mentioned for (113) 

through (120). However, the fact that (122) is well-formed cannot be 

explained because the head of the most deeply embedded clause, hon 

'book', is not a subject of the higher relative clause. Next, 

consider the ill-formed sentences (123) and (124). Like (121), 

sentence (123) seems to have well-formed conditions, nevertheless, it 

is ill-formed. In the case of (124), it looks like (122); but the 

former is ill-formed, while the latter is well-formed. She says that 

the reason why (121) and (122) are well-formed is that the head of the 

relative clause which is next to the clause to which the highest head 

or topic attaches, is a subject. On the other hand, in (123) and 

(124), such a condition is not met. To summarize, Hasegawa makes the 

following observation: Relativizing or topicalizing a phrase in a 

relative clause is allowed if (i) the phrase is the subject of the 

relative clause, and (ii) the head of the relative clause which is 

immediately embedded in the clause to which the highest head or topic 
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attaches is the subject. Japanese was regarded as a language in which 

the complex NP constraint of Subjacency does not apply, but this is 

true only when the subject is involved. Her above-mentioned 

observation seem to be correct even though there are 

counterexamples.35 In her lexical framework, Hasegawa tries to 

explain the reason for her observation. Without recourse to her 

painstaking reasoning, which may be correct, we can easily point out 

the reason for her observation. The well-formed relative or topic 

examples presented above are all from well-formed MNSs, and the ill-

formed relative or topic examples are not from MNSs. 

Let's consider MNSs which correspond to (113), (115) and 

(114), (116). They are sentences (125) and (126), respectively: 

(125) Sono kodomo-ga [ ____ kawaigat-te-i-ta ] inu-ga sin-de 
the child-nom fond of-stat-past dog-nom die 

simat-ta. 
lAegret-past 

'It is the child, whose dog that (he) was fond of died.' 

( 126) Sono sinsi-ga [ ____ ki-te-i tu yoohuku-ga yogore-te-i-ru. 
the gentleman-nom wear-stat-pres suit-nom dirty-stat-pres 

'It is the gentleman whose suit (he) is wearing is dirty.' 

The NP1 in (125) is sono kodomo 'child' and the NP2 is a complex NP 

with the head inu 'dog' modified by kawaigat-te-i-ta 'was fond of'. 

Sentence (126) has the same pattern. Compare these sentences with 

(127) and (128) which correspond to (119) and (120), respectively. 

(127)*Sono kodomo ga [ ____ kawaigat-te-i-taJ inu-o John-ga ket-ta. 
the child-nom fond-of-stat-past dog-ace nom kick-

past 

35. Counterexamples will be discussed later. 
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'It is the child whose dog John kicked.' 

(128) *Sono sinsi-ga [ __ ki-te-i-ru ] yoohuku-o Mary-ga tukut-ta. 
the gentleman-nom wear-stat-pres suit-acc nom make-past 

"It is the gentleman whose suit Mary made.' 

In (127) and (128), the NP2s inu 'dog' and yoohuku 'suit' are not marked 

by gao Accordingly, they are not MNSs. 

Next, compare (125) and (126) with (129) and (130) which 

correspond to (117) and (118), respectively: 

(129) *Sono inu-ga L __ kawaigat-te-i-ta] kodomo-ga sin-de 
the dog-nom fond-of-stat-past child-nom die 

simat-ta. 
regret-past 

'It is the dog which the child who was fond of (it) died.' 

(130) *Sono yoohuku-ga [ __ ki-te-i-ru ] sinsi-ga 
the suit-nom wear-stat-pres gentleman-nom 

yukuehumei da. 
missing is 

'It is the suit which the gentleman who wears (it) is missing.' 

In the case of (129) and (130), the NPs are marked by Ba, but still 

they are ill-formed. The reason for this can be explained. In (125), 

the first slot refers to sono kodamo-ga 'the child-nom'. Thus the 

relative clause in this sentence is [sono kodqrno-ga ____ kawaigat-te-

i-tal inu. Likewise, in (126), the relative clause is [sono sinsi-ga 

_ ki-te-i-ta] yoohuku. Recall that the noun-related theme can be 

related to the NP2 with the genitive nQ. For example (3d) and (3'd) 

show this fact: 

(3) d. Hanako-ga musuko-ga sin-da. 

(3') d. Hanako-no musuko-ga sin-da. 



In the case of (125) and (126), such a no-relation cannot be seen at 

first glance, but sono kodomo-ga and sono-sinsi-ga can be optionally 

converted to sono kodomo-no and sono sinsi-no, respectively, by the 

process of Ga/No Conversion.36 

Therefore, we can say the genitive nQ-relation can be seen in 

these sentences, also. However, in (129) and (130), such explanation 

is impossible. In (129) and (130), if the slots are filled, they are 

as follows: 

(129') [sono kodomo ga sono inu 0 kawaigatte-itaJ kodomo 

(130') [sono sinsi ga sono yoohuku 0 kite-iruJ sinsi 

The themes (NP1s) in the ill-formed MNSs (129) and (130) are sono inu 

'the dog' and sono yoohuku 'the suit'. They cannot be related to the 
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NP2s (kodomo and sinsi) with nQ, because sono inu 0 and sono yoohuku 0 

in (129') and (130') cannot be converted to sono inu no and §QllQ 

yoohuku no, respectively.37 

So far we have seen MNSs which fit in Hasegawa's observation. 

Even though the number is small, there are some counterexamples. 

There are two kinds of counterexamples. The first kind is exemplified 

by (131), which is presented in Kitagawa (1982): 

(131) Nakaore-boosi-wa [[kono-goro ____ kabut-te-i-ru 
i j i 

soft-hat-top lately wear-prog-pres 

36. Ga/No Conversion is presented in Harada (1971). It 
converts ga into DQ in certain types of embedded clauses. 

37. In the case of (121), in which the relative clause 
attached to the NP2 is more complex, the NP1-no is connected to 
another NP 1nu 'dog' rather than the NP2 h1to 'person'. Example, 
(122) shows the same phenomenon. 



hito-o mikake-naku nat-ta.] 
j 

person-acc see-not become-past 

'As for soft-hats, these days we seldom see people wearing 
them.' 

In (131), the objecti , but not the sUbjectj , is topicalized. 

Furthermore, the head NP hitoj , which is marked by Q, is not a 

subject. Thus the two properties are violated. This is one kind of 

counterexamples. The other kind are those in which only one property 

is violated. Consider (132), which is a little different from (131): 

(132) Nakaore-boosii-wa [konogoro[ ___ j ---i kabut-te-i-ru) 

soft-hat-top lately wear-prog-pres 

hito.-ga 
J 

sukunaku nat-ta.] 

person-nom few become-past 
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'As for soft-hats, these days people wearing them became few.' 

In sentence (132), the head hitQ 'person' is a subject of the largest 

clause, which fits in Hasegawa's argument. However, the topicalized 

NP is an objecti not a subjectj • In the case of the second kind of 

counterexamples such as (132), the topiC NP can be replaced by gg 

unlike (131). Then it is an ~~S, which is (133): 

(133) Nakaore-boosi-ga [konogoro[ ___ j ---i kabut-te-i-ru] hitoj-ga 

soft -hat-nom lately wear-prog-pres person-nom 

sukunaku nat-ta.] 
few become-past 

In such a case, we could say the topic NP is from the NP1 of MNS 

(133), but the NP-no NP relation cannot be shown since the NP1 is not 

the same as the subject in the embedded clause. 
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We have seen two kinds of counterexamples above. It is hard 

to account for such examples exactly. But it seems that in both 

cases, the head of the relative clause (hito 'person' in both of the 

examples) is a generic NP. Suppose we have a non-generic NP in (131), 

then it becomes ill-formed. Observe (134): 

(134) *Nakaore-boosii-wa [konogoro[ ___ j ---i kabut-te-i-ruJ 

soft-hat-top lately wear-prog-pres 

sinsi-o mikake-naku nat-tao 

gentleman-acc see-not become-past 

'As for soft-hats, these days we seldom see the gentleman 
wearing one.' 

In the case of (132), if we replace the generic NP hitQ 'person' by a 

non-generic NP §insi 'gentleman' and make some consequent 

modifications, we have sentences like (135): 

(135) *Nakaore-boosii-wa [~_j -i kabut-te-i-ruJ sinsi-ga 

soft-hat-top wear-prog-pres gentleman-nom 

rippa-ni mie-ru. 

great look-pres 

'As for soft-hats, the gentleman wearing one looks great.' 

In the case of the first kind of counterexamples, including the above 

statement, the subject of the largest sentential constituent, which is 

deleted, is usually a generic NP, also--such as we, ~, they, or one. 

That is, in (131), for example, the slot before konogoro should be a 

generic NP: 

( 131 ) Nakaore-boosi-wa [ __ [ konogoro ___ j _" -i kabut-te-i-ru 
i 

soft-hats-nonl lately wear-prog-pres 



hito-o mikake-naku-nat-ta. 
person see-not-became 

Although admittedly incomplete, the above-mentioned is my account of 

counterexamples. I will leave it open for further study. However, 

even though counterexamples are presented above, it is difficult to 

find many examples like them. To repeat, Hasegawa's observation can 
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be accounted for if we assume topicalization and relativization can be 

applied to MNSs. 

There is another case where MNSs are ignored. Concerning 

zibun in a complex NP, Inoue (1976a) presents the following argument. 

Example (136) is a relative clause with zibun. (See also Washio 

1981). 

(136) [zibun-no ie-ga yake-ta ] gakusei 
self-gen house-nom burn-p~st student 

'The student whose house burned.' 

Relative clause (136) corresponds to topic sentence (137). 

(137) (Sono) gakusei-wa [zibun-no ie-ga yake··ta.] 
the student-nom self-gen house-nom burn-past 

'As for the student, his house was burned.' 

She admits that one might argue that a topic phrase such as gakusei is 

the antecedent of zibun and that after reflexivization, relativization 

takes place, yielding (136). She claims, however, this is untenable 

because topic sentences such as (138b) show incorrect reflexivization: 

(138) a. Taroo-ga Ziroo-o zibun-no ie-de tatai-ta. 
i j i 
nom acc self-gen house-at hit-pEzt 

'Taroi hit Jiro j in self's house.' 



b. Ziroo-wa [Taroo-ga zibun-no ie-de tatai-ta.] 
j i i *j 
top nom self-gen house-at hit-past 

'As for Jiro j , Taroi hit (him) in self'si*j house.' 

The above example shows the topic phrase ZiroQ-wa cannot be the 
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antecedent. Accordingly, it is wrong to say the topic phrase gakusei-

~ in (137) can be the antecedent. Inoue also, like Hasegawa, ignores 

the existence of the MNS when it comes to topic or relative clause 

constructions. Sentence (137) is from MNS (139): 

(139) Sono gakusei-ga zibun-no ie-ga yake-ta. 
the student-nom self-gen house-nom burn-past 

'It is the student whose (self's) house burned.' 

This sentence is just like (110) and (112). 

In language, there are various kinds of sentence structures 

ranging from the simplest to the most complex ones. Some syntactic 

processes apply not only to the simplest sentences, but also the more 

complicated ones, which are often language specific constructions. It 

is plausible to say topicalization and relativization are such 

processes. Although people argue these processes ignoring MNSs, which 

are peculiar to Japanese, (or other non-Indo-European languages), we 

have seen that relativization and topicalization do apply to MNSs. 

Incidentally, there is another case in which more complicated 

language-specific constructions are skipped in the processes of 

topicalization and relativization. In his argument about Japanese 

complex NPs, Washio (1981) distinguishes relative clauses (Rc) from 

additive clauses (Ac). He says the former has a gap and the latter 

does not have one in the modifying clause. Observe clauses (140): 



(140) a. [Taroo-ga ___ hatumei si-ta] nioi 
nom invent-past smell 

'The smell which Taro invented.' 

b. [tonari no okusan-ga sanma-o yaku] nioi 
next-door wife-nom pike-acc bake smell 

'the smell of the next-door wife's baking pikes' 

Clause (140a) is a relative clause because it has a gap, while (140b) 

is an additive clause because it has no gap. It has been noted that 

the head of the additive clause is a perception noun such as niQi 

'smell' or QtQ 'sound'. Washio claims that these two different 

clauses appear differently within a larger structure. That is, if a 

relative clause and an additive clause appear with one head, the 

additive clause is linearly closer to the head, as in (141): 

(141) a. [Taroo-ga hatumei si-ta, sanma-o yaku] nioi 
~ E 

b.*?[sanma-o yaku, Taroo-ga hatumei si-ta] nioi 
AC HC 

'the smell of baking pikes which Taro invented.' 

Now we will see why his argument is weak. As pointed out by Kitagawa 

(1982), the difference in the order of the HC and the AC is not so 

crUcial. Sometimes the reversed order is fine. What is important is 
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that the head of the Re can become a topic but that of the AC cannot 

(as noted by Teramura 1969, e.g.) Sentences (142) are topic sentences 

corresponding to clauses (140): 

(142) a. Sono nioi-wa [Taroo-ga hatumei si-ta.] 
the smell-top nom invest-past 

'As for the smell, Taro invented (it).' 



b. *Sono nlol-wa [tonari no okusan-ga sanma-o yak-u. ] 
the smell-top next-door wife-nom pike-acc bake-pres 

'As for the smell, the next-door wife bakes pikes.' 

However, he cannot mention this difference between the RC and the AC 

because he regards clauses like (143) as ACs. 38 The reason is that 

in the case of these clauses, the heads can become topics. They are 

(144): 

(143) a. [kenkoo-no koto-o yoku kangae-ta] kondate 
health-gen matter-acc well think-past menu 
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'the menu in which the health problem is well considered.' 

b. [biru-no kasai-o zyuubun kenkyuu-si-te-ar-u] taterr~no 
building-gen fire-acc enough examine-exist-pres building 

'the building for which building fire is sufficiently 
examined. ' 

(144) a. Sono kondate-wa 
that menu-top 

kangae-te-ar-u. 
think-exist-pres 

[kenkoo-no koto-o yoku 
health-gen matter-acc well 

'As for that menu, the health pl'oblem is well considered. ,39 

b. Sono tatemono-wa [biru··no kasai-o zyuubun 
that building-top building-gen fire-acc enough 

kenkyuu-si-te-ar-u.] 
examine-exist-pres 

'As for that building, building fire is sufficiently 
examined. ' 

38. He claims that even though it has been noted that the 
head of an additive clause is a perception noun, there are cases in 
which heads are non-perception nouns. Those in (143) are such 
examples. 

39. In (143a), the predicate is kangae-ta, while in (144a), 
it is kangae-te-ar-u. It is a minor rule which changes -te-ar-u or 
-te-i-ru in an embedded clause to ta if it is immediately before the 
head. 
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His problem is that he considers sentences like (143) to be non-gapped 

clauses, namely ACs. In fact, these clauses are not ACs because they 

have gaps. The original sentences are (145): 

(145) a. Sono kondate-ga kenkoo-no koto-o yoku kangae-te-ar-u. 
the menu-nom health-gen matter-acc well think-exist-pres 

'In making the menu, the health problem is well considered.' 

b. Sono tatemono-ga biru-no kasai-o zyuubun 
the building-nom building-gen fire-acc enough 

kenkyuu-si-te-ar-u. 
examine-exist-pres 

'In making the building, building fire is sufficiently 
examined. ' 

Sono kondate 'the menu' and sono tatemono 'the building' in (145) 

become gaps to form the RCs: (143a) and (143b), respectively. 

Sentences like (145) are so-called "te-ar-u constructions." The 

construction with te-ar-u is a strative sentence as in (146): 

(146) Mado-ga ake-te-ar-u. 
window-nom open-exist-pres 

'The window is opened.' 

Such a construction is regarded as a more complicated sentence derived 

from simpler counterparts. The point here is that he ignored the ~ 

ar-u construction, which is a more complicated and language specific 

construction, in accounting for complex NPs. Since he regards clauses 

like (143) as ACs, he cannot argue that the difference between RCs and 

ACs is that the head of the former can be a topic and that of the 

latter cannot be a topic. This makes his argument about the 

difference between RCs and ACs weaker. 
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The above-mentioned is another case where more complicated 

sentence constructions in Japanese are often ignored, wben some 

processes such as relativization and topicalization are argued. 

2.10. The Structure of MNSs 

As has been observed, MNSs cannot be classified into groups in 

a clear and rigid way even though they were roughly divided into four 

categories with: a verb-related theme, a noun-related theme, an 

adverbial theme, and an idiom. Then, perhaps it may be plausible to 

have the same structure for all MNSs. In addition, as noted earlier, 

all MNSs shar'e the same characteristics: impossibiliity of reversing 

the order of the NP1 and the NP2, non-volitionality of the NP1, and 

exhaustive interpretation (cf. 2.5.7.). Then, what kind of structure 

should we posit? 

Masuoka (1976) proposes the underlying structure of his Type 3 

MNSs, namely, our MNSs with a non-whole-part relation of the NP-no NP 

type. He mentions that there are two alternatives, "Extraction 

analysis" and "Equi/Reflexivization analysis." He means the former to 

be NP-no/NP-ga conversion by the process of extraction of NP-no. 

Kuno's Subjectivization is this transformation. In the case of the 

latter, the MNS is derived from a structure with two identical NPs. 

It is presented below with some modification: 

(147) NP1-ga [[NP1-no NP2-ga] Pred] 
NP2 

He chooses the latter over the former for two reasons. 

First, the NP2 of an MNS can contain ~, whose antecedent 

is the NP1. Sentence (148) is his example with some modification: 



(148) Katoo-kun-ga zibun-no sinyuu-ga zisatu-si-ta. 
i i 
nom self-gen best:friend-nom kill-oneself-past 

'It is Mr. Kato whose (self) best friend killed himself.' 

Sentence (110a) and (112a) above are also such examples. If 

reflexivization does not apply, the coreferential NP1 is deleted. 

Thus (149) is a version of (148). 

(149) Katoo-kun-ga sinyuu-ga zisatu si-ta. 

This is true in non-MNSs also. Observe (148) provided by Masuoka: 

(150) Satoo-kun-wa (zibun-ga) sono-kane-o nusun-da koto-o 
top self-nom that money-acc steal-past fact-ace 

mitome-tao 
admit-past 

'Satoo admitted that he had stolen the money.' 

He mentions that Equi/Reflexivization analysis can capture such a 

generalization while extraction analysis cannot. 

Second, an MNS with a complex NP can also have zibun as 

follows: 

(151) Yamada-sensei-ga (zibun-ga) osie-ta seito-ga oozei 
nom self-nom teach-past student-nom many 

daigaku-ni nyuugakusi-ta. 
university-dat enter-past 

'It is Prof. Yamada who many students self taught entered 
a university.' 

In this case, zibun, whose antecedent is NP1, is in the relative 

clause. If the "Extraction analysis" is taken, the NP1 in the 

relative clause should be extracted, which is undesirable. 40 On the 

40. It is not clear if Masuoka means it is the Complex NP 
Constraint. 
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other hand, with the "Equi/Reflex analysis," we do not have to worry 

about such a problem. 

As mentioned earlier~ Kuno says that topicalizati()n and 

relativization in Japanese show that Ross' Complex NP Constraint is 

violated. However, at the time of topicalization or relativ,ization, 

the NP is already outside of the embedded clause because it is the NP1 

of the MNS. Therefore, the Complex NP Constraint is ir'relevant here. 

We could be concerned about such a constraint at the time of 

Subjectivization, which moves the NP-no for the purpose of NP-no/NP-ga 

conversion. However, if we follow Masuoka's "Equi/Reflex analysis," 

even at the stage of the derivation of MNSs, the argument that 

Japanese does not have the Complex NP Constraint is irrelevant. 

Masuoka's analysis can conform to Shibatani and Cotton's analysis (cf. 

(10» as far as NP-no is concerned. It is also like Hoji's structure 

for Type B (cf. (43». 

Consolidating the preceding, we will tentatiyely posit the 

following structure: 

( 152) S 

/~~ 
NPi-ga ~S __ 

«a) HNP,-no 'NP-ga ••• : 
(b) IINP~ [NP-ga •••• ] 
(c) IINP, NP-ga •••. 
(d) IINP~-ni NP-ga •••• 
(e) IINPi-kara NP-ga •••• 

(a) through (e) in (152) can be exemplified by the MNSs. 



(152) a. (i) Zoo-no hana-ga naga-i. 
elephant-gen trunk-nom long-pres 

(with a noun-related theme, a whole-part relation) 

'The elephant's trunk is long.' 

(ii) Hanako-no musuko-ga sin-da. 
gen son-nom die-past 

(with a noun-related theme, a non-whole-part 
relation) 

'Hanako t S son died.' 

b. Watasi-ga zutuu-ga su-ru. (with an idiom) 
I-nom headache-nom do-pres 

'I have a headache.' 

c. Taroo-ga suugaku-ga suki da. (with a verb-related theme) 
nom math-nom like is 

'Taro likes math.' 

d. (i) Taroo-ni eigo-ga hanas-e-ru. 
dat English-nom speak-can-pres 

(with a verb-related theme) 

'Taro can speak English.' 

(ii) New york-ni koosookentiku-ga takusan ar-u. 
dat skyscraper-nom many exist-pres 

(with an adverbial theme) 

'New York has many skyscrapers.' 

(iii) Sono mura-ni oozei no hito-ga ki-ta. 
that village-dat many person-nom come-past 

(with an adverbial theme) 

'Many people came to that village.' 
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e. Kono mado-kara Fuji-san-ga yoku mie_ru. 41 
this window-from Mt.-nom well see-pres 

(with an adverbial theme) 

'From this window, Mt. Fuji is visible. ' 

41. Below (152e), other particles can appear such as in (ia). 
Its MNS counterpart is (ib): 

(i) a. Kono tosyokan-de benkyoo-ga yoku deki-ru. 
this library-at study-nom well can-do-pres 

'At this library, studying can be done well.' 

b. Kono tosyokan-ga benkyoo-ga yoku deki-ru. 
this library-nom study-nom well can-do-pres 

'It is this library where studying can be done well.' 

When the MNS has an adverbial theme having some particle, e.g., kara, 
in the non-MNS counterpart, such a particle sometimes remains in the 
MNS, e.g., (17a). 
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Another possibility is a case where the NP1 is from an adverb, 
without a particle, as in (ii): 

(ii) a. Asa kayaku benkyoo-ga yoku deki-ru. 
morning early study-nom well can-do-pres 

'Early in the morning, studying can be done well.' 

b. Asa kayaku-ga benkyoo-ga yoku deki-ru. 
morning early-nom study-nom well can do-pres 

'It is early in the morning that studying can be 
done well. 



2,11. Not all the NP-no NP Type 
Can Correspond to NP-ga NP 
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2.11.1 Syntacticosemantic Domain 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the NP-no NP type is the one we are 

mainly concerned with in connection with the adversity constructions 

in the following chapters. Therefore, at this time, we will focus on 

sentences with the NP-no NP type~ more particularly in relation to 

corresponding MNSs. 

As noted by linguists, not all NP-no NP-ga sequences can 

correspond to NP-ga NP-ga sequences. When NP-no NP-ga. corr'esponds or 

does not correspond to NP-ga Np-ga is our main concern here. 

First, as noted by Kuno, when the relation of the NP1 and the 

NP2 is that of appOSition, NP-no cannot correspond to NP-ga. 

Sentences (153) are from Kuno (1973, p. 74): 

( 153) a. Sooridaizin-no 
PriiTle Minister-gen 

Ikeda-ga sin-da 
nom die-past 

'The Pt'ime Minister, Ikeda, died. I 

b. *Sooridaizin-ga Ikeda-ga sin-da 

Second, when the relation between the NP1 and the NP2 is a 

whole-part relation, sometimes NP-no cannot correspond to~. This 

occurs when the part which is supposed to be attached to the whole is 

detached. Consider sentence (154a): 

(154) a. Zoo-no hana-ga naga-i. 
elephant-gen trunk-nom long-pres 

'The elephant's trunk is long.' 

Suppose the trunk is displayed in the museum, it is odd tc say 

sentence (154b): 
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(154) b. ?Zoo-ga hana-ga naga_i. 42 

A similar example is the following: 

(155) a. Nihon-no ki-ga yoku ure-ru. 
Japan-gen tree-nom well sell-pres 

'Japanese trees sell well.' 

b. Nihon-ga ki-ga yoku ure-ru. 

'In Japan, trees sell well.' 

Sentences (a) and (b) are radically different in meaning. The first 

interpretation of sentence (155a) is 'Japanese trees sell well outside 

of Japan'. Here like the trunk in the museum, the part (trees) is 

detached from the whole (Japan), because the trees are outside of 

Japan. 

Third, consider the following pair: 

(156) a. Shakespeare-no Hamlet-ga omosiro-i. 
gen nom interesting-pres 

'Shakespeare's Hamlet is interesting.' 

b. *Shakespeare-ga Hamlet-ga omosir'o-i. 

The reason why sentence (b) is odd is that only Shakespeare wrote 

Hamlet, not other writers. If the NP2 belongs to only the NP1, the 

MNS is odd, which makes sense because the NP1 in the HNS is usually an 

exhaustive listing. But in such a case, unlike (153), (154), or 

(155), the NP1 can be marked by the topic~, as in (156c): 

(156) c. Shakespeare-wa Hamlet-ga omosiro-i. 

'As for Shakespeare, Hamlet is interesting.' 

Another example is (151): 

42. The case where NP2 is detached from NP1 was suggested by 
Richard Oehrle. 
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(157) a. Circus-no piero-ga omosiro-i 
gen clown-nom interesting-pres 

b. *Circus-ga piero-ga omosiro-i. 

c. Circus-wa piero-ga omosiro-i. «158c) is from Hasegawa 1981.) 

'As for a ciY'cus, a clown is interesting.' 

Sentence (157b) is odd because clown belongs only to circus. 

2.11.2. Pragmatic Domain 

We have seen three cases in which gNP-no NP-ga does not 

correspond to ffNP-ga NP-ga. So far they are in the scope of syntax 

and semantics. However, these are not the only cases in which the 

correspondence of ffNP-no NP-ga and ffNP-ga NP-ga is impossible. Now we 

have to consider cases where pragmatics is involved beyond the scope 

of syntax and semantics. 

Here Shibatani and Cotton's statement is relevant to start 

with. They say, referring to structure (10), "S1 must express a 

general characteristic/feature attributable to NP1." (1976-77, p. 

275) To meet this condition, I would assume there are two major 

factors: the relationship between the NP1 and the NP2; and the nature 

of the predicate. The following table shows this to some extent 

(Table 3). 

We can roughly see that the closer the relationship between 

the NP1 and the NP2 is, the more easily the MNSs can be formed, and 

that the more the meaning of the predicate gives the NP1 his 

attributable feature, the better the MNS sour-ds. However, it should 

be noted that the choice of the symbols: ?, *, etc., is merely 



Table 3. MNSs and Pragmatics 

a. T-ga kodomo-ga 
kashiko-i. 
'It is T whose 
child is smart.' 

b. T-ga kodomo-ga 
sin-da. 
'It is T whose 
child died.' 

c. T-ga kodomo-ga 
syoo-o uke-ta. 
'It is T whose 
child won the prize.' 

d. T-ga kodomo-ga 
byooki-ni nat-tao 
'It is T whose child 
became sick.' 

e. ?T-ga kodomo-ga 
kaidan-kara oti->ta. 
'It is T whose child 
fell from the 
staircase. ' 

f. *T-ga kodomo-ga 
neko-o oikake-ta. 
'It is T whose child 
chased the cat.' 

g. ?T-ga inu-ga 
kasiko-i. 
'It is T whose 
dog is smart.' 

m.*T-ga haisya-ga 
kasiko-i. 
'It is T whose 
dentist is smart.' 

h. T-ga inu-ga sin-da. n. ??T-ga haisya-ga 
sin-da. It is T whose 

dog died.' 

i. T-ga inu-ga syoo-o 
uke-ta. 
'It is T whose dog 
won the prize.' 

j. ?T-ga inu-ga 
byooki-ni nat-tao 
'It is T whose dog 
became sick.' 

k. ??T-ga inu-ga 
kaidan-kara oti-ta. 
'It is T whose dog 
fell from the 
staircase. ' 

'It is T \Olhose 
dentist died.' 

o. fiT-ga haisya-ga 
uke-ta. 
'It is T whose 
dentist won the 
prize. ' 

p. *T-ga haisya-ga 
byooki-ni nat-tao 
'It is T whose 
dentist became 
sick. ' 

q. *T-ga haisya-ga 
kaidan-kara oti-ta. 
'It is T whose 
dentist fell from 
staircase. ' 

1. ~T-ga inu-ga neko-o r. *T-ga haisya-ga 
oikake-ta. neko-o oikake-ta. 
'It is T whose dog 'It is T whose 
chased the cat.' dentist chased the 

cat. ' 
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tentative. Sometimes even odd-sounding MNSs can be construable 

depending on the context. Take sentence (P), for example. Suppose 

Taroo and Ziroo had terrible toothaches. Each hoped his dentist would 

cure the ache, but unfortunately for Taroo, his dentist became sick 

and IErQQ is still suffering. On the other hand, Ziroo's dentist is 

fine, and freed Ziroo from his ache. In such a special situation, 

this MNS makes sense.43 

To summa~ize, pragmatic relevancy is involved in well

formedness of MNSs. If the relationship between the NP1 and the NP2 

is close to each other, and the predicate is something that helps to 

show the NP1's general, attributable feature, the MNS tends to be 

well-formed. Furthermore, even ill-formed or odd MNSs can be well

formed in adequate contexts. We can see sentences such as MNSs cannot 

be accounted for merely within the domain of syntax and semantics. 44 

Concerning the problem of pragmatics, Hoji says that other 

people's transformational analyses are not plausible because pragmatic 

factors are included in their rules. In Shibatani and Cotton's 

analysis, for example, they postulate the deletion rule in (10). This 

rule is senstive to pragmatic factors, namely, "S1 must express a 

general characteristic/feature attributable to NP1." Hoji argues 

pragmatics should be separated from syntax and semantics, which are in 

the formal grammar. For that reason, he comments, the rules such as 

43. See Hoji (1981) for his similar discussion. 

44. This is true with MNSs having adverbial themes, also. 
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Shibatani and Cotton's are not adequate. Even though Hoji's 

statement, that pragmatics should be outside of the formal grammar, 

might be plausible; it is too much of a leap to say their rules are of 

no use on the grounds that pragmatics is in the domain of the rules. 

Their rules could be revised (aside from their shortcomings as pointed 

out earlier) so that pragmatic factors are not involved. That is to 

say, MNSs can be overgenerated by the rules; and after the 

overgeneration, pragmatics comes into play for the purpose of 

filtering. At any rate, the main point in this section is that MNSs 

cannot be accounted for without pragmatics. 

2.12. NP-wa NP-ga Constructions in Relation 
to NP-ga NP-ga Constructions 

It was mentioned in footnote 1 that the initial NP can be 

marked by ~ instead of &£ if the MNS with NP1-ga is well-formed, but 

the reverse case is not necessarily true. There are cases where, even 

when the sentence with NP1-wa NP2-ga is well-formed, the counterpart 

NP1-ga NP2-ga is not. It seems that there are at least three 

different kinds of such cases. I will briefly mention these three 

kinds below. 

The first kind includes those like (156c) and (157c). In 

these cases, the sentence with NP1-no NP2 is well-formed but that with 

NP-1-ga NP2 is ill-formed. 

The second kind can be exemplified by (158): 

(158) a. *Taroo-no Hanako-ga sin-da. 
gen nom die-past 



b. *Taroo-ga Hanako-ga sin-da. 
nom nom die-past 

c. Taroo-wa Hanako-ga sin .. ·da. 

'As for Taro, Hanako died.' 

When the NP2 is a proper noun like the above, both NP-no NP and 

NP-ga NP make the sentences odd. 

The third kind is exemplified by (159): 

(159) a. *Basyo-no okunai-setu-ga attooteki dat-ta. 
place-gen indoor-theory-nom predominant is-past 

b. -Basyo-ga okunai-setu-ga attooteki dat-ta. 
place-nom indoor-theory-nom predominant is-past 

c. Basyo-wa okunai-setu-ga attooteki dat-ta 
place-top indoor-theory-nom predominant is past 

(159c) is from Mikami 1960, in Kuno 1973) 

'Speaking of the place (of the murder), the "indoor" 
theory was predominant.' 

Among these three kinds, I would categorize the first kind 

(156c) or (157c) and the second kind (158c) as topicalized sentences 

of ~mss, and the third kind (159c) as a mere topic sentence. The 
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reason for this· is that in the case of the first and the second kinds, 

the NP1 can be relativized, while such relativization is impossible 

for the third kind. Compare the following relativized versions. 

the first kind: 

(160) [Hamlet-ga omosiro-iJ Shakespeare (from 156) 

the second kind: 

(161) [Hanako-ga sin-daJ Taroo (from 158) 

the third kind: 

(162) *[okunai-setu-ga attooteki dat-taJ basyo (from 159) 



Clauses (160) and (161) can be considered well-formed because their 

NP1s were in full-fledged sentences where they became gaps for 

relativization. That is, (156) and (158) are special cases of MNSs 

even though they are not MNSs on the surface because of the semantic 

reasons stated above. On the other hand, we could say (162) is ill

formed because the head of the relative clause is not in a full

fledged sentence. To summarize, there are two special cases of MNSs. 

In one case, the NP2 exists only with the NP1 (e.g., (156», and in 

the other case, the NP2 is a proper noun (e.g. (158». Incidentally, 

the latter case appears in (152d): NP-ni/ga NP-ga presented in 2.10; 

also, when the predicate is SL 'exist'. Observe the following: 

(163) a. Taroo-{~!} okusan-ga ar-u. 

'Taro has a wife.' 

b. *TarOo-{~!} Hanako-ga ar-u. 

'Taro has Hanako.' 
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CHAPTER 3 

ADVERSITY PASSIVES1 

The passive morpheme is (~, which is attached to a verb 

stem immediately or non-immediately. In the traditional Japanese 

grammar, it is considered that there are four cases in which (~ is 

used: potential, respect, spontaneity, and passive. We will call a 

sentence "passive" when: 

1. the sentence has a verb with a suffix (~, and 

2. the verb with (r)are does not mean potential, respect, or 

spontaneity. 

In this construction, like in MNSs, the NP-no NP relationship 

is an important factor. Before going into detail, we will briefly 

view Japanese passives as a whole. 

3.1. Different Types of Passives 

The following sentences are examples of passives: 

(1) a. Kono tatemono-wa2 yuumei na kentikuka-ni yotte tate-rare-ta. 
this building-top famous architect-bY build-pass 

-past 
'This building was built by a famous architect.' 

1. The term "adversity passive" does not mean "indjrect 
passive" in the traditional sense, where there is no active 
counterpart. I will use this term for a passive sentence in which 
there is a victim, regarless of existence of its active counterpart. 

2. 'NP1s are marked by w~ 4topic'. They can be marked by ga 
'nominative', also~~ i am not concerned about the difference between 
wa and ga here. 
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ni yotte 
b. Kono ie-wa itabei- ni kakom-are-te-i-ru. 

this house-top wooden fence-by surround-pass-prog-pres 
(Inoue 1976b, in Kuroda 1979, p. 309) 

'This house is surrounded by a wooden fence.' 

(2) a. Taroo-wa Hanako-ni manek-are-ta. 
top dat invite-pres-past 

'Taro was invited by Hanako.' 

b. John-wa hahaoya-ni gakkoo-e~rete-ik-are-ta. 
top mother-dat school-to take-go-pass-past 

'John was taken to school by his mother.' 

(3) a. Kodomo-wa ryoosin-ni issatu-no hon-o atae-rare-ta. 
child-top parents-dat one book-acc give-pass-past 

'The child was given one book by his parents.' 

b. Taroo-wa sensei-ni kodomo-o home-rare-ta. 
top teacher-dat child-ace praise-pass-past 

'Taro had his child praised by the teacher.' 

c. Kodomo-wa inu-ni zyaretuk-are-ta. 
child-top dog-dat frisk:around-pass-past 

'The child had the dog frisked around.' 

(4) a. Taroo-wa ame-ni hur-are-ta. 
top rain-dat fall-pass-past 

'It rained on Taro.' 

b. J ohn-wa Mary-ni piano-o hik·-are-ta. 
top dat acc play-pass-past 

'Mary played the piano, and John was affected by the 
noise. ' 

c. Taroo-wa minna-ni yorokob-are-ta. 
top everybody-dat rejoice-pass-past 

'Everybody rejoiced at Taro, and he was affected by it.' 
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(5) a. Anata-wa netu-ni ukas-are-te-i-ru. 
you-top fever-dat carried:away-stat-pres 

'You are delirious with fever.' 

b. Taroo-wa syoosookan-ni kar-are-ta. 
top uneasiness-dat spurred-past 

lTaro was spurred by uneasiness.' 

(6) a. Taroo-wa Ziroo-ni atamo-o nagur-are-ta. 
top dat head-ace hit-pass-past 

'Taro had Jiro hit his (Taro's) head.' 

b. Kanzya-wa kangohu-ni kanbu-o huk-are-ta. 
top nurse-dat affected-part-acc wipe-pass-past 
(Wierzbicka 1979, p. 130) 

'The affected part of the patient was wiped by a nurse.' 

(7) a. Hanako-wa musuko-ni sin-are-ta. 
top son-dat die-pass-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

b. Taroo-wa doroboo-ni tokei-o kowas-are-ta. 
top thief-dat watch-acc break-pass-past 

'Taro had a thief break his watch.' 

The above examples are grouped into seven kinds: (1) through (7). I 
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will call them Type (1) and Type (7), respectively. They are possible 

kinds of passives, if not exhaustive. 

Let's discuss these types briefly. First, observe Type (1) 

sentences. The NP2, which is an agent,3 in (1a) is followed by ni 

3. The term "agent" is someone (something) who (which) 
instigates the action, which is defined in Fillmore's grammar (1968). 
Typically it is animate, but inanimate beings are possible, too. In 
this sense, it is different from other people's definitions of this 
term such as Gruber (1965) or Jackendoff (1969). For them, inanimate 
NPs are not agents on the grounds that sentence (ii), for example, is 
ungrammatical, while sentence (i) is gram~atical: 

(i) John deliberately rolled down the hill. 
(ii) *The rock deliberately rolled down the hill. 
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votte, and in (1b) by ni or' ni votte. Passives in general have an NP2 

marked by ni. It is the equivalent of English Qy in passives. Just 

as other languages allow different words from unmarked ones such as 

English at or with instead of Qy in limited situations, Japanese 

allows ni votte instead of Di. Just like in the English case, ni 

votte and ni are not interchangeable. That is, some passives allow 

only ni votte and some other passives allow only ni. 

Kuroda (1979) argues that ni-passives connote affectivity of 

the NP1, while ni votte-passives do not carry such a connotation. His 

minimal pair (Ba) and CBb) show such a difference (Kuroda op.cit., p. 

315): 

(B) a. Bill-ga, nozokimi-si-te-i-ru tokoro-o John-ni 
nom peeping:in:the:room when-acc 

hakken-s-are-ta. 
discover-pass-past 

b. Bill-ga, nozokimi-si-te-i-ru tokoro-o John-ni votte hakken 
s-are-ta. 

'Bill was discovered by John when he (Bill) was peeping in 
the room.' 

In sentence (Ba), Bill is aware of being discovered and consequently, 

his affected feelings are connoted. Or. the other hand, in (Bb), Bill 



may be an imbecile who often disappears for a couple of days. This 

morning he was discovered when he \"Jas peeping in the room. 4 

4. The notion of affectivity is well-examplified by Kuroda's 
(8a) and (8b). In addition to this, we can consider the following 
case: 

(i) Konsuizyootai-no hito-ga, sonoue, okusan-ni 
coma-gen person-nom on:top:of:that wife-dat 

sin-are-ta. 
die-pass-past 
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'The person in a coma had his wife die on- him on top of that.' 

Even though he does not know of his wife's death, and he has no 
feelings about it, this passive is well-formed. In this case, it is 
likely that the speaker enters into the person's feelings. The 
speaker feels that if the person were not in a coma, he would be 
affected. Such a phenomenon is parallel to that of zibun mentioned in 
Chapter 2. However, if the referent of an NP1 is de8d, things become 
more complicated. Even though passives of this nature are usually 
impossible, if they have anything to do with some mental action such 
as eulogizing, it is possible to have a dead person as a referent of 
the NP1. Sentence (ii) is an example: 

(ii) Ano hito-wa sin-de kara minna-ni syoosan-s-are-ta. 
that person-top die after everyone-dat extol-pass-past 

'That person was extolled after he died.' 

However, if the dead person is acted upon physically, such a passive 
is ill-formed. Suppose a woman by the name of Mrs. Tanaka is dead and 
her body is discovered by her husband, English newspapers could 
report: 

(iii) Mrs. Tanaka was discovered by her husband. 

But Japanese newspapers could not say: 

(iv) *Takaka-san-wa otto-ni hakken-s-are-ta. 
top husband-dat discover-pass-past 

'Mrs. Tanaka was discovered by her husband.' 

In this case, even a ni yotte-passive is impossible. 



That is why ni votte-passives tend to have inanimate 

referents of NP1s as in sentence (1a). In fact, if the NP1 is 

inanimate or an abstract noun, the passive should have ni votte. 

Sentence (9) is a case in which the NP1 is an abstract noun: 5 

ni yotte 
(9) Kaikai-wa gityoo- *ni sengen-s-are-ta 

opening:of:meeting-top chairman announce-pass-past 
(Inoue 1976b, in Kuroda op.cit., p. 309) 

'The opening of the meeting was announced by the chairman.' 

Then why does sentence (1b) allow ni? Kuroda, agreeing with Inoue, 
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says that when the NP2 is an instrument, which can be marked by de, it 

is possible to use ni as well as ni votte. 

While ni-votte passives do not carry connotations of 

affectivity, ni-passives do, whether positively, neutrally, or 

negatively (except when the NP followed by ni is instrumental, such as 

in (1b». Thus, whether or not ni votte can be used, distinguishes 

Type (1) from all the other types, based on not only the ni yotte/ni 

distinction but also the non-affected/affected distinction.6 

The active counterparts of the Type (1) examples are (1'a) and 

(1'b), respectively: 

(1') a. Yuumei-na kentikuka-ga kono tatemono-o tate-tao 
famous architect-nom this building-acc build-past 

'A famous architect built this building.' 

5. Concerning inanimate NP1s in ni yotte-passives, there seem 
to be many counterexamples, that is, there are many cases where 
inanimate NP1s appear in ni-passives. However, many of them are not 
really counterexamples. This will be mentioned later. 

6. Ni votte and ni involve other factors, too. For more 
details, see Kuroda (1979). 



b. Itabei-ga kono ie-o kakon-de-i-ru 
wooden:fence-nom this house-acc surround-stat-pres 

'Wooden fence surrounds this house.' 

As the above sentences show, the NP-Q (Direct Object) in the active 

sentence is the NP1 in the passive counterpart. 

In a Type (2) sentence, since the NP2 is followed by ni, 

regardless of hm'J, the NP1 is affected. Sentence (2a) seems to imply 

a neutral, positive, or negative affection, depending on the context; 

but sentence (2b) most likely has a negative connotation. Sentences 

(2'a) and (2'b) are their active counterparts, respectively: 

(2') a. Hanako-wa Taroo-o manei-ta. 
top acc invite-past 

'Hanako invited Taro.' 

b. Hahaoya-wa John-o gakkoo-e ture-te-it-ta. 
top acc school-to take-go-past 

'His mother took John to school.' 

As in Type (1) passives, the NP-o in the active sentence is 

the NP1 in its counterpart. In Japanese linguistics, Type (1) and 

Type (2) passives are regarded as direct passives as opposed to 

indirect passives, which are defined as those without their active 

counterparts. 

Next, consider Type (3) passives. Even though they also have 

their active counterparts, often they are not regarded as direct 

passives (e.g. Martin 1975, Kuno 1973). The active counterparts of 

sentences (3) are (3'a), (3'b) and (3'c), respectively: 

(3' ) a. Ryoosin-wa· kodomo·-ni issatu-no hon-o atae-ta. 
parents-top child-dat one book-acc give-past 

'The parents gave one book to the child.' 
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b. Sensei-wa Taroo-ni kodomo-o home-tao 
teacher-top dat child-acc praise-past 

'The teacher praised Taro's child to Taro.' 

c. Inu-wa kodomo-ni zyaretui-ta. 
dog-top child-dat frisk:around-past 

'The dog frisked around the child.' 

The reason why they are not regarded as direct passives is that the 

NP1 in each passive does not correspond to NP-o in its active 

counterpart. NP-ni but not NP-o in these active sentences are the 
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NP1s in their passive counterparts. Kodomo-ni 'to the child' in (3'a) 

seems to be an indirect object (in the English sense). Kuroda (1979) 

also calls Taroo ni in (3'b) an indirect object. Even though we are 

not sure whether this ni phrase is an indirect object, whatever that 

may be, the passive should be called 'direct passive' if we maintain 

the definitions of direct/indirect passives. In the cases of (3'c), 

the NP1 seems to be a locative or a goal in its active counterpart. 

Thus the difference between Type (2) and Type (3) is that in the 

former, a direct object is the NP1, and in the latter, a non-direct 

object is the NP1. 

Next, observe Type (4) passives. None of them have active 

counterparts. The NP1 in each sentence is an extra NP attached to the 

description of the event, and the referent of the NP1 is affected. 

Why is the referent of the NP1 affected? It is because he is at the 

scene of the event, in other words, he is undergoing sensory 

involvement even though he is not directly involved in the event 

itself. In (4a), it rained, and it was most likely that Taro got wet. 

If Taro is not at the scene, that is, he is inside a building, for 



example, then this sentence is non-appropriate unless there is a 

special context.7 

WhUe sentence (4a) has an intransitive verb, sentence (4b) 
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has a transitive verb. A possible meaning of (4b) is that Mary played 

the paino, and John was annoyed by the sound. Here also, John, who is 

a referent of the extra NP, is at the scene of the event. In the case 

of (4c), unlike (4a) Ot' (4b), the NP1 Taroo is affected positively. 

Here, Taroo also directly feels people's being pleased with him. 

Type (5) passives are those with idioms. The reasons why we 

call them idioms are that the verb with (~ cannot exist without 

(~, at least not in the same situation, and consequently, it is 

unclear whether or not the NP2 is an agent. Needless to say, such a 

passive has no active counterpart. The verb ukas-are 'carried away' 

and kar-are 'spurred' in (5) are passive verbS, but the non-passive 

equivalents ukas and kar can never be used in these situations even 

though these verbs exist in totally different usages. 8 Since these 

7. Wierzbicka argues that passives in main clauses and those 
in subordinate clauses behave differently. If (1.la) is in a subordinate 
clause, it could be well-formed even when the referent is inside a 
building such as (i): 

(i) Taroo-wa ame-ni hur-are-te, soto-e der-are-nakat-ta. 
top rain-dat fall-pass-and outside go:out-can-neg-past 

'Taro could not go out because it rained. 

Differences between passives in main and subordinate clauses will be 
discussed in a later section. 

8. For more examples, see Klaiman (1982). 



verbs do not exist, we cannot say netu 'fever' and shoosookan 

'uneasiness', which are marked by ni, are agents. 9 
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It is passives of Type (6) and Type (7) that are of the "NP-no 

NP type." Passives of Type (6) have whole-part relations, whereas 

those of Type (7) have non-whole-part relations. Let's examine the 

former first. 

In passives of Type (6), there are typically three NPs, among 

which the NP3 is a body part. The referent of the NP1 is someone to 

whom the NP3 belongs, and the NP2 is an agent. Wierzbicka (1979) says 

that passives with body parts have neutral effects. It seems that 

although basically the effects may be neutral, if the sentence has a 

word with a negative/positive meaning, the effect on the sentence can 

be negative/positive, accordingly. Sentence (6a) seems to have a 

negative meaning because of the word ~ 'hit'. In the case of 

(6b), the words are neither positive nor negative, hence it has a 

neutral effect. In this respect, Type (6) passives are different from 

Type (2) passives. Type (2) passives have negative meanings even when 

the words in them are neutral. I will return to sentences with whole-

part relations such as Type (6) passives later in Chapter 5. 

Finally, we have reached Type (7) passives. Since this is the 

most important type for our discussion, I will present it separately 

below as well as in later sections. 

9. For the definition of "agent," see footnote 3. 



3.2. General Remarks on Type (7) Passives 

As in Type (4) passives, there are no active counterparts to 

the passives of Type (7). One of the characteristics of this type is 

that the NP1 and another NP in the rest of the sentence has a 

relationship. Let's call the former x and the latter y. This 
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relationship is manifested by x-no y. This relationship x-no y varies 

such as kinship, possession, adversary, etc. Another characteristic 

is that something happens to y and the event in which y is involved 

affects x indirectly, since x and yare related. The important point 

here is that although x is affected, unlike y, it is not involved in 

the event (Oehrle and Nishio 1981). 

Let's observe sentences (7). There might be some other 

relations, but in most cases, sentence (7a) carries a relation between 

Hanako (mother) and musuko (her son). An event happened to the son, 

that is, he died. Consequently, his mother Hanako is affected since 

he is her son. In sentence (7b), a transitive verb appears unlike in 

(7a). The referent of y related to x (Taroo) is tokei 'watch'. It is 

a relation of possession. A thief broke the watch. It is this event 

which directly involved tokei 'watch'. Since the watch is possessed 

by Taroo, he is indirectly affected. 

Y is not necessarily marked by Q when the verb is transitive. 

The following sentence has an NP marked by ni as y: 

x y 
(10) Taroo-wa musuKo-ni gakkoo-o yame-rare-ta. 

top son-dat school-acc quit-pass-past 

'Taro's son quit school on him.' 

In some cases, y is marked by another case marker instead of 



ni or Q, as in (11): 

x y 
(11) John-wa huroosha-ni niwa-de ne-rare-ta. 

top bum-dat garden-at sleep-pass-past 

'A bum slept in John's garden on him.' 

We can observe that, as the translation shows, in all the 

examples of Type (7) cited above, x is affected adversely (not 

neutrally or positively). We assume that the characteristics of Type 

(7) passives mentioned above play important roles for interpretation 

of 'adversity'. To recapitulate, x and y have an x-no y relation. 

There is an event which involves y directly; and x, who is not 

involved in the event, is affected indirectly by the event because of 

the x-no y relation. In other words, if the sentence meets these 

characteristics, it should have an adversity meaning (Oehrle and 

Nishio OPe cit., pp. 164-166). 

Wierzbicka's paper (1979) discusses meanings of Japanese 

passives. Some of her arguments are compatible with our assumption. 

The following sentences are given by her (Wierzbicka OPe cit., 

p. 119, p. 121): 

(12) a. John-wa tuma-ni sin-are-ta. 
top wife-dat die-pass-past 

'John's wife died on him.' 

b. ?John-wa tuma-ni naor-are-ta. 
top wife-dat recover-pass-past 

'John's wife recovered on him.' 

(13) a. John-wa hitori-musume-ni Amerikajin-to kekkon-s-are-ta. 
top only-daughter-dat American-with marry-pass-past 

'John had his daughter marry an American on him.' 
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b. ?John-wa musume-ni kanen~ti-to kekkon-s-are-ta. 
top daughter-dat rich-man-with marry-pass-past 

'John had a daughter marry a rich man on him.' 

While the (a) sentences are well-formed, the (b) sentences are 

marginal when they are used out of context. We can see the affected 

person ~ is not involved in the events directly. In (12a), for 

example, the death of his wife does not involve John directly; he is 

only affected by it. Wierzbicka also observes that passives with 

affected persons who are not directly involved in the events always 
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have negative meanings. The reason why (12b) and (13b) are ill-formed 

is that even though the affected persons are not involved directly, so 

that the sentences should have negative meanings, they have "nice" 

words; nEQL 'recover' and kanemoti 'rich man', respectively. The 

affected person should be glad about the other person's event because 

the former and the latter persons are related. 

We assume that the relationships in such cases are positive 

ones: husband-wife and father-daughter, but that is if x and y have 

an adversary relation, a nice event that happened to y affects x 

negatively, accordingly, the sentence would be ill-formed. Unlike 

(12b), sentence (14) is well-formed. Unlike (12b), sentence (14) is 

well-formed: 

(14) John-wa teki-ni naor-are-ta. 
top enemy-dat recover-past 

'John had his enemy recover on him.' 
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3.3. Differences between Passives of Type (7) and Type (4) 

Now let's summarize and clarify more about the differences 

between Type (4) passives and Type (7) passives. As has been shown 

above, even though passives of Type (4) do not have their active 

counterparts, x experiences the event in a direct fashion. If x is 

out of the scene, the sentence is ill-formed. Therefore, an x-no y 

relation is not required in Type (4) passives unlike in Type (7) 

passives, where x is not in the event. We have mentioned the 

charact.eristics of Type (7) passives, which are important to adversity 

meanings. Since Type (4) passives do not carry such characteristics, 

a positive meaning is also possible if the sentence has "nice" 

words. 10 Take (4c), for example: 

(4) c. Taroo-wa minna-ni yorokob-are-ta. 
top everybody-dat rejoice-pass-past 

Everybody rejoiced at Taro, and he was affected by it.' 

In this sentence, IsrQQ is the target of the event, which 

means he is in the event. Therefore, this sentence is well-formed 

even though it has a positive meaning, which is brought by the "nice" 

word yorokob 'rejoice'. Here an x-no y relation is not required. 

Minna 'everybody' in this particular context simply means 'other 

people' but not particular people. IErQQ and minna do not seem to 

have any particular relationship. Suppose they are pleased with 

something else; then the sentence is ill-formed, because Taro is 

outside of the event. 
---------

10. If a sentence has only neutral word(s), it has a negative 
connotation, even in Type (4) passives, like in Type (2) and (3). 
This problem will be mentioned in a later section. 



(15) ITaroo~wa minna-ni yorokob-are-ta. 
top everybody-dat rejoice-pass-past 

'Everybody rejoiced at __ , and Taro is affected by it.' 

In the case of (4c) and (15), x and y have no relation. Wierzbicka 

gives a nice example where x and yare related. It is sentence (16): 

(16) Kyoosoo-de kodomo-ni ittoo-ni nar-are-ta. 
competition-in child-dat first:prize-dat become-pass-past 

'In the competition, my child got the first prize and I was 
affected by it.' 

This sentence is strange if the parent (speaker) did not compete with 

the child. This is because the parent is not involved in the event 

directly. In such a case, the sentence should have a negative 

meaning, but the parent should be glad about the child's getting the 

first prize; and this conflict makes the sentence sound strange. On 

the contrary, if the parent participated in the competition, that is 
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to say, the affected person was involved in the event; the sentence is 

well-formed. It can have a positive or a negative meaning. Even 

though the parent lost, he may be glad because his dear child won, or 

since the parent lost, he feels ashamed of himself. 

We have seen that direct involvement of the affected person 

allows the passive to have a positive meaning if the sentence has 

"nice" words. Then it is not surprising that Type (2) and Type (3) 



passives can be positive ones also. Sentence (2a) and (3b) are such 

examples. 11 

3.4. The x-no y Relation; With Regards 
to Shimizu and McCawley's Arguments 
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Now we will present some arguments on the x-no y relation. from 

various angles. The x-no y relation involves not only Type (7) 

passives but also Type (6) passives. If not specifically mentioned, 

the arguments apply to both of the types. 

First I will refer to Shimizu's treatment of Japanese passives 

(Shimizu 1975). The main purpose of her paper is to argue that the 

definition of passives: DO SUBJ, claimed by Relational 

Grammarians, is not always true in Japanese. One of her reasons can 

be seen in the following passivization: 

(17) a. Doroboo-ga Taroo-no zitensha-o nusum-u. 
thief-nom gen bike-acc steal-pres 

'A thief steals Taro's bike.' 

b. Taroo-ga doroboo-ni zitensha-o nusum-are-ru. 
nom thief-dat bike-acc steal-pass-pres 

'Taro has his bike stolen by a thief.' 

In passive sentence (17b), the subject, Taroo, is promoted from the 

possessor NP in its active counterpart (17a). 

11. Type (5) passives (idioms) can have positive meaning, 
too, such as (i): 

(i) Kare-wa kanozyo-no utukusisa-ni mise-rare-ta. (Klaiman 1982) 
he-top her beauty-dat be: charmed-past 

'He was charmed by her beauty. 



If the above is true, then Type (7) passives in our 

classification could be explained that way. Type (6) passives, where 

body parts are y's, could also undergo the same process as in (18): 

(18) a. Ziroo-wa Taroo-no atama-o nagut-ta. 
top gen head-acc hit-pass 

'Jiro hit Taro's head.' 

b. Taroo-wa Ziroo-ni atama-o nagur-are-ta. 
top dat head-ace hit-pass-past 

'Taro had Jiro hit his (Taro's) head.' (same as (6a)) 

If we maintain the definition of "direct passive," then passives of 

Type (6) and Type (7) as well as those of Type (1), (2), and (3) are 
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all 'ldirect passives." However, I l,!ill mention one difference between 

Type (6) and (7) passives on the one hand, and Type (1), (2), and (3) 

passives on the other hand. In the former, the NP1 can be 

reflexivized in the rest of the sentence with the same case marker as 

the corresponding NP in the active counterpart; but in the latter 

passive, it is impossible. To illustrate, I will use some of the 

examples already cited: 

Type (6): 

(19) a. Ziroo-wa Taroo-no atama-o nagut-ta. 
top gen head-acc hit-past 

'Jiro hit Taro's head. 

b. Taroo-wa Ziroo-ni zibun-no atama-o nagur-are-ta. 
i i 
top daG self-gen head-acc hit-pass-past 

'Taro had Jiro hit self's head.' 



Type (7): 

(20) a. Hanako-no musuko-ga sin-da. 
gen son-nom die-past 

'Hanako's son died.' 

b. Hanako-wa zibun-no musuko-ni sin-are-ta. 
i i 
top self-gen son-dat die-pass-past 

'Hanako had self's son die on her.' 

Type (1): 

(21) a. John-wa Bill-o hakken-si-ta. 
top ace discover-past 

'John discovered Bill.' 

b. *Bill-wa John-ni yotte zibun-o hakken s-are-ta. 

Type (2): 

i 
top by 

i 
self-ace discover-pass-past 

'Bill was discovered by John.' 

(22) a. Hanako-wa Taroo·~ manei-ta. 
top ace invite-past 

'Hanako invited Taro.' 

b. *Taroo-wa Hanako-ni zibun-o manek-are-ta. 
i i 
top dat self-ace invite-pass-past 

'Taro was invited by Hanako.' 

Type (3): 

(23) a. Ryoosin-wa kodomo-ni issatu-no hon-o atae-ta. 
parents-top child-dat one book-ace give-past 

'The parents gave the child one book.' 
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b. *Kodomo-wa ryoosin-ni zibun-ni issatu no hon-o 
i i 
top parents-dat self-dat one book-acc 

atae-rare-ta. 

give-pass-past 

'The child was given one book by the parents.' 

Recall, in Chapter 2 on MNSs, it was mentioned that as far as 

the NP-no NP type (Noun-related theme) is concerned, Masuoka's 

Equi/Reflexivization analysis is superior to Extraction analysis (NP

~ is extracted on the process of the conversion of ~ and ~) 
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(2.10). One of his reasons was that the NP2 of the MNS can optionally 

contain zibun, whose antecedent is the NP1. Sentence (24) is an 

example of such: 

(24) Katoo-kun-ga zibun-no sinyuu-ga zisatu si-ta. 
i i 
nom self-gen close:friend-nom kill-oneself-past 

'It is Katoo-kun whose (self) close friend killed himself.' 

Even if passivization could be a movement rule for Type (1), (2), and 

(3) passives (We are not concerned about this justification here.), in 

the case of Type (6) and (7) passives, the movement analysis is not 

plausible on the grounds the ~ can be optionally used as seen in 

the above examples. This is parallel to the case of HNSs. In this 

respect, Shimizu's argument against Relational Grammarians that the 

possessor NP can be promoted for passivization is not convincing. 

Next, I will touch upon some of McCawley's arguments (McCawley 

1975-76) against Shimizu. Even though Shimizu does not say explicitly 
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that a possessor NP or an oblique NP (including an indirect object) is 

promoted in all the passives where a direct object is not promoted, 

McCawley's counterarguments seem to be based on that idea. Her 

counterexamples can be divided into three kinds, as exemplified in the 

following sentences. (Some of them are presented with some 

modification.) 

(25) a. Taroo-wa niwakaame-ni hUl-are-ta. 
top shower-dat fall-pass-past 

'It showered on Taro.' 

b. *Taroo-no niwakaame-ga hut-tao 
gen shower-nom fall-past 

*'Taro's shower fell.' 

(26) a. Taroo-wa Hanako-ni nige-rare-ta. 
top dat run:away-pass-past 

'Taro had Hanako run away on him.' 

b. ITaro-no Hanako-ga nige-ta. 
gen nom run:away-past 

'Taro's Hanako ran away.' 

(21) a. Chicago-wa MIT-ni Perlmutter-o yatow-are-ta. 
top dat acc hire-pass-past 

'MIT hired Perlmutter, and Chicago is affected.' 

b. IMIT-ga Chicago-no Perlmutter-o yatot_ta. 12 
nom gen acc hire-past 

I'MIT hired Chicago's Perlmutter.' 

12. Sentence (27b) is well-formed if Perlmutter was employed 
by Chicago before MIT hired him. 



In (25) through (27), McCawley, the active sentences (b-sentences) 

with NP-no NP (let alone with the other' oblique NPs) are ill-formed. 

I assume, however, that her counterexamples can be explained. 
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First consider (25). As has been mentioned, such a passive, 

in which x is involved in the scene, belongs to Type (4), where the x= 

~ relation is not required. Thus in our analysis, existence of 

passives such as (25a) does not cause trouble. 

Next, (26) is a case where y is a proper noun. Taro(x)-no 

Hanako(y) is odd because Hanako is a proper noun •. Recall in 

Chapter 2, I~P1-no NP2 and its corresponding MNS (NP-ga NP-ga • • • ) 

are odd if the NP2 is a proper noun. It was also mentioned, however, 

that an MNS can be considered as a special case (cf) 2.12). Likewise, 

passives such as (26a), where y is a proper noun, could be treated as 

a unique case of a Type (7) passive. 13 

There is another similar case in addition to the one where y 

is a proper noun. It is when y is with a demonstrative pronoun such 

as .EnQ 'that.' Sentence (28a) is an example: 

(28) a. Taroo-wa ano hito-ni shusse-s-are-ta. 
top that person-dat get:ahead-pass-past 

'Taro had that person get ahead of him.' 

b. *Taroo-no ano hito-ga shusse-si-ta. 
gen that person-nom get:ahead-past 

An NP with a demonstrative pronoun shares its semantic meaning with a 

13. If y, which is a proper noun, is affiliated to x which is 
some group or organization instead of a person, x-no y is well-formed, 
e.g., Arizona Daigaku-no Johnson 'Johnson of University of Arizona.' 



proper noun. Therefore, I assume such an NP can be treated like a 

proper noun. 

Now we will consider the final counterexample (27). Sentence 

(27a) means that the University of Chicago wanted to hire Perlmutter, 

but unfortunately MIT hired him. Chicago is x and Perlmutter is y. 

The problem here is that x does not possess y, so that the x-no V 

phrase is impossible. Consider another example of this sort (29a): 

(29) a. Taroo-wa dareka-ni hon-o kaw-are-te simat-ta. 
top somebody-dat book-acc buy-pass regret-past 

'Taro had the book bought by somebody on him.' 

b. *Dareka-ga Taro-no hon-o kat-tao 
somebody-nom gen book-acc buy·-past 

It can be assumed that the shared characteristic of such passives is 

that x wanted to possess y but it could not be fulfilled. Observing 

(27a) and (29a), we can see that in both cases, x wanted to possess y 

by performing some action: by hiring y (27a) or by buying y (29a). 

Underlying meanings of (27a) and (29a) are (27'a) and (29'a), 

respectively: 

x x y 
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(27' ) a. Chicago-wa MIT-ni Chicago-ga yataoi-takat-ta Perlmutter-o 
top dat 

yatow-are-ta. 
hire-pass-past 

nom hire-want~buy acc 

'MIT hired Perlmutter, who Chicago wanted to hire, and 
Chicago is affected by it.' 



x x y 
(29') a. Taroo-wa dareka-ni Taroo-ga kai-takat-ta hon-o 

top somebody-dat nom buy-want-past book-acc 

kaw-are-te simat-ta. 
buy-pass regret-past 

'Somebody bought the book which Taro wanted to buy, and 
he is affected by it.' 

We could say that such sentences do not carry the meaning of x's 

actual possession of y, but x's prospect of possession of y. This 

prospect did not come true. But it can be a kind of possession. In 
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addition to such meaningwise explanation, it is possible to explain it 

formwise. Ga/No Conversion (cf. Chapter 2) changes gg to DQ 

optionally in certain embedded clauses. Therefore if we delete the 

predicate containing want, we have x-no V even though the phrase 

itself is odd. 14 

14. In English, if the context is clear, such a prospect of 
possession can be expressed with a possessive. Take sentence (29), 
for example. It is possible to say 'Somebody bought Taro's book.' if 
it is understood that Taro wanted to buy it. Japanese also allows 
such a usage of possessives in some cases, even though it is less 
frequent than in the English case. 



~ Quantifiers and x-no y Relations 

Quantifier Floating (QF) in Japanese is as follows: 

(30) Q-no NP-case particle NP-case particle Q 

it is well known that QF is possible from the nominative (g£) or the 

accusative (Q) case. In addition to these cases, sometimes QF can 

apply from the dative case (ni). The dative case in passives is one 

such example. However, it is not always possible. The following 

passive examples are from Tomcda (1982, pp. 147-148) with slight 

modification: 

(31) a. Taroo-wa nihiki-no inu-ni oikare-rare-ta. 
top two dog-dat chase-pass-past 

b. *Taroo-wa inu-ni nihiki oikae-rare-ta. 

'Taro was chased by two dogs.' 

(32) a. Yamada-san-wa hitori-no musume-ni kini-ir-ana-i 
top one daughter-dat like-not-pres 

otoko-to kekkon-s-are-ta. 
man-with marry-pass-past 

b. Yamadasan-wa musume-ni hitori kini ir-ana-i otoko-to 

kekkon-s-are-ta. 
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'Mr. Yamada had one daughter marry the man he did not like.' 

(33) a. Ziroo-wa suuhiki-no ookami-ni niwatori-o osow-are-ta. 
top a:few wolf-dat chicken-acc attack-pass-past 

b. *Ziroo-wa ookami-ni suuhiki niwatori-o osow-are-ta. 

'Jiro had (his) chickens attacked by a few wolves.' 

Tomoda's observation is as follows: If the passive is a direct 

passive (Type (1) and (2) in our classification), QF is impossibl~; if 

the passive is an indirect passive (Type (3), (4), (6), and (7», QF 
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is possible when the verb is intransitive and impossible when the verb 

is transitive. Sentence (31a) is a direct passive, so QF makes it 

ill-formed. Sentence (32a) is an indirect passive with an 

intransitive verb, so (32b) , which underwent QF is well-formed. 

Sentence (33a) is also an indirect passive, but since it has a 

transitive verb, QF cannot apply from the dative case. Her 

observation, however, is not necessarily true when the sentence is an 

indirect passive. Consider the following indirect passives: 

(34) a. Taroo-wa sannin-no yoso-no akanboo-ni p.al{~·are-ta. 
top three stranger's baby-dat cry-pass-past 

b. *Taroo-wa yoso-no akanboo-ni sannin nak-are-ta. 

'Taro had three babies of strangers cry on him.' 

(35) a. Tanaka san-wa hutari-no musuko-ni gakkoo-o yame-rare-ta. 
top two so~-dat school-ace qUit-pass-past 

b. Tanaka sal1-wa musuko-ni hutari gakkoo-o yame-rare-ta. 

'Mr. Tanaka had two,sons quit school on him.' 

Sentence (34a) has an intransitive verb, but QF cannot apply. On the 

other hand, sentence (35b), where QF applied, is well-formed even 

though the sentence has a transitive verb. I assume QF is sensitive 

to an x-no y relation rather than to whether the verb is intransitive 

or transitive. 

First compare (32) and (34). Both of them have intransitive 

verbs. In (32), the NP marked by the dative case (musume 'daughter') 

is related to the NP1 (Yamada san 'Mr. Yamada'), that is, it has an ~ 

~ relation. On the other hand, in (34), Taroo and yoso-no akanboo 

'stranger's baby' have no relation. Next, compare the sentences with 

transitive verbs. They are (33) and (35). In (33), the referent of y 
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is niwatori 'chicken', but not ookami 'wolf'. That is why QF does not 

apply from this NP. On the other hand, the referent of y in (35) is 

musuko 'son', which is marked by the dative case. In such a case, QF 

is possible from the dative case. 

Next question is why the above-mentioned phenomenon occurs, 

that is, why the x-no y relation is involved in the operation of QF 

launched off the dative ni in the passive. To pursue this problem, 

consider sentence (32) again. Tomoda says that in (32a), Mr. Yamada 

has one daughter, who married a man he did not like. However, she 

says (32b) , which is after QF, carries a different meaning; that is, 

Mr. Yamada has more than one daughter, and one of them married a man 

he did not like. As this sentence illustrates, it seems that as far 

as the dative case (TIl) in passives is concerned, if the quantifier is 

after NP-n~: that quantity is part of a whole. When the possessor 

possesses something, usually the whole quantity of the possessed 

things is known even though the sentence does not show the specific 

whole number. The situation is different in (33). In this case, 

since 1irQ does not possess ookami 'wolf', the whole number is 

unknown. That is why QF cannot apply. 

This does not mean, however, that if the dative NP in passives 

is possessed by x, QF always applies. Sentence (36a) is similar to 

(33a) except that the dative NP, as well as the accusative NP, is 

possessed bu x (Ziroo): 

(36) a. Ziroo-wa nihiki-no kaiinu-ni niwatori-o osow-are-ta. 
top two pet:dog-dat chicken-acc attack-pass-past 

'Jiro had (his) chickens attacked by (his) two pet dogs.' 
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Here kaiinu 'pet dogs' are Ziro's dogs. However, sentence (36b), 

which is after QF, does not sound natural: 

(36) b.??Ziroo-wa kaiinu-ni nihiki niwatori-o osow-are-ta. 
top p~t:dog-dat two chicken-acc attack-pass-past 

In (36a), there are two possessed NP's: kaiinu 'pet dogs' and 

niwatori 'chicken'. Both of them are possessed by Ziroo. Thus we can 

say Ziroo-no kaiinu 'Jiro's pet dogs' and Ziroo-no niwatori 'Jiro's 

chickens'. It seems that if there are two candidates for y in the 

passive, the NP marked by Q is the real y rather than the NP marked by 

ni. Take (7b), for example. In this sentence, it is obvious that 

tokei 'watch', but not doroboo 'thief', is possessed by Taroo. 

Suppose we change doroboo 'thief', to say, musuko 'son', we have 

sentence (37): 

(37) Taroo-wa musuko-ni tokei-o kowas-are-ta. 
top son-dat watch-acc break-pass-past 

'Taro had his son break his watch.' 

In this sentence, there are two candidates for y. But it seems that 

NP-o (tokei 'watch') is the real y. Likewise in (36), it can be said 

that niwatori 'chicken' is the y rather than kaiinu 'pet dog'. In 

such a case, where the possessed NP is not y, QF does not apply 

naturally.15 

15. If NP-ni is possessed by x, and NP-o is somebody else's 
possession, the passive does not sound acceptable. For example 
sentence (i) is odd: 

(i) *Taroo-wa musuko-ni Ziroo-no kodomo-o nagur-are-ta. 
top son-dat gen child-acc hit-pass-past 

'Taro had (his) son hit Jiro's child on him.' 



3.6. Ni-Passives where the NP1 is Inanimate 

It was mentioned that if the NP1 is inanimate, the passive 

should be a ni yotte-passive except that the ni phrase is 

instrumental. Unless the inanimate NP is personified, the ni passive 

sounds unnatural. However, things are not so simple. As stated in 

footnote 5, there are many cl)unterexamples. In this section, we will 

consider passives with inanimate NP1s. 

The following sentences are in Wierzbicka (1979) taken from 

McCawley (1972): 

(38) a. *Terebi-wn kcdomo-ni antenna-o 
TV-top child-dat acc 

itazura-s-are-ta. 
put:out:of:commission-pass-past 

'The TV set was subjected to a child putting its antenna 
out of commission.' 

b. *Tanaka-san-no hasira-dokei-wa dareka-ni huriko-o 
gen clock-top someone-dat pendulum 

nusum-are-ta. 
steal-pass-past 

'Mr. Tanaka's clock had its pendulum stolen by someone.' 

According to McCawley and also Wierzbicka, sentences (38) are ill-

formed because the NP1s are inanimate. Wierzbicka says there are 
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well-formed passives with inanimate NP1s, however. Sentences (39) are 

her examples (Wierzbicka op.cit., p. 135): 

(39) a. Kuruma-wa ressya-ni baa-o hikkake-rare-ta. 
car-top tl"ain-dat bumper-acc pUll-pass-past 

'The train pulled off the bumper of the car; the car was 
affected by it.' 



b. Kuruma-wa dareka-ni teppoo-de engine-o ut-are-ta. 
car-top someone-dat gun-with acc shoot-pass-past 

'Somebody shot with a gun the car's engine, the car was 
affected by it.' 

Wierzbicka wonders why (38) are ill-formed and (39) are well-formed 

even though they have the same syntactic and semantic structures. 

Both of them have the structure like our Type (6). It is as follows: 

(40) NP1 (whole)-wa NP2 (agent)-ni NP3 (part)-o V-pass ••• 

She says that her informants were often divided in their judgments of 

sentences with this structure. 

Not only sentences with structure (40) (like Type (6», but 

also passives like Type (2) or Type (3) can have inanimate NP1s. 

Sentence (41a), which is like Type (2) seems to be well-fol"med even 

though the NP1 is inanimate: 

(41) a. Ano ringo-wa kodomo-ni tabe-rare-ta 
that apple-top child-dat eat-pass-past 

'That apple was eaten by the child.' 

b. Kodomo-wa ano ringo-o tabe-ta. (active) 
child-top that apple-acc eat-past 

'The child ate the apple.' 

Sentence (42a) is also well-formed. It is like Type (3): 

(42) a. Ano tatemono-wa doroboo-ni hair-are-ta. 
that building-top thief-dat enter-pass-past 

'That building was entered by the thief.' 

b. Doroboo-wa ano tatemono-ni hait-ta. (active) 
thief-top that building-dat enter-past 

'That thief entered that building.' 
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The same situation can be seen in other languages, e.g., Thai. 

Sentence (43) is an example of Thai passives: 



(43) Suk thuuk rot chon. (Filbeek 1973, p. 33) 
Sook pass car hit 

'Sook was hit by the car.' 
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Even though the word thuuk does not carry a negative meaning, passives 

connote negative implications. As in Japanese, the NP1 which is a 

victim should be animate. However, there are some passives whose NP1s 

are inanimate. Sentence (44) is such a passive: 

(44) Tonmay thuuk pridaa knon. (Filbeek, op.cit., p. 37) 
tree pass Prida cut:down 

'The tree was cut down by Prida.' 

According to Filbeek, his informant first rejected this sentence 

because the tree does not suffer an unpleasant experience. Then when 

Filbeek asked what if the owner of the tree suffered the event, the 

informant accepted this sentence. 

It seems that Japanese passives with inanimate NP1s are also 

like Thai passive (44). As mentioned above, Wierzbicka's informants 

were divided in their judgement concerning Japanese passives with 

inanimate NP1s. It can be presumed that some informants took those 

passives like the Thai informant and rejected them, and other 

informants felt the existence of the possessors of the referents of 

the inanimate NP1s and accepted them. Consider (39) again. These 

sentences can be regarded as well-formed sentences when the hearer 

interprets that the possessor of kuruma 'car' is affected. Sentences 

(41) and (42) can be e~(plained in the same manner. Even sentences 



(38) sound well-formed if the hearer feels the possessors' 

affectivity. 16 

Ransom (1977) argues that universally an indefinite and/or 

inanimate NP tends not to come to a mor~ leftward position than a 

definite and/or animate NP. To support her argument she cites 

Japanese passives as follows (Ransom op.cit., p. 426): 

(45) a. *Cheese-ga nezumi-ni tabe-rare-ta. 
nom rat-dat eat-pass-past 

'The cheese was eaten by the rat.' 

b. Watasi-no cheese-ga nezumi-ni tabe-rare-ta. 
I-gen nom rat-dat eat-pass-past 

'My cheese was eaten by the rat.' 

Sentence (45a) is ill-formed because cheese is inanimate and nezumi 

'rat' is animate. On the other hand (45b) is acceptable because 

cheese is modified by watasi-no 'my', which makes it definite. Even 

this or that would make the sentence well·~formed. Al though her 
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observation may be tenable, as far as Japanese passives are concerned, 

the reason for the well-formedness of (45b) is that it is clear that 

cheese belongs to the possessor. In the case of (45a), the possessor 

of cheese is not stated. However, even (45a) sounds acceptable if the 

hearer interprets it is somebody's cheese just like Thai passive (44). 

16. A reason why sentences (39) sound more well-formed than 
(38) is because of the NP kuruma 'car'. Vehicles such as car and bus 
are inanimate, but they can be used with i 'exist', which is supposed 
to be used with animate NPs (cf. 2.4.2.). Maybe this is because of 
movability. Such a nature of kuruma 'car' may make the sentences 
sound mote well-formed than those with inanimate NPs as terebi 'TV' or 
hasira dokei 'clock'. 
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In all the cases seen in (38), (39), (41), (42) and (45), the 

affected referent of the NP1 (x) disappears so that y is focussed 

upon. Even though they look like Type (2), (3) or (6) on the surface, 

actually they should be Type (7) passives. In (41a), (42a) and (45a), 

y itself is shifted, while in (38) and (39), a part of y is shifted. 17 

The original sources of the former examples are (41'), (42') and 

(45'), respectively: 

y 
(41') x-wa kodomo-ni ano ringo-o tabe-rare-ta. 

top child-dat that apple-acc eat-pass-past 

IX had that apple eaten by the child.' 

y 
(42') x-wa doroboo-ni ano tatemono-ni hair-are-ta. 

top thief-dat that building-dat enter-pass-past 

'X had a thief enter than building.' 

y 
(45') x-wa nezumi-ni cheese-o tabe-rare-ta. 

top rat-dat acc eat-pass-past 

'x had the rat eat the cheese.' 

In the case of (38) and (39), the NP of y consists of two NPs: 

"whole" and "part." Only the NP denoting "whole" is shifted. This is 

an iterative shift. Thus the following sentences, where both "whole" 

and "part" are shifted, can also exist: 

(46) a. Terebi-no antenna-wa kodomo-ni 
TV-gen top child-dat 

itazura-s-are-ta. (~(38a)) 
put:out:of:commission-pass-past 

17. When y is an agent as in sentence (7a), it cannot be 
shifted. 



'The antenna of the TV set was put out of commission by 
the child.' 

b. Tanaka-san-no hasira-dokei-no huriko-wa dareka-ni 
gen clock-gen pendulum-top someone-dat 

nusum-are-ta. (~(38b)) 
steal-pass-past 
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'The pendulum of Mr. Tanaka's clock was stolen by someone.' 

c. Kuruma-no baa-wa ressya-ni hikkake-rare-ta. (~(39)) 
car··gen bumper-top train-dat pull-pass-past 

'The bumper of the car was pulled off by the train.' 

d. Kuruma-no engine-wa dareka-ni teppoo-de ut-are-ta. (= (39b)) 
car-gen top someone-dat gun-with shoot-pass-past 

'The engine of the car was shot with a gun by someone.' 

As Wierzbicka notices, passives (ni-passives) with inanimate NP1s have 

adversity meanings. This can be explained by our assumption that such 

passives are of Type (7) originally.18 

18. The following ni-passive has an NP1 which is inanimate. 
However, it does not look like the passives discussed above. 

(i) Kono uta-wa mukasi-kara minna-ni utaw-are-te-i-ru. 
this song-top olden:days-frcm everybody-dat.,sing-pass-stat-pres 

'This song has been sung by everybody since olden days.' 

It seems that if the agent is indefj,nite as IDinna 'everybody', such a 
passive without adversity connotation is possible. Compare (ii) 
and (iii): 

(ii) Sono e-wa hiroku na-o sir-are-te-i-ru. 
that picture-top widely name-ace know-pass-stat-pres 

(Klaiman 1982) 
'The name of that picture is widely known.' 

(iii) Sono e-wa Taroo-ni na-o sir-are-te-i-ru. 
that picture-top dat name-acc know-pass-stat-pres 

'The name of the picture is known to Taro.' 
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We wonder what operation it is to shift Y to the NP1 position. 

According to Ransom, having a constituent leftward in forming a 

sentence involves a psycholinguistic factor called "salience." In 
-

Japanese, I assume, there are at least four kinds of operations that 

involve salience. Consider sentences (47): 

(47) a. Taroo-ga unagi-o tabe-ta. 
nom eel-acc eat-past 

'Taro ate the eel.' 

b. Unagi-o Taroo-ga tabe-ta. 
eel-acc nom eat-past 

'The eel Taro ate.' 

c. Unagi-wa Taroo-ga tabe-ta. 
eel-top nom eat-past 

'As for the eel, Taro ate it.' 

d. Zoo-ga hana-ga naga-i. 
elephant-nom trunk-nom long-pres 

'The elephant has a long trunk.' 

Sentence (47a) has a so-called basic order. In this order, the NP1 is 

traditionally regarded as a subject. According to Shibatani, 

"subject" is "the most salient nominal element in the speaker's mind" 

(1972, pp. 159-160). The second kind of operation is seen in (47b). 

It is so-called scrambling. Shifting the NP with the case marker to 

the front makes the NP salient. Sentence (47c) is a case of 

topicalization. The NP is fronted with the topic marker waD Sentence 

(47d) is an MNS. As mentioned in 2.6., the NP1 is regarded as a theme. 

18. Continued. Sentence (ii), in which the agent is indefinite (hiroku 
'widely'), does not have adversity connotation. As for (iii), the agent 
is a definite. erson (Taroo). Then the sentence connotes that there is 
a victim. 



Returning to the case where y is in the NP1 position, we find 

this kind of salience operation does not belong to any of the four 

mentioned above. It is not like (47a), because the hidden NP (x) 

should be semantically involved. It is not like (47b), because the 

shifted y is not marked by Q any more. Next it is not like the 
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topicalized sentence (47c), because the shifted y can be marked either by 

wa or &aj while in (47c), ~ 'eel' cannot be marked by ga. Finally it 

is not like (47d), which is a sentence with a theme. The definition of 

"theme" mentioned in 2.6. was "an NP before an SIt (NPS). In the case of 

(47d), zoo-ga 'elephant-nom' is a theme and hana-ga naga-i 'trunk is 

long' is a sentence. However, as for (38a), for example, we cannot say 

kodomo-ni antenna-o itazura-s-are~ta is a sentence by itself without any 

deleted elements. Thus the inanimate NP1 in the passive is not a theme. 

Therefore shifting of y is another kind of operation of salience. We may 

be able to call it "focus.,,19 

To conclude, ni-passives with inanimate NP1s are interpreted as 

Type (7) passives. Whether the sentence is well-formed depends on 

pragmatic factors, such as the speaker's implication that the possessor 

of the inanimate NP1 suffered and the hearer's understanding of such an 

implication. 

19. The term "focus" is usually defined as opposed to 
"presupposition," namely, it is new information and it associates with 
intonation (Chomsky 1970). In this respect, our term "focus" is 
inadequate. Whatever the term may be, my point is that shifting y to 
the NP1 position is one kind of salience strategy that is different 
from "subject," "scrambling," "topicalization," or "theme." 
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3.7. Why Do Ni-Passives Have Adyersity Meanings? 

It was mentioned that Type (7) passives, where x is indirectly 

affected by some event in which y is directly involved, have adversity 

meanings. Therefore if the sentence has a word with a positive meaning, 

it sounds strange as seen in (12b) and (13b). We have seen this is one 

factor of "adversity," but it cannot explain everything. The problem 

concerns with other types of ni-passives, as well. It has been observed 

that if those passives have positive words in them, they are not 

adversity passives. Furthermore however, as mentioned in footnote 10, 

if they have only neutral words, they have adversity meanings instead 

of neutral meanings, e.g., (2b), (except for Type (6». This means 

that Japanese passives tend to be adversative. Such a passive nature 

can be seen also in causative-passive sentences, as in (48): 

(48) a. Taroo-wa Hanako-ni hon-o yom-ase-ta. 
top dat book-acc read-caus-past 

'Taro {m~~~} Hanako read the book.' 

b. Hanako-wa Taroo-ni hon-o yom-ase-rare-ta. 
top dat book-ace read-caus-pass-past 

'Hanako was {~~~} to read the book by Taro.' 

Sentence (48a) is an ambiguous causative sentence. The causation can 

be coercion or permiSSion. However, its passive counterpart means 

only coercion. 

Now let's mention Davison'S paper 'Peculiar Passives' (1980). 

She says that in many languages, passive sentences car.ry extra 

meanings compared to their active counterparts. In Hindi, the passive 

sentence has a meaning of ability while its active counterpart does 
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not. In Turkish, a meaning of probability is added in the passive 

sentence. Her data shows that Thai, Korean, and Japanese passives 

carry adversity meanings. Likewise, English passives also can have 

adversity connotation when oblique NPs become subjects. The following 

sentences are her examples: 

(49) a. This chair has been sat on by Fred. 

b. That glass has been drunk out of by someone. 

Sentence (49a) implies that the chair is no good because Fred sat on 

it, and (49b) implies that the glass became dirty because someone used 

it. Their active counterparts do not convey such meanings. 

According to Clark (1974), most languages make use of 

passivity to show adversity. Although Davison discusses various kinds 

of extra meanings such as ability, prohibition, adversity, etc., 

adversity may be the most popular kind of extra meaning of passivity. 

Kuroda (1979) says from the philosophical point of view, that 

adversity might be the initial manifestation of affectivity. His 

argument is as follows: Suppose Bill is looking into a keyhole. 

Suddenly he is seen by John. Bill may say: 

(50) A! John-ni mi-rare-ta. 
dat see-pass-past 

'My God, I've been seen by John.' 

While Bill was performing the action: looking into the keyhole, he 

was free and conscious of the action itself, forgetting about himself. 

Suddenly he is seen by the other, and he becomes conscious of himself. 

He is affected by "the Self's encounter with the Other" (Kuroda 

op.cit., p. 335). This is a typical nature of the passive. Thus 



forcing himself to concede freedom to the Other is not a pleasant 

experience. It is not surprising then, that many languages have 

passives with adversity meanings. Japanese is one such language. 

Returning to Davison, slle argues that such extra meanings in 

passive sentences can be explained by Gricean conversational 

implicature. These extra meanings are not part of the underlying 

sources. They are non-literal meanings and are conveyed 

conversationally. Since they are not in their underlying structures, 

they can be cancelled without contradiction. Sentence (51) is her 

sentence where the adversity meaning of (49a) is cancelled: 

(51) This chair has been sat on by Fred, but there's absolutely 
no trace. 

Recall the Japanese passives of Type (2), (3) and (4) carry 

adversity meanings even with words with neutral meanings, but that 

they no longer have adversity Ineanings when the words in them have 

positive meanings. Sentence (3b), for example, has the word home 

'praise', which is a "nice" word. Because of this word, adversity is 

cancelled and still the sentence is well-formed. 20 
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The above-mentioned argument that Davison points out, that is, 

passive sentences can carry extra meanings in terms of Gricean 

conversational implicature (together with Kuroda's observation), 

explains the tendency of Japanese passives. 

In addition to that, the other adversity condition mentioned 

earlier should be kept in mind. It was seen in Type (7) passives. To 

recapitulate, there is an x-no y relation and y is directly involved 

20. Passivized causatives seem to be exceptions (cf. (48)). 
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in the event, and hence x, who is not directly involved in the event, 

is affected. It was mentioned that in such cases, the passives always 

have adversity meanings. Therefore, it was also mentioned that such 

passives with words with positive meanings sound strange, e.g., (12b) 

and (13b). 

I assume that in the case of Type (7) passives, the two above

mentioned adversity conditions (the extra meaning argument and the 

characteristics of Type (7)) are overlapped. That is why the 

adversity force in Type (7) passives is stronger than that in passives 

of other types. However, sometimes even Type (7) passives can lose 

adversity meanings when they are in subordinate clauses. (So far we 

have treated only passives in mai,n clauses.) Observe the following 

sentences: 

(52) a. Nagai aida byooki-ni nayan-de-i-ta ani-nit 
long period illness-dat suffer-prog-pass brother-dat 

(Kuroda 1979, p. 334) 
. 'I was relieved to have my brother, long suffering with 
illness, pass away.' 

b. John-wa tuma-ni naor-are-te yorokon-de-i-ru. 
top wife-dat recover-pass-and be:pleased-stat-pres 

(Wierzbicka 1979, p. 120) 
'John's wife has recovered, he is pleased.' 

In sentence (52a), the adversity meaning is cancelled due to the main 

clause saying that the event was good for the affected person. 

Sentence (520) is a case where the subordinate clause, which is 

supposed to be odd, becomes well-formed in conjunction with the main 

clause. 



Therefore, the adversity condition involving an x-no y 

relation should also be explained based on interaction of pragmatic 

and syntacticosemantic factors. Such an assumption contradicts the 

idea that the passive morpheme ~ itself has an adversity meaning. 

At this point, let's review some opinions about Lare. 
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Traditionally ~ in an indirect passive was considered to be 

intrinsically adversative. It is Alfonso (1971) who challenged such a 

view. He claims that the passive form is intrinsically neutral as in 

other plain passives. Whether the passive has a favorable or an 

unfavorable meaning depends on factors other than rare itself. That 

is why \-Ie can have passives with posi ti ve meanings. 

Next Wierzbicka's argument follows. Even though she agrees 

with Alfonso's point that the traditional view which maintains that 

~ is adversative itself is wrong, she comments on his argument by 

saying that he considers this problem to be based on merely a 

morphological notion. She mentions that ~ should be considered 

together with syntactic phenomena of the passive sentence. She 

classifies indirect passives into three groups. The first one is the 

case where the affected person is not directly involved in the event 

(same as our Type (7») or the affected person was at the place where 

the event happened (part of our Type (4). The second group has 

passives in which the event happened to the affected person directly 

(same as part of our Type (4) and part/all? of Type (3) passives). 

Passives of the third group have body parts in them (same as our Type 

(6»). She claims that passives of the first group are always 



adversative, those of the second group have positive or negative 

meanings depending on the words in them, and those of the third group 

in which body parts are used have neutral meanings. Therefore, she 

concludes that ~ is polysemous, that is, it has three meanings: 

(1) unfavorable, (2) unfavorable or favorable, (3) neutral. 

We assume Wierzbicka's view that ~ is polysemous is 

problematic. As has been observed, adversity meanings can be 

cancelled without contradiction. If ~ lexically has a meaning of 

affectivity, cancellation of adversity meanings is unlikely to occur. 

After all, as Alfonso points out, rare seems to be intrinsically 

neutral. In summary, syntacticosemantic and pragmatic factors are 

involved and passives have negative, positive or neutral meanings. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ADVERSITY CAUSATIVES 

Causative sentences have a suffix (§)ase. Usually it is 

immediately attached to a verb stem. 1 There are two kinds of 

causatives: ni~causatives and Q-causatives. They are examplifiecl as 

follows: 

(1) Taroo-ga Han3ko-ni ko-sase-ta. 
nom dat come-caus-past 

'Taro caused Hanako to come.' 

(2) Taroo-ga Hanako-o ko-sase-ta. 
nom ace come-caus-past 

'Taro caused Hanako to come.' 

(3) Taroo-ga Hanako-ni hon-o 
nom dat book-ace read-caus-past 

'Taro caused Hanako to read the book.' 

Sentence (1) is called "ni-causative" because the causee Hanako is 

marked by ni, and sentence (2) is called "Q-causative" because the 

causee Hanako is marked by Q. Traditionally it is considered that 

causation of ni-causatives is permission and causation of Q-causatives 

1. In limited cases, the causative suffix sase follows the 
passive suffix rare. Sentence (i) is an example: 

(i) Watasi-wa Taroo-o Hanako-ni nagur-are-sase-ta. 
I-top acc dat hit-pass-caus-past 

'I made Taro be hit by Hanako.' 
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coercion. Thus the English translation of sentence (1) and sentence 

(2) would be 'Taro let Hanako come.' and 'Taro made Hanako come.', 

respectively. When the verb is transitive as in (3), it is ambiguous. 

Traditionally, it is considered that due to "double-Q constraint," 

even when the causative meaning is coercion, the causee is marked by 

ni. However, such a traditional view about niLQ dichotomy has been 

challenged by some people. In fact, things are not so simple. For 

discussion of this, see Shibatani (1973, 1916), Kitagawa (1914), 

Tonoike (1978), and Takahashi (1981). We have seen in the preceding 

chapters that there are non-discrete phenomena in various parts of the 

grammar. The distinction of niLQ causatives is one such example, 

also. The only clear difference between ni and Q-causatives is that 

in ni-causatives, inanimate causees cannot be allowed, while in Q-

causatives, they can. 

Now our concern in this chapter is Q-causatives rather than 

the distinction of ni and Q-causatives. Although other people have a 

already classified causatives in their own ways, I will present my 

classification below even if not exhaustive.2 The bone structure of 

each sentence is: 

(4) causer-ga causee-o verb-caus-tense, e.g. 3 
nom acc 

2. Mainly, I have consulted Kitagawa (1974) and Takahashi 
(1981). 

3. There exist lexical causatives, also, in Japanese; but 
only productive causatives are presented in our classification. 



4.1. Different Types of Causatives4 

1. intentional cause (coercion): 

(5) John-ga issyookenmei settoku-si-te Mary-o ik-ase-ta. 
nom hard persuade-and acc go-caus-past 

'John made Mary go by persuading her hard.' 

2. intentional cause (non-coercion): 

(6) Taroo-ga tonbogaeri-o si-te kodomo-o yorokob-ase-ta. 
nom somersault-acc do-and child-acc rejoice-caus-past 

'Taro pleased the child by doing a somersault.' 

3. permission: 

(7) Sensei-ga asobi-ta-gat-te-i-ru seitotati-o 
teacher-nom play-want-look-stat-pres pupils-acc 

'The teacher let the pupils who wanted to play go out 
to the playground.' 

4. hands-off: 

(8) Omoiyari-no-ar-u isya-ga moo muda-na kusuri-o 
sympathetic doctor any:further useless medicine-acc 

atae-ru koto-o yame-te kurusin-de-i-ru byoonin-o 
give-pres fact-acc quit-and agonizing patient-acc 

sin-ase-ta. 
die-caus-past 

'The sympathetic doctor let the agonlzlng patient die 
without giving useless medicine any further.' 

4. Sentence (6) is from Shibatani (1976), (8) and (9) from 
Kitagawa (1974), (12) from Takahashi (1981), (13) from Miyagawa 
(1980), (15) from Bailey (personal communication), and (17) from 
Ikegarni (1978). 
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5. non-intentional cause: 

(9) Isya-ga ukkari-si-te matigat-ta kursuri-o atae 
doctor-nom inadvertently wrong medicine-acc give:and 

kurusin-de-i-ru byoonin-o sin-ase-ta. 
agonizing patient-acc die-caus-past 

'The doctor made the agonizing patient die by inadvertently 
giving the wrong medicine.' 

(10) Taroo-ga issyookenmei hatarai-te oya-o 
nom hard work-and parents 

ansin-s-ase-ta. 
feel:relieved-caus-past 

'Taro made his pa~e.!"ts feel reliev~rl by working hard.' 

6. cause-effect: 

(11) Teppoo-no oto-ga kodomotati-o issei-ni hasir-ase-ta. 5 
gun-gen sound-nom children-acc all:at:once run-caus-past 

'The sound of the gun made the children run all at once.' 

7. indirect cause: 

(12) Taroo-ga kodomo-o itiryuu-daigaku-ni gookaku-s-ase-ta. 
nom child-acc first:class:univ.-dat pass-caus-past 

'Taro had his child pass the entrance examination of a first 
class university.' 

8. idiom: 

( 13) Taroo-ga zisyoku-o niO\oJ-ase-ta. 
nom resignation-acc hint-past 

'Taro hinted resignation.' 

9. NP-no NP type: (i) whole-part relation (non-cause): 

5. Transitive (or causative) sentences with inanimate NP1s 
are not considered to be good sentences, especially in spoken 
Japanese. However, influenced by translation from Western languages, 
Japanese allows such sentences, even though they are not always well
formed. 
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(14) Taro-ga kata-o kor-ase-ta. 
nom shoulder-acc become:stiff-caus-past 

'Taro had his shoulder become stiff.' 

(15) Mizudori-ga suimen-de nume-o taiyoo-ni 
water:bird-nom water-on chest-acc sun-dat 

kagayak-ase-te-i-ru. 
shine-caus-stat-pres 

'The water bird on the water had its chest shining in the 
sun.' 

(16) Kuruma-ga engine-o todorok-ase-ta. 
car-nom acc roar-caus-past 

'The car's engine roared.' 

(17) Toosyu-ga megane-o hikar-ase-ta tookyuu-motion-ni 
pitcher-nom glasses-acc shine-caus-and pitching-dat 

hait-ta. 
begin-past 

'The pitcher began to make a pitching motion, with his 
glasses shining.' 

10. NP-no NP type: (ii) adversity causative (non-whole-part 
relation) 

(18) Hanako-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 
nom son-acc die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

I will clarify what each type means. The first type has 

causatives whose causers intentionally make causees do some action 

regardless of the causees' will. Thus we call it "intentional cause 

(coercion)." 

Causatives of the second type denote "intentional cause (non-

coercion)." Even though the causer causes something intentionally, it 

does not involve coercion. Usually the causee's emotional situation 

changes in sentence (6). 



The third type, "permission,1I means that the cause, who wants 

to do some action, is allowed to do it by the causer. 
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In the case of "hands off," the causee is doing or about t.o do 

some action. The causer, without prevention, lets the causee do it. 

In the fifth type, the causer does not intend to cause 

anything. However, something happens because of the causer. Thus it 

is "non-intentional cause." In many causes, it is inadvertent and the 

result is undesirable, e.g., (9), or the causee is made to change his 

emotional status, e.g., (10). 

The sixth type is called "cause-effect." As Takahashi says, 

the NP1 is a cause rather than a causer. Thus in most cases, NP1s are 

inanimate. It differs from those of the fifth type, in which the 

causer does some action, or neglects to do some action. 

Next, "indirect cause" can be intentional or non-intentional. 

If it is non-intentional, the distinction from those of the fifth does 

not seem to be discrete. In the case of (12), it is likely to be 

intentional. The parent Taro did not give direct causation to the 

child to enter the first-class university, but indirectly Taro caused 

it by encouraging him, giving him discipline, supporting him 

financially, and so forth. This is "invisible" causation. 

The eighth type is for idioms. Like passives idioms, the verb 

stem and the suffix are joined together to make one particular meaning 

which does not carry the meaning of the vel"b itself. In (13), the 

verb niow means 'smell', but when it is followed by the causative 

suffix, the original meaning of the verb disappears. Furthermore, the 

NP2 zisyoku and the verb \oJithout the causative suffix cannot form a 
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good sentence, unlike causatives of the other groups. Sentence (19) 

exemplifies this: 

(19) *Zisyoku-ga niot-ta.6 
resignation-nom smell-past 

Causatives of the ninth type all have some relation between 

NP1 and NP2, and this relation is an NP-no NP relation as in the cases 

of MNSs and passives. This type can be divided into two, also: 

"whole-part-relation" and "non-whole-part-relation." In both subtypes 

the NP1 is a non-causer even though the predicate has sase. For the 

sake of exposition, I may sometimes choose to call causatives of the 

ninth type "non-causer causatives," as opposed to "causer-causatives." 

Let's observe the former subtype first. 

The NP1 in such a causative denotes a whole and the NP2 

followed by Q is its part. Usually they are a whole body and its body 

part. Something happens to the body part, but it is not caused by the 

NP1. Usually the referent of the NP1 is affected even though 

sometimes such an affectivity is not clear. Let's consider the four 

examples shown above. In sentence (14), Taro's shoulders became 

stiff, which was not caused by Taro. Taro is affected by this event. 

As for the other three sentences, even though affectivity does not 

show up clearly, it seems that the referent of the NP1 should be a 

human or a personified NP. Sentence (15) has a non-human NP1, and 

sentence (16) has an inanimate NP1. In the former, the water bird 

seems to be personified. Vehicles, which also have personified 

6. For further discussion, see Miyagawa (1980). 



natures, can be used as referents of NP1s in this construction (cf. 

footnote 16, Chapter 3). Thus the following sentence is ill-formed: 

(20) *Tukue-ga asi-o ot-ta. (lexical causative) 
desk-nom leg-acc break-past 

'The leg of the desk broke.' 
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The referent of the NP2 in sentence (17) is megane 'glasses', which is 

not a body part. But we would like to regard it as a kind of body 

part. 

Of course, we can have sentences with body parts, where NP1s 

cause some events. Consider sentence (14), for example. There are at 

least three interpr~tations: (A) Taro made his shoulders stiff 

intentionally; (B) Taro caused it inadvertently when he was reading a 

book in an improper posture or something; (C) Taro did not cause this 

event at all whether it was intentional or non-intentional. In the 

first case, it seems to belong to the first type: intentional cause 

(coercion). If it has the second meaning, it can be of the fifth 

type: non-intentional cause. The third interpretation is the one we 

are considering here for the ninth type. I will resume their 

discussion (concerning causatives with body parts) in Chapter 5. 

Now it is time to consider the second subtype of the ninth 

type, which is the main topic of this chapter. This second subtype of 

causatives (non-whole-part-relation), unlike the first subtype of 

causatives (whole-part-relation), has NP1s whose referents are not 

only non-causers but also are always victims of some events. 

Therefore, we call them "adversity causatives." More about adversity 

clauses will be presented separately in later sections. 



4.2. General Remarks on Adversity Causatives 

Let!s consider sentence (18): 

(18) Hanako-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 
nom son-ace die-caus-past 

As we have seen the indeterminacy of sentence (14), sentence (18) is 

also indeterminate (cf. Harnish 1976). There are at lease six 

meanings: (A) Hanako intentionally made her son die or killed him 
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(intentional cause (coercion); (B) Hanako let her son die because he 

wanted to die (permission); (C) Hanako's son was dying, so she let 

.him die without prevention (hands-off); (D) Hanako's son died because 

vfner carelessness or mistake (non-intentional cause); (E) Hanako 

wanted her son to die so she caused him to die indirectly by hinting 

or driving him to the wall (indirect cause); (F) Hanako did not cause 

her son's death, whether intentionally or otherwise, but she was badly 

affected by her son's death. 

We can see that among the six interpretations above, the first 

five are causer-causatives because of~. However, in the case of 

(F), no causative meaning exists even though the sentence has~. 

This reading is the one that belongs to the ninth type (adversity 

causatives). One may argue that the difference between (F) and 

another reading, especially (D), is not clear because Hanako's 

carelessness or mistake can be included in (F). But the passivization 

test can show the distinction between the two. The embedded passive 

in (21) has the interpretation (D): 

(21) Musuko-wa Hanako-ni sin-ase-rare-ta yoo-na-mono-da. 
son-top dat die-caus-pass-past one:could:say 

'One could say that the son caused by Hanako to die.' 
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Sentence (21) means 'because of Hanako's carelessness or some similar 

reasons, it could be said that her son was caused by her to die'. In 

the case of (F), however, such passivization is impossible. 

Furthermore, suppose we add an optional element that is the real cause 

of the death to (18), then we have sentence (22), for example: 

(22) Hanako-wa (sensoo-de) musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 
top war-because:of son-ace die-caus-past 

In this sentence, Hanako's son died in the war. Even though we can 

see indeterminacy in this sentence like (18), it is clear in one 

reading that Hanako has nothing to do with her son's death. The war 

killed him. She did not cause the war, and his being drafted is not 

her fault, either. 

Now, we will see other examples of adversity causatives. 

(23) Hyakysoo-ga (nagaame-de) yasai-o 
farmer-nom long:rain-because:of vegatable-acc 

kusar-ase-ta. 
rot-caus-past 

'The farmer had his vegetables rot on him (because of 
the long rain).' 

(24) Taroo-ga (hukeiki-de) kaisya-o toosan-s-ase-ta. 
nom depression-because:of company-ace gO:broke-caus-past 

'Taro had his company go broke on him (because of the 
depression).' 

So far we have had causatives with the suffix~. Besides 

such productive causatives, there are lexical causatives (transitive 

forms) as well. Sentences (25) and (26) are examples of such: 

(25) Taroo-ga (tonari-no-kazi-de) ie-o yai-ta. 
next:door's:fire-because:of house-ace burn-past 

'Taro had his house burned on him (because of next door's 
fire).' 



(26) Hunanusi-ga (arasi-de) hune-o sizume-ta. 
shipowner-nom storm-because:of ship-acc sink-past 

'The shipowner had his ship sunk on him (because of the 
storm).' 

The existence of lexical and productive causatives in other types of 

causatives complicates the grammar. In many cases they have 

distinctive meanings. In the case of adversity causatives, however, 

two kinds of causatives co-exist rather neatly. It seems that if the 

verb does not have a transitive form, the productivve causative is 

used. Sentences (22)/(18), (23) and (24) have productive causatives 

because we do not have transitive counterparts of the intransitive 

forms: sin, kusar, and toosan s. If we have transitive forms, they 

are used rather than productive causatives. Thus in (25) and (26), 

the transitive forms: yak7 'burn' and sizume 'sink' are used rather 

than yake-sase and sizum-ase, which are productive causatives formed 

from intransitive fo.ms. 8,9 

Adversity causatives are always indeterminate in that NPs can 

be causers, also, as seen above for (18). Under certain conditions 

which we will see in the next section causatives can be adversity 

causatives, in which NP1s are not causers. 
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7. Yak is the word for 'burn' (transitive). In (25), we have 
yai. This is a morphophonemic alternation before It/. 

8. Whole-part causatives exhibit the same phenomenon, also. 
I will return to this problem in Chapter 6. 

9. In adversity causatives, we cannot find a case where a 
production causative is formed from a transitive verb. 
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4.3. Characteristics of Adversity Causatives 

In this section, we will see characteristics shared by the 

adversity causatives given above. First, the crucial point that 

enables causative sentences to have adversity meaning with the NP1 as 

a victim is the peculiar relationship between the NP1 and the NP 

marked by Q. This is also an NP-no NP relation like in one type of 

MNSs (with a noun-related theme) and one type of passives (Type (7». 

It can be seen that in the adversity causative, also, as in the MNS 

(with a noun-related theme) and the Type (7) passive, the NP1 itself 

is independent of the event that the sentence refers to. Furthermore, 

in the adversity causative, this relation of the two NPs is more 

limited than that in the MNS and the Type (7) passive. As in the case 

of the Type ('n passive, let's use x and y for the NP1 and the NP2, 

respectively. Those in sentences (22) through (26) are shown below: 

x y 

(22) P.anako musuko 'son' 

(23) hyakusyoo 'farmer' yasai 'vegetable' 

(24) Taroo kaisya 'company' 

(25) Taroo ie 'house' 

(26) hunanusi 'shipowner' hune 'ship' 

Even though the literal English translations for these sentences, (22) 

through (26), do not show a clear relationship between x and y, it 

should be noted that adversity causatives can be formed only when y 

belongs to x, and x is responsible for y. In the case of (24), for 

example, Taro must own the company. If Taro is merely an employee of 

the company, the sentence beccmes simply a regular causative sentence, 



where Taro is a causer. Taus the following sentences are not 

adversity causatives: 

x y 
(27) Hanako-ga yoso-no kodomo-o sin-ase-ta. 

nom stranger's child-acc die-caus-past 

= 'Hanako caused the stranger's child's death.' 

¢ 'Hanako had the stranger's child die on her.' 

x y 
(28) Taroo-ga ame-o hur-ase-ta. 

nom rain-acc fall-caus-past 

= 'Taro caused rain.' 

~ 'It rained on Taro.' 

x y 
(29) Sono kodomo-ga titioya-o sin-ase-ta. 

that child··nom father-acc die-caus-past 

= 'That child caused his father's death.' 

~ 'That child's father died on him.' 
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In (27), Hanako is not in a position to take care of voso no kodomo 

'stranger's child'. Meteorological expressions such as (28) cannot be 

adversity causatives because natural phenomena are beyond XIS control. 

In (29), Sono kodgmo 'that child' and titiova 'father' are closely 

related, but x (sono kodomo) does not take care of y (titiova). 

Instead, the reverse relation is true. Therefore, these three 

sentences are causer-causatives. 

The reason why the adversity causative has either sase or a 

lexical causative could be explained in terms of such an x-no v 

relation. In causer-causatives too, when the causer causes the causee 

to do something, the causee is under the control of the causer at 

least at that moment. Even though there is the difference that, in 
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the adversity causative, the relationship that x controls y is more 

stative or more inherent than that in causer-causatives, this x-no y 

relation may be one reason why the adversity causative has sase or a 

lexical causative. I will return to this problem in Chapter 5. 

Another limit concerning the x-no y relation in the adversity 

causative is that the relation cannot be an adversary one. Thus 

sentence (30) cannot be considered to be an adversity causative: 

x y 
(30) *Taro-ga teki-no horyo-o sin-ase-ta. 

nom enemy-gen captive-ace die-caus-past 

= 'Taro caused his enemy captive's death.' 

~ 'Taro had his enemy captive die on him.' 

The second characteristics involve y. The causative sentence 

can be an adversity causative only when y is marred by the event and y 

loses some expected property. All the example sentences given above 

express this adversity: 

(22) Musuko 'son' is supposed to live longer than his mother 

Hanako, but he died before she dies. 

(23) Yasai 'vegetable' is supposed to be eaten while it is fresh, 

but it became rotten. 

(24) Kaisya 'company' should stay in good shape, but it became 

bankrupt. 

(25) Ie 'house' is used for living inSide, when it burns down, 

one cannot live there. 

(26) Hune 'ship' is useful when it floats on the surface of 

the water, but it sank. 



Therefore it is hard to get adversity meaning from (31) because hana 

'flower' is supposed to bloom: 

x y 
(31) Watasi-wa hana-o sak-ase-ta. 

I-top flower-acc bloom-caus-past 

= 'I caused the flower to bloom.' 

~ 'The flower bloomed on me.' 

Another point concerning y is that when y loses its expected 

property, y should not cause the event intentionally. Thus sentence 

(32) cannot be an adversity causative: 

(32) Hanako-ga kodomo-o itazura-s-ase-ta. 
nom child-ace behave:badly-caus-past 

= 'Hanako caused her child's bad behavior.' 

I 'Hanako had her child behave badly on her.' 

y should be non-controllable and non-volitional as well as x. 
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Third, let's consider the event as a whole. We have seen that 

x is not a causer of the event, where y is involved in the event. 

What or who is the causer of the event? Sometimes y is partly 

responsible for it. But there is a bigger causer who/which caused the 

event. It appears in the sentence optionally. In example sentences 

(22) through (26), there are optional NPs which are marked by de 

'because of'. They seem to be hidden causers of the events. For 

example, (22) means sensoo-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta 'The war caused the 

son to die.' Hanako is thematized as a victim of the event. Such a 

hidden causer usually takes de as seen in the examples. But if it is 

animate, it cannot be de, but can take no-okage-de, tame-ni, and so 

forth, for example: 



x 
Hanako-ga 

nom 

y 
(Taroo-no-okage-de) musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 

because:of son-acc die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her because of Taro.' 

Fourth, we will see some syntactic behaviors of adversity 

ca:usatives. One of them is that adversity causatives cannot be 

passivized as has been mentioned earlier. The passivized version of 

(18) is (34), which is ill-formed, if it is an adversity causative: 

(34) Musuko-wa Hanako-ni sin-ase-rare-ta. 
son-top dat die-caus-pass-past 

= Her son was caused to die by Hanako. 

Sentence (34) can be well-formed only when Hanako is a causer of her 

son's death. In Chapter 3, it was mentioned that.causatives with 

permission readings cannot be passivized (cf. (48), Chapter 3). This 

was because passives tend to connote adversity. Passivized adversity 

connotation contradicts the favorable nature which "permission" has 

(cf. footnote 20, Chapter 3). The impossibility of passivization of 

adversity causatives differs from this kind of impossibility.10 
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Another peculiar syntactic phenomenon is that y cannot be 

fronted for topicalization. Thus sentence (35) cannot be an adversity 

causative: 

10. Causatives which do not have a "permission" reading 
cannot be passivized either, if they have favorable causation, e.g., 
(12) • 
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(35) Musuko-wa Hanako-ga sin-ase-ta. 11 
son-top nom die-caus-past 

= Speaking of the son, Hanako caused him to die. 

~ Speaking of the son, Hanako had him die on her. 

Finally, one semantic feature of NPs: animacy, will be seen. 

x is a victim of an adverse event and feels sad because of it. 

Therefore, x should have emotion, which is a property of animate 

beings. Therefore, if x is dead, no adversity causatives can be 

formed. This is true even when the person x is a vegetable. In this 

respect, adversity causatives are different from passives (cf. 

footnote 4, Chapter 3). As for y and the optional NP (hidden causer), 

there is no restriction on animacy as seen in all the preceding 

example sentences. Unlike the so-called selectional restrictions 

(Chomsky 1965), such a feature as "animacy" in adversity causatives is 

required in relation to the entire sentence rather than one item in 

the sentence. 

~ The Underlying Structure of th~ 
Adversity Causative 

It is hard to hypothesize the underlying structure of the 

adversity causative. Therefore, in this section, I will only argue 

11. The following sentence is Susumu Kuno's (personal 
cOlTUTIunication): 

(i) Nibanme-no musuko-wa sensoo-de sin-ase-ta. 
second son-top war-at die-caus-past 

'As for the second son, (I, e.g.) had him die on (me, e.g.) 
in the war. ' 

In this sentence, the victim x is deleted. If it is deleted, 
topicalization is allowed. 
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that one underlying structure which might be the plausible one for the 

adversity causative is not correct. 

In the traditional generative grammar, the underlying 

structure of the productive causative (with the NP1 as a causer) is 

(36a) or (36b): 

(36) a. 

b. 

/s_ / I~~s 
Nf NP ~ 

causer caJsee. NP V 
1 cau'seei 

N~~-V 
cau'ser .~'~ 

NP V 
cau'see 

In the case of the lexical causative, the underlying structure is 

as follows: 

(37) s 
---------~~ NP NP V 

I I causer causee 

One may say that since the NP1 in the adversity causative is 

not a causer, it seems to be untenable to postulate structures like 

(36) or (37). Recall that, in Chapter 2, it was assumed that the MNS 

has a structure like the following: 

(38) 
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It may be possible to postulate an underlying structure of the 

adversity causative similar to (38). It has also been mentioned that 

the adversity causative has a hidden causer which appears as an 

optional NP marked by de, etc. Sentence (22), for example, means 

Sensoo-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta 'The war caused the son to die', and 

Hanako is thematized. Then the underlying structure of (22) can be 

(39) following (38): 

/S 
NP -------S 
I -------------------~ Hanako sensoo musuko sin-ase-ta 

Here, in the embedded sentence, the hidden causer sensoo 'war' is the 

NP1 as a causer like a causer-causative, and the victim Hanako is 

thematized. If we have such an underlying structure, the mysterious 

~ can be explained. However, (39) does not seem to be plausible. 

F1rst, the causer in the embedded sentence takes de on the 

surface instead of ga (if the causer is animate, it takes no-okage-de, 

etc., as mentioned already). The post marker de can be used as an 

instrumental marker. For example, in (40), dokuyaku-de 'with poison' 

is instrumental: 

(40) Taroo-ga dokuyaku-de tomodati-o korosi-ta. 
nom poison-with friend-acc kill-past 

'Taro killed the friend with poison.' 

Why the causer in the embedded sentence takes de on the surface like 

"instrument" cannot be accounted for in anything other than ad hoc 

fashion. 
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The second argument involves reflexivization. Take example 

(41). The structure can be (42): 

(41) Tai'oo-ga Ziroo-no-okage-de ie-o yai-ta. 
nom because:of house-ace burn-past 

'Taro had his house burned on him because of Jiro.' 

(42) 

N~~S 
I - .<-----~ 

Taroo Ziroo ie yai-ta 

Here ZiroQ is supposed to be the causer of the event. Suppose we have 

sentence (43), which is a complete matrix causative sentence (lexical 

causative) : 

(43) Ziroo-ga ie-o yai-ta. 
nom house-ace burn-past 

'Jiro burned the house. 

It is the same as the embedded sentence in (42). Sentence (44) has an 

NP with zibun, otherwise it is the same as (43): 

(44) Zirooi-ga zibuni-no tanzyoobi-ni ie-o yai-ta. 

nom self-gen birthday-on house-ace burn-past 

'Jiroi burned the house on selfi's birthday.' 

The reflexive pronoun zibun is coreferential with Ziroo. However, H 

the same NP zibun-no tanzyoobi-ni 'on self's birthday' is added to 

(42), zibun can never be coreferential with Ziroo. It always refers 

to Taroo, as in (45): 

.' 



(45) Taroo-ga Ziroo-no okage-de zibun-no 
i j i*j 
nom self-gen because:of self-gen 

tanzyoobi-ni ie-o yai-ta. 
birthday-on house-acc burn-past 

'Taroi had his house burned on him on selfi's birthday 

because of Jiro.' 

We have to say that an underlying structure such as (39) or (42) is 
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not plausible and that appearance of sase is not because of the hidden 

causer such as Ziroo in (41) or sensoo 'war' in (22). 

~ Non-Discrete Phenomena of Causatives 

In the beginning part of this chapter, we have seen different 

usages of causative sentences. It has been touched upon, however, 

that such a distinction is not a discrete one, and that sometimes 

overlapping or fuzzy areas can be seen. It has been mentioned that 

adversity causatives also involve such non-discreteness. Take (18) 

again for example: 

(18) Hanako-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 
nom son-ace die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

As has been mentioned, one may say that Hanako caused it non-

intentionally and that there are no adversity causatives in the strict 

sense. Then this sentence should belong to the fifth group (non

intentional cause). But we have shown that sentences like (22) (in 

one reading) do not carry such a meaning of non-intentional cause. In 

(22), Hanako can be a non-causer: 
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(22) Hanako-ga sensoo-de musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 
war-because:of son-ace die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son die in the war.' 

The problem is that in many cases, however, it is not clear whether 

the sentence has a non-intentional cause given by the NP1 or purely an 

adversity causative sense. Consider sentence (46): 

(46) Hanako-ga ziko-de musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 
nom accident-because:of son-ace die-caus-past 

This sentence can mean 'Hanako had her son die on her in an accident.' 

In this case, it is an adversity causative. It can also mean 'Hanako 

caused her son's death in an accident inadvertently.' In fact, there 

are different degrees of inadvertence. In one case, Hanako caused the 

accident. In another case, Hanako did not stop her son's going to the 

scene of his accident. Ther'e is still another case, that Hanako did 

not live with her son, and he died in the accident. Hanako's not 

living with him could be condemned. There can be many other cases in 

the sense that Hanako could have prevented the event. Thus it is hard 

to draw a line between an adversity causative and a causative with 

non-intentional cause. It seems that different degrees of 

inadvertence are on a scale and at the end of the scale, the adversity 

causative reading is placed. 



CHAPTER 5 

COMPARISON OF THE THREE CONSTRUCTIONS: THE MULTIPLE NOMINATIVE 
SENTENCE, THE ADVERSITY PASSIVE, AND THE ADVERSITY CAUSATIVE 

In the preceding chapters, we have sporadically compared the 

MNS, the adversity passive, and the adversity causative. This chapter 

compares the three constructions, noting similarities, differences, 

and so forth, more systematically. 

We have seen that each construction has various types or 

groups. To recapitulate, I will illustrate them below: 

MNSs: 

With a verb-related theme: 

(1) Taroo-ga eigo-ga hasas-e-ru. 
nom English-nom speak-can-pres 

'It was Taro who can speak English.' 

With an adverbial theme: 

(2) New York-ga koosookentiku-ga takusan ar-u. 
nom skyscraper-nom many exist-pres 

'It is New York that has many skyscrapers.' 

Idiom: 

(3) Watasi-ga zutuu-ga su-ru. 
I-nom headache-nem do··pres 

'It is I who has a headache.' 

With a noun-related theme (NP1-no NP2): 

(i) A whole-part relation: 
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(4) Zoo-ga hana-ga naga-i. (zoo-no hana) 
elephant-nom trunk-nom long-pres 

'It is the elephant whose trunk is long.' 

(ii) A non-whole-part relation: 

(5) Hanako-ga musuko-ga sin-da. (Hanako-no musuko) 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is Hanako whose son died.' 

PASSIVES: 

ni yotte-passives: 

(6) Kono tatemono-wa yuumei-na kentikuka-ni yotte tate-rare-ta. 
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this building-top famous architect-by build-pass-past 

'This building was 'built by a famous architect.' 

ni-passives where the NP1 is a direct object in its active 

counterpart: 

(7) Taroo-ga Hanako-ni manek-are-ta. 
nom dat invite-pass-past 

'Taro was invited by Hanako.' 

ni-passives where the NP1 is a non-direct object in its active 

counterpart: 

(8) Kodomo-ga ryoosin-ni issatu-no hon-o atae-rare-ta. 
child-nom parents-dat one book-acc give-pass-past 

'The child vias given one book by his parents. ' 

ni~passives where the NP1 is involved directly in the event even 

though there is no active counterpart: 

(9) Taro-ga ame-ni hur-are-ta. 
nom rain-dat fall-pass-past 

'It rained on Taro.' 



ni-passives as an idiom: 

(10) Anata-wa netu-ni ukas-are-te-i-ru. 
you-top fever-dat carried:away-stat-pres 

'You are delirious with fever.' 

ni-passives with an NP-no NP relation: 

(i) A whole-part relation: 

(11) Taroo-ga Ziroo-ni atama-o nagur-are-ta. (Taroo-no atama) 
nom dat head-ace hit-ace-past 

'Taro had Jiro hit his (Taro's) head.' 

(ii) A non-whole-part relation: 

(12) Hanako-ga musuko-ni sin-are-ta. (Hanako-no musuko) 
nom son-dat die-pass-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

CAUSATIVES: 

Intentional cause (coercion): 

(13) John-ga issyookenmei settokusi-te Mary-o ik-ase-ta. 
nom hard persuade-and acc go-caus-past 

'John made Mary go by persuading her hard.' 

Intentional cause (non-coercion): 

(14) Taro-ga tonbogaeri si-te kosomo-o yorokob-ase-ta. 
nom somersault do-and child-acc rejoice-cause-past 

'Taro pleased the child by doing a somersault.' 

Permission: 

(15) Sensei-ga asobi-ta-gat-te-i-ru seitotati-o undooba-ni 
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teacher-nom play-want-look-stat-pres pupils-acc playground-to 

de-sase-ta. 
go:out-cause-past 

'The teacher let the pupils who wanted to play go out to the 
playground. ' 



Hands off: 

(16) Omoiyari-no-ar-u isya-ga moo muda-na kusuri-o 
sympathetic doctor-nom any:further useless medicine-acc 

atae-ru koto-o yame-te kurusinde-i-ru byoonin-o 
give-pres fact-acc quit-and agonizing patient-acc 

sin-ase-ta. 
die-caus-past 

'The sympathetic doctor let the agonlzlng patient die without 
giving useless medicine any further.' 

Non-intentional cause: 

(17) Isya-ga ukkari-si-te matigat-ta kusuri-o atae 
doctor inadvertently wrong medicine-acc give:and 

kurusinde-i-ru byoonin-o sin-ase-ta. 
ago~izing patient-acc die-caus-past 

'The doctor made the agonizing patient die by inadvertently 
giving the wrong medicine.' 

Cause-effect: 

(18) Teppoo-no oto-ga kodomotati-o issei-ni hasir-ase-·ta. 
gu~-gen sound-nom children-acc all:at:once run-caus-past 

'The sound of the gun made the children run all at once.' 

Indirect cause: 

(19) 

Idiom: 

Taroo-ga kodomo-o itiryuu-daogaku-ni 
nom child-acc first:class:univ.-dat 

gookaku-s-ase-ta. 
pass-caus-past 

'Taro had his child pass the entrance examination of a 
first class university.' 

(20) Taroo-ga zisyoku-o niow-ase-ta. 
nom resignation-acc hint-past 

'Taro hinted resignation.' 
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NP-no NP relation: 

(i) A whole-part relation (non-cause): 

(21) Taro-ga kata-o kor-ase-ta. (Taro-no kata) 
nom shoulder-ace become:stiff-caus-past 

'Taro had his shoulders become stiff.' 

(ii) A non-whole-part relation (adversity causative): 

(22) Hanako-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta. (Hanako-no musuko) 
nom son-ace die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

5.1. NP-no NP Relations 

Our focus is on the final type for each of the three 

constructions, that is, the NP-no NP relation. - Before we go on, it 

should be noted that this NP-no NP relation does not cover all the 

cases of genitive relations in Japanese. For example, consider 

sentence (23): 
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(23) Sooridaizin-no Ikeda-ga sin-da. (same as (153a), Chapter 2) 
Prime: Minister-gen nom die-past 

'The Prime Minister, Ikeda, died.' 

This sentence has a genitive relation connecting two NPs with llQ, 

which expresses apposition; but this kind of genitive relation is not 

our NP-no NP relation (cf. 2.11.). 

Now our NP-no NP relations can be classified into two: with a 

whole-part relation and with a non-whole-part relation. Our 

discussion is on the latter one even though the former one is valid 

for discussion in many cases. In a later section the former type will 



be discussed separately. The three sentences which involve the NP-no 

NP relation are listed again: 

(24) a. Hanako-ga musuko-ga sin-da 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is Hanako whose son died.' 

b. Hanako-ga musuko-ni sin-are-ta. 
nom son-dat die-pass-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

c. Hanako-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta 
nom son-acc die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

Comparing these three sentences, we can see one characteristic which 
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is shared by the three. It is the NP1 (Hanako), which is added to the 

proposition of the event (Her son died). The notion of "added" can be 

described differently for each construction. In the MNS «24a», the 

NP1 is a non-argument of the predicate. In the Passive «24b», the 

NP1 is a so-called extra NP, which appears at the initial position of 

a passive which does not have its active counterpart. In the 

causative «24c», the NP1 is not a causer. Why is it possible to add 

an NP then? In the case of sentences such as (24), the added NP (NP1) 

and the NP2 have an NP-no NP relation. That is why the NP1 can be 

added to form a well-formed sentence. It seems that in Japanese these 

three constructions are the only ones that have an added NP which is 

part of an NP-no NP relation. As the NP1 of an NP-no NP relation, the 

added NP is always indirectly involved in the proposition of the rest 

of the sentence where the NP2 is directly involved. Even though the 

NP1 is an added one, it is an important NP, which seems to be the 
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protagonist of the sentence. In the MNS, the purpose of the utterance 

of the sentence aims at the NP1, as in Shibatani and Cotton's (1976-

77, p. 275) statement: " ••• must express a general 

characteristic/feature attributable to NP1" (cf. 2.11.2). In passive 

and causative sentences, NP1s are victims of some events, which 

is the main purpose of these sentences. That is to say, the NP1s are 

the protagonists of the sentences. 

5.2. The Three Constructions from a Typological 
and Universal Point of View 

In this section, I will speculate as to why Japanese has three 

constructions. This speculation can be divided into two subsections. 

The first one deals with MNSs and passives, and the second one with 

passives and causatives. 

5.2.1. MNSs and Passives 

Li and Thompson (1975) argue that it is possible to classify 

languages based on the notion of "topic" and "subject." Some 

languages are topic-prominent languages and some others are subject-

prominent languages. They say that syntactic phenomena appear 

differently depending on whether it is a topic-prominent or subject-

prominent language. Among the characteristics of topic-prominent 

languages they present, we are concerned with the following three 

characteristics. First, topic-prominent languages have pervasively 

"double-subject" constructions (our MNSs). Second, they tend to be 

verb-final languages. Third, they may have a special type of 
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passives. The problem of topic-prominent languages or subject-

prominent languages as a whole is beyond the scope of this paper, but 

we do concern ourselves with the three characteristics mentioned 

above. 

First, let's consider the relation between the first and the 

second characteristics. That is, if the language has "double subject" 

constructions, it is usually a verb-final language. Li and Thompson 

speculate as to why. The "double subject" construction always has the 

form (25): 

(25) NP11 I NP2 ___ V 

topic comment 
(our theme) 

This linear order: NP NP V is the typical sentence structure of a 

verb-final language. That is, if the language has "double-subject" 

constructions, as the relationship between NP1 and NP2 becomes less 

constrained, the word order NP1 NP2 V becomes pervasive. 

Li and Thompson do not explain the correlation between the 

first and the third characteristics specifically, but I will present 

some explanation concerning Japanese adversity passives in relation to 

t1NSs. There are three points to be considered. 

First, Japanese has MNS constructions that have an added NP 

initially, and it is indirectly involved in the rest of the sentence. 

Second, in Chapter 3, it was mentioned that passives have extra 

meanings (Davison 1980) and such extra meanings tend to be 

"adversative" (Kuroda 1979). Third, it was also mentioned in Chapter 

3, that another Qondition for "adversative" is that the victim is 



indirectly involved in the event. 1 Then we can speculate the 

following: To form an adversity construction: (a) A passive is an 

appropriate construction. (This involves the second point: Davison, 

Kuroda); (b) The victim can bean added NP because it is indirectly 

involved in the event. This indirect involvement is similar to the 

MNS that has an added NP. (hence (b) involves the third and first 

points.) Thus it is not surprising that these two similar 

constructions co-exist in the same language. 

5.2.2. Passives and Causatives in Different Languages 

The next question is how can we argue about adversity 

causatives. It seems that passives and causatives are related or 

close to each other. In fact, there are various similarities between 

passives and causatives in Japanese. Such closeness between passives 

and causatives can be seen universally in other languages as well. 

Before Japanese cases are discussed, we will view those in other 

languages. 

5.2.2.1. English. English has a passive construction called 

"get-passive," which requires some condition that "be-passive" does 

1. The assumption that if the NP1 is indirectly involved in 
the event, it is an adverSity sentence does not apply to MNSs. I 
speculate that this is just one condition for "adversity." With only 
this condition, the sentence does not necessarily carry an adversity 
meaning. 
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not have. Consider the following examples: 

(26) a. A doctor was needed. 

b. *A doctor got needed. (Richard Oehrle, personal 
communication) 

(27) a. Radicals must be exterminated ruthlessly 

b. *Radical must get exterminated ruthlessly. (Lakoff 1971) 

Various factors must be taken into consideration to account for get-

passives. Chappell (1980) focuses on someone's causal effect to 

account for get-passives. His examples of get-passives are presented 

below: 

(28) a. Jane got fired. 

This sentence implies that Jane caused it whether it was intentional 

or not. Jane could have prevented it. 

(28) b. Jane got promoted. 

This is a beneficial get-passive which connotes that Jane implicitly 

did something for that event to happen. 

When a sentence has a reflexive pronovn, such implication of 

causation becomes even stronger, e.g., (28c) and (28d): 

(28) c. Jane got herself fired. 

(28) d. Jane got herself promoted. 
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In (28a) through (28d), the subject which is animate causes the event. 

In addition to such sentences, there are get-passives whose subjects 

are inanimate, as in (28e) and (28f): 

(28) e. Three telephone boxes got smashed up outside that post 

office. 

(28) f. Jane's bike got fixed. 
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Both the adversative «28e)) and the beneficial «28f)) get-passives 

imply that the owners of the subjects are affected. 2 In (28e), people 

responsible for the telephone boxes such as personnel from Telecom are 

affected by the event. Affectivity of somebody who uses public 

telephones is not implied. Sentence (28f) is a beneficial get-passive 

with an inanimate subject. Furthermore, in those sentences also, 

causation is involved. It i~ the owners' causation, not the inanimate 

subjects' causation. Sentence (28e) implies, for example, 

personnel from Telecom could have prevented the event if they had been 

more cautious. Sentence (28f) means, for example, Jane did something 

so that the agent would fix her bike. Even though native speakers may 

not exactly agree with Chappell's interpretation of the sentences, the 

point I make here is that the get-passive is a passive where a 

causative meaning can be incorporated. 

Another English construction that involves a passive and a 

causative is the have construction. Observe the following sentence: 

(29) I had the tree in the front lawn chopped down. (Oehrle and 
Nishio 1981) 

It was mentioned (Oehrle and Nishio op.cit., pp. 181-184) that three 

interpretations can be considered for this sentence. First, I is the 

causer of the event, who arranged the situation. This is called the 

2. English get-passives with inanimate subjects are similar 
to Japanese passives with inanimate NP1s to some extent (cf. 3.6., 
Chapter 3). 
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"dynamic" or "causative" interpretation. Second, 1 had chopped down 

the tree already at the time of the tense referent. This is called 

the "circumstantial" interpretation. Third,.l did not cause the 

event, and was negatively affected by it. This is called the 

"adversity" interpretation. In the first and the second cases, the 

subject is considered to be the causer of the event. On the other 

hand, the third one is a kind of "passive" interpretation. Thus we 

can see English have constructions also involve both causative and 

passive features. 

5.2.2.2. Navajo. Navajo has a constraint in each passive 

inversion, in terms of animacy. Observe the following sentences given 

in Creamer (1971): 

(30) a. Din~ ashkii yiztal. 
man boy kicked 

'The man kicked the boy.' 

b. Ashkii din~ biztal. 
boy man was:kicked 

'The boy was kicked by the man.' 

(31) a. *Leech@~'i ashkii yishxash. 
dog boy bit 

'The dog bit the boy. 

b. Ashkii l~echa~'i bishxash. 
boy dig L. was:bitten 

'The boy was bitten by the dog.' 

(32) a. *T6 w61achil' yiyiisx~. 
flood ant killed 

'The flood killed the ant.' 



b. W01~chl{ to biisxt. 
ant flood was:killed 

'The ant was killed by the flood.' 

This language has animacy hierachy: human <non-human animate 

<inanimate. Sentence (30a) is an active sentence, and (30b) is its 

passive counterpart. Both of the sentences are well-formed when the 
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two NPs are human. However, as in (31) or (32), if one of the NPs has 

a higher rank than the other NP, the higher one should come to the 

initial position. So only the passive sentences (31b) and (32b) are 

allowed. One interpretation of the above-mentioned constraint is 

presented in Hale, Masayesua, and Platero (1977). That is, the 

passive sentence is used when the subject (patient) relinquishes 

control of the situation,: 1II'hether it is intentional or inadvertent. 

Such a thing can be done by an NP in a higher rank. Thus a closer 

translation of the passive sentence should have 19t. We can see, then 

such a sentence has a causative meaning also, and well-formedness of 

Navajo passives is closely connected to the interaction of "causative" 

and "passive." 

5.2.2.3. Chinese. There is a pattern NPl ba NP2 V, which is 

one of the frequently used constructions in Chinese. Examples given 

in Chao (1968), are presented below «33), (34), (35)) with some 

modifications. In thjs construction, the NPl is the logical argument 

as a doer or a causer, and the NP2 is an object of the verb as in 

(33) : 



(33) Yu ba shf chI-Ie. 
fish feed eat-asp 

'The fish has eaten the feed.' 

But in many cases, the NP2 is a doer of the verb, and the NP1 is the 

causer of the entire event, as in (34): 

(34) Ta b~ zei pao-Ie. 
he burglar escape-asp 

'He allowed the burglar to escape.' 
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In both (33) and (34), the NP1 is responsible for the event. However, 

there is a sentence like the following: 

(35) Ta b~ fuchin sl-le. 
he father die-asp 

'He had father die (on him).' 

Sentence (35) has the same sentence pattern as (33) and (34), but its 

NP1 ta is not a causer of the event. It is a kind of passive sentence 

like Japanese adversity passives. Thus the same sentence pattern with 

the same word bae can be used as a causative or a passive. 

5.2.2.4. Japanese. Now let's see Japanese cases where a 

passive and a causative interact or share similar features regardless 

of which types of passives or causatives. First, Japanese has a 

beneficiary construction with V-te moraw, as in (36): 

(36) Taroo-ga obasan-ni hon-o kat-te morat-ta 
nom aunt-dat book-ace buy-TE benef-past 

'Taro received the favor of his aunt's buying the book.' 

This sentence is indeterminate. One application is that Taro asked 

his aunt to buy the book, and she bought it for him. The other is 

that Taro's aunt bought the book for him even though he did not ask 
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her to. In other words, Taro is the causer of the event in the first 

case, and he is simply a receiver of the event in the second case. 

Therefore Masuoka calls the former "causative" benefactive and the 

latter "passive" benefactive. Thus we can see, in sentences like 

(36), that the same sentence on the surface carries a causative 

meaning or a passive meaning. 

Second~ the passive sometimes has a causative meaning, and the 

causative sometimes has a passive (non-volitional) meaning. The 

following sentence is an example of a passive: 

(37) Taroo-ga waza-to kodomo-ni omotya-no teppoo-de 
nom on:purpose child-dat toy-gen gun-with 

ut-are-ta. 
shoot-pass-past 

'Taro was on purpose shot by the child with the toy gun.' 

This sentence is a passive but at the same time causative (volitional) 

because Taro induced or permitted the situation. In this sense, it is 

like English get-passives or Navajo passives. Next, the causative 

case can be seen in the following example: 

(38) Uchikabuto i-sase-te sirizoku. 
inside:helmet ~hoot-cause-and retreat 

!Being shot (by an enemy), one retreats.' 

This is a causative, but it has a passive (non-volitional) meaning, 

also. Such an expression was typically used by warriors in the 

feudalistic era (Hashimoto, 1969). It is speculated that for the sake 

of the warrior's dignity, the causative form was used instead of the 

passive. 
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Third, Japanese passives and causatives shaie some features 

symmetrically. We will see three phenomena. As seen in the preceding 

chapters, both passives and causatives have idioms which cannot be 

interpreted in terms of compositionality. One example of each 

constiuction is repeated below: 

(39) a. Taroo-ga zisyoku-o niow-ase-ta. 
nom resignation-acc hint-past 

'Taro hinted resignation.' 

b. Anata-wa netu-ni ukas-are-te-i-r-u. 
you-top fever-dat carried:away-stat-pres 

'You are delirious with fever.' 

It should be mentioned, i.n passing, that idioms of neither 

construction carry the meaning of indirect involvement of NP1. The 

next similar feature of the two constructions is that both of them 

have productive and lexical forms. The fact that there are two kinds 

of causatives: productive and lexical, is well-known. The following 

sentences are productive and lexical causatives of the same verb: 

(40) a. Ta~oo-ga Hanako-o nikai-e agar-ase-ta. 
nom acc upstairs go:up-caus-past 

'Taro {made }HanakO go upstairs.' 
let, ~tc. 

b. Taroo-~a Hanako-o nikai-e age-tao 
nom acc upstairs raise-past 

'Taro {made }HanakO go upstairs.' 
let, etc. 

Such dichotomy can be seen in passives, also. The following a-

sentences have productive passives and b-sentences have lexical 

passives. The c-sentences are their active counterparts: 



(l11) a. Hanako-\'la ana sensei-ni soroban-o osie-rare-ta. 
top that teacher-dat abacus-acc teach-pass-past 

b. Hanako-wa ana sensei-ni soroban-o osowat-ta. 

c. 

top that teacher-dat abacus-acc be:taught-past 

'Hanako was taught abacus by that teacher.' 

Ano sensei-wa 
that teacher-top 

Hanako-ni soroban-o osie-ta. 
dat abacus-acc teach-past 

'That teacher taught abacus to Hanako.' 

(42) a. Hannin-wa keisatu-ni mituke-rare-ta. 
criminal-top police-by find-pass-past 

b. Hannin-wa keisatu-ni mitukat-ta. 
criminal-top police-dat be:found-past 

'The criminal was found by police.' 

c. Keisatu-wa hannin-o mituke-ta. 
police-top criminal-ace find-past 

'Police found the criminal.' 

(43) a. Kikori-wa megami-ni kin-no ono-o 
woodcutter-top goddess-dat gold-gen hatchet-ace 

sazuke-rare-ta. 
award-pass-past 

b. Kikori-wa megami-ni kin-no ono-o 
woodcutter-top goddess-dat gold-gen hatchet-acc 

sazukat-ta. 
be: awarded-past 

'The woodcutter was awarded the gold hatchet by the 
goddess. ' 
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c. Megami-wa kikori-ni kin-no ono-o sazuke-ta. 
goddess-top woodcutter-dat gold-gen hatchet-acc award-past 

'The goddess awarded the gold hatchet to the woodcutter.' 
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Both lexical causatives and passives have some meaning differences 

from productive ones even though the English translations do not show 

them. 

Another shared feature of passives and causatives has 

something to do with honorifics. Both ~ and sase can be used as 

honorific suffixes even though the latter is obsolete. Examples are 

shown below: 

(44) a. Kono okurimono gorooze-s-as-u (=s-ase-ru) 
that gift see(hono)-hono-pres 

(from A Tale of Genji) 

'(He) sees the gift (honorific).' 

b. Sensei-ga hon-o yom-are-ta. 
teacher-nom book-acc read-hono-past 

'The teacher read the book (honorific).' 

Such honorific usages might have been derived by some shared meaning 

of rare and sase. 

5.2.3. Summary 

The causative and the passive are closely related universally. 

One type of relation is that the passive also has a causative 

application (e.g., English get-passives, Navajo passives, Japanese 

passives such as (37» or the causative also has a passive application 

(e.g., Japanese passive such as (38». Another type of relation is 

that the same sentence or the same sentence pattern has either passive 

or causative application (e.g., English have constructions, Chinese 

bae constructions; Japanese beneficiary constructions). The third 

type of relation is that the passive and the causative share some 



features (e.g., Japanese idioms, lexical words and honorifics). It 

may be said that the passive and the causative have two different 

angles for one phenomenon. Recall that adversity causatives, and 

causatives with a whole-part relation do not have their NP1s as 

causers. Then what does sase mean? We have seen that in the 

adversity causative, the NP1 and the NP2 (marked by Q) have some 

relation, that is, the former is in the position of dominating the 

latter ~uch as a parent-child, or possessor-possessed one relation. 
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In the case of the causative with a whole-part relation, it is obvious 

that the NP1 (whole) is in the position of dominating the NP2 (part). 

When we see the other types of causatives, they have their NPs as 

causers; intentional, non-intentional, or whatever. It is possible to 

say that in their cases also, the causer dominates the causee, which 

may be a temporary domination, as opposed to inherent domination that 

can be seen in whole-part causatives and adversity causatives. If we 

now generalize all the possible causatives, we may say that ~ means 

"domination" instead of "cause." Then how about~? Recall that 

.r.ru:::g should not be considered to have the meaning of "adversity" 

intrinsically (3.7.). We can assume, then, ..r.ill:§. simply means "under 

domination." When some event happens, the NP1 is in the position to 

undergo domination by the NP2 (marked by ni/ni-yotte). Following 

productive passives and causatives, lexical ones also have the same 

meaning, respectively. It can be assumed that a sentence like an 

adversity causative is a merging point of "domination" and "under 



domination." We assume that the passive and the causative have a 

chart like the following: 

,-------------------------------. 

~ause 
I 

I ! 
! f 

o 

sase (domination) 

------- ------ --
Figure 1. Passives and Causatives 

This chart shows that the two lines: the sase (domination) line and 

the rEr~ (under domination) line, can be at the zero point of 
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"cause. ,,3 Not only the causative but the passive can have a causative 

meaning as seen before (cf, (37)). The sase line and the ~ line 

merge at the A-point, where there are adversity causatives. At the B-

point, we have passives which have no causative meanings. 

Returning to the three constructions (the MNS, the adversity 

passive, and the adversity causative), considering all things 

mentioned above, it is not surprising then that these three 

constructions exist together in the same language. If the language 

does not have a construction like the MNS, it seems to be less likely 

3. The horizontal line does not have any meaning. 



to allow constructions like adversity passives or adversity 

causatives. 4 For example, English, which is an SOV language does not 

have MNSs, thus it does not have the other two. The following 

sentences illustrate this fact: 

(45) John's wife died on him. 

In this sentence, the victim is John. Unlike the Japanese adversity 

construction, the victim does not come to the initial position as an 

independent NP. Instead, it appears in the prepositional phrase. 

(46) John burned the house. 

This sentence means John burned the house intentionally, or he burned 
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it inadvertently. It cannot mean that John's house burned without his 

causation leaving him as a victim. 

S.i. Other Shared Characteristics 
of the Three Constructions 

As we have seen above, the interaction of the three 

constructions in Japanese can be accounted for by the facts that they 

have an NP-no NP relation and that there is a connection with typology 

and universal phenomena. In fact, these three constructions together 

share other various minor characteristics as well. 

First, as we have seen in the preceding chapters, 

topicalization of the NP2 makes the sentence ill-formed or less 

acceptable. Consider sentence (24) again: 

4. One may wonder what kind of underlying structures these 
three constructions have. Do they have a unified structure? If so, 
is it like (152) tentatively shown in Chapter 2, or is it a simple 
flat structure? This will be left open for further study. 



(24) a. Hanako-ga musuko-ga sin-da. 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is Hanako whose son died.' 

b. Hanako-ga musuko-ni sin-are-ta. 
nom son-dat die-pass-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

c. Hanako-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta. 
nom son-ace die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

Topicalization of the NP2s yields (47): 

(47) a. *Musuko-wa Hanako-ga sin-da. 
son-top nom die-past 

b. *Musuko-ni-wa Hanako-ga sin-are-ta. 5 

son-dat-top nom die-pass-past 

c. *Musuko-wa Hanako-ga sin-ase-ta. 
son-top nom die-caus-past 

However, all of sentences (47) become well-formed when Hanako is 

deleted as in (48): 

(48) a. Musuko-wa sin-da. 
son-top die-past 

b. Musuko-ni-wa sin-are-ta. 
son-dat-top die-pass-past 

c. Musuko-wa sin-ase-ta. 
son-top die-caus-past 

(cf. footnote 11, Chapter 4). 

Next, relatization of the NP2 is not possible. Relativized 

phrases of (24) are (49): 

5. When an NP is topicalized, the case particle gg or Q is 
deleted, but ni remains. 
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(49) a. *Hanako-ga sin-da musuko 
nom die-past son 

b. *Hanako-ga sin-are-ta musuko 
nom die-pass-past son 

c. *Hanako-ga sin-ase-ta musuko 
nom die-caus-past son 

The third operation is scrambling. Reversing of the two NPs 

in each sentence yields (50): 

(50) a. *Musuko-ga Hanako-ga sin-daD 
son-nom nom die-past 

b.??Musuko-ni Hanako-ga sin-are-ta. 
son-dat nom die-pass-past 

c. ?Musuko-o Hanako-ga sin-ase-ta. 
son-acc nom·die-caus-past 

From these syntactic tests, we can see that even though these 

three constructions have the same case arrays as other "regular" 

constructions, integration of the NP1 to the rest of the sentence is 

not as firm as that in other "regular" constructions. 6 

6. The phrase "regular" constructions simply means "more 
unmarked constructions," where integration of NP arguments is more 
firm. For example, the following sentences are more unmarked: 

(i) Taroo-ga eigo-ga hanas-e-ru. (as opposed to the MNS with 

( ii) 

(iii) 

nom English speak-pot-pres a noun-related theme) 

'Taro can speak English. 

Taroo-ga Hanako-ni manek-are-ta 
nom dat invite-pass-past 

(as opposed to the 
adversity passive) 

Taro was invited by Hanako.' 

Taroo-ga Hanako-o ko-sase-ta. 
nom acc come-caus-past 

'Taro made Hanako come.' 

(as opposed to the 
adversity causative) 
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5.4. Comparison of the MNS and 
the Adversity Causative 

It was mentioned, in Chapter 4, that causatives are adversity 

causatives only when their characteristics are met. However, even 

though such characteristics are all met, we have some different 

degrees of capability in forming adversity causatives. Some of them 

are hard to interpret as adversity causatives without the optional 

phrase marked by de, etc. ("hidden" causer), while the others can 
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easily be adversity causatives even without such a phrase. To see why 

we have such a difference among adversity causatives, we can use MNSs 

to compare. Examples of adversity causatives and their corresponding 

MNSs, a-sentences and b-sentences, respectively, are listed below: 

(51) a. Hanako-ga musuko-o 
nom son-acc 

sin-ase-ta. 
die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son 
die on her.' 

(52) a. Ano hyakusyoo-ga 
that farmer-nom 

yasai-o 
vegetable-acc 

kusar-ase-ta. 
rot-caus-past 

'That farmer had his 
vegetables rot.' 

b. Hanako-ga musuko-ga sin-da. 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is Hanako whose son died.' 

b. ?Ano hyakusyoo-ga 
that farmer-nom 

yasai-ga kusat-ta. 
vegetable-nom rot-past 

'It is t.hat farmer whose 
vegetables rotted.' 



(53) a. Taroo-ga kaisya-o 
nom company-ace 

toosan-s-ase-ta. 
gO:broke-caus-past 

'Taro had his company 
go broke on him.' 

(54) a. Taroo-ga i~-o 
nom house-ace 

yai-ta. 
burn-past 

'Taro had his house 
burn on him.' 

(55) a. Ano hunanusi-ga 
that shipowner-nom 

hune-o sizume-ta. 
ship-ace sink-past 

'That shipowner had his 
ship sink on him.' 

b. ?Taroo-ga kaisya-ga 
nom company-nom 

toosan-si-ta. 
go: broke-past 

'It is Taro whose company 
went broke.' 

b. Taroo-ga ie-ga yake-ta. 
nom house-nom burn-past 

'It is Taro whose house 
burned. i 

b. ?Ano hunanusi-ga hune-ga 
that shipowner-nom ship-nom 

sizun-da. 
sink-past 

'It is that shipowner whose 
ship sank.' 
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In addition to these sentences, I will list sentences with a whole-part 

relation: 

(56) a. Taroo-ga kata-o 
nom shoulder-ace 

kor-ase-ta. 
become:stiff-caus-past 

'Taro's shoulders became 
stiff. ' 

b. Taroo-ga kata-ga 
nom shoulder-nom 

kot-ta. 
become: stiff-past 

'It is Taro whose shoulders 
became stiff.' 

a. Toosyu-ga megane-o b. Toosyu-ga megane-ga 
pitcher-nom glasses pitcher-nom glasses-ace 

hikar-ase-ta. 
shine-cause-past 

'The pitcher's glasses 
shone. ' 

hikak-ta. 
shine-past 

'The pitcher's glasses 
shone. ' 
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Among the b-sentences, (51), (54), (56) and (57) are well-

formed, but the others are less well-formed. Let us divide the b-

sentences into two groups. Group I has sentences which are well-

formed? and Group II those less well-formed. Recall that, in Chapter 

2, it was mentioned that the possibility of correspondence of #NP-no 

NP-ga and #NP-ga NP-ga depends on pragmatic factors. One of them was 

the relationship between the NP1 and the NP2. It seems that the 

I~eason why b-sentences (52), (53), and (55) are awkward is that in 

those sentences, the NP1 and the NP2 are not so close to each other 

compared to those in (51), (54), (56) and (57). The NP1 and the NP2 

in each sentence are listed below: 

Group I Group II 
(well-formed MNSs) (less well-formed ~mSs) 

NP1 NP2 NP1 NP2 

(51) Hanako musuko 'son' (52) hyakusyoo yasai 'vegetable' 
'farmer' 

(54) Taroo ie 'house' 
(53) Taroo kaisya 'company' 

(56) Taroo kata 'shoulder' 
(55) hunanusi hune 'ship' 

(57) pitcher megane 'glasses' 'shipowner' 

In (51), the relationship between the two persons is connection by 

blood. In (54), ie 'house' is what is indispensable for human life. 

Sentences (56) and (57) have body parts. In all of these cases, the 

NP1 and the NP2 are closely related to each other. On the other hand, 

in (52), (53) and (55), the NP2 is not so close the the NP1 even 

though the NP2 belongs to the NP1. 

Now we can see a correlation between the two constructions. 

The corresponding a-sentences of Group II require more elaborate 
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contexts (optional NPs), while the corresponding a-sentences of 

Group I can be interpreted more easily as non-causer causatives. This 

leads to the assumption that the degree of the closeness between the 

NP1 and the NP2 is the non-causer causative, in other words, the 

degree of the NP2's adherence to the NP1 has something to do with the 

degree of the non-causer reading of the causative. 

5.5. Sentences with a 
Whole-part Relation 

We have seen one type of each construction involves an NP-no 

NP relation, and furthermore it can be divided into two subgroups in 

each construction. They are those sentences with a whole-part 

relation and those with a non-whole-part relation. Sometimes 

sentences in both of the subgroups share the same features, and in 

other cases, they do not. In the case of MNSs, we have seen, in 

Chapter 2, some differences between the two subgroups. Now we will 

see some in passives and causatives. It was mentioned, in Chapter 3, 

that according to Wierzbicka, if the passive has a body part, the NP1 

(whole) is affected neutrally. The examples are repeated below: 

(58) a. Taroo-ga Ziroo-ni atama-o nagur-are-ta. 
nom dat head-acc hit-pass-past 

'Taro had Jiro hit (Taro's) head.' 

b. Kanzya-ga kangohu-ni kanbu-o huk-are-ta. 
patient-nom nurse-dat affected:part-acc wipe-pass-past 

'The affected part of the patient was wiped by a nurse.' 



Sentence (58a) sounds adverse, but this is because of the meaning of 

the word used in the sentence, namely ~ 'hit'. Basically such a 

construction has a neutral effect. 

Likewise, in the causative, it seems that if the NP1 and the 

NP2 have a whole-part relation, the sentence has a neutral effect. 

The following sentences were presented in Chapter 4. 

(59) a. Taroo-ga kata-o kor-ase-ta. 
nom shoulder-acc become:stiff-caus-past 

'Taro had his shoulders become stiff.' 

b. Mizudori-ga suimen-de mune-o taiyoo-ni 
water:bird-nom water-on chest-acc sun-dat 

kagayak-ase-te-i-ru. 
shine-caus-stat-pres 

'The water bird on the water had its chest shining in 
the sun.' 

c. Kuruma-ga engine-o todorok-ase-ta. 
car-nom acc roar-caus-past 

'The car's engine roared.' 

d. Toosyu-ga megane-o hikar-ase-te tookyuu-motion-ni 
pitcher-nom glasses-ace shine-cause-and pitching-dat 

hait-ta. 
begin-past 

'The pitcher began to make a pitching motion, with his 
shining glasses on.' 

Sentence (59a) has a negative meaning because of the word kor 'become 
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stiff'. Otherwise a sentence with a whole-part relation has a neutral 

meaning.7 There are lexical causatives as well such as (60): 

7. In the case of the causative with a whole-part relation, 
affectivity is not so clear in some sentences compared to passive 
cases (cf. Chapter 4). 



(60) Ziroo-ga totuzen 
nom suddenly 

ot-ta 
break-past 

ball-ga tonde-ki-te asi-o 
nom flying-corne-and leg-ace 

'A ball came flying suddenly and Jiro had his leg break.' 

(cf. (20), Chapter 4). 

5.6. Pramatics 

As we have seen in the preceding chapters, pragmatics is 

involved in various cases. I will restate some of the cases. In the 

case of the MNS, it was shown that a sentence with an NP1-no NP2 

relation cannot always have a corresponding sentence with NP1-ga Np2-

ga, in which pragmatic' factors are inVOlved'. For example, the degree 

of closeness of the NP1 and the NP2 in the NP1-no NP2 relation has 

something to do with pragmatic factors. It was mentioned that in a 
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similar way, in the adversity causative, such closeness of the two NPs 

makes the sentence more easily assume the meaning of an adversity 

causative. In the case of the passive, it was argued that adversative 

meaning involves pragmatics. Thus such a meaning can be cancelled in 

some cases. Concerning this problem, the adversity causative has the 

same nature. In the following sentence, the adversative meaning is 

cancelled: 

(61) Hanako-wa anna musuko-o sensoo-de 
top such son-ace war-at 

hotto-si-ta. 
feel: relieved-past 

sin-ase-te 
die-caus-and 

'Hanako felr. relieved after she had such a son die in the 
war. ' 



In any case, it is clear that the three constructions cannot be 

accounted for without pragmatics. Interaction of pragmatics and 

syntacticosemantics should be noted. This problem is so complicated 

that it is not easy to explicate it in a more systematjc way. I will 

leave it for future study. Here I will simply say that there is some 

difference in the degree cf involvement of pragmatics. The following 

English request sentence5 have different degrees of pragmatics: 

(62) a. Please close the window. 

b. Can you close the window? 

c. When can you close the window? 

d. This room is cold. 

Likewise, the following adversative sentences, in whic~ Hanako is a 

victim, have different degrees of pragmatics. 

(63) a. Hanako-ga musuko-ga sin-de kanasin-de-i-ru. 

b. 

nom son-nom die-and feel:sorrow-stat-pres 

'Hanako is sad because her son died.' 

Hanako-ga musuko [-niJ ,rs~n-are-taJ' 
nom son -0 L:51n-ase-ta. 

'Hanako had her son die on her.' 

c. Hanako-ga musuko-ga sin-da. 
nom son-nom die-past 

'It is Hanako whose son died.' 

d. Hanako-no musuko-ga sin-da. 
gen son-nom die-past 

'Hanako's son died.' 
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CHAPTER 6 

A LEXICAL APPROACH TO JAPANESE COMPLEX PREDICATES 

In the preceding chapters.we have treated the grammar, vaguely 

following a generative grammar model, without pinpointing the kind of 

generative grammar. In this chapter the lexical approach we support 

will be adopted. 

Following Chomsky (1970b) and other advocates, people began to 

pay more attention to morphology than earlier. In their analyses, the 

lexicon is richer than that proposed by transforrnationalists. Certain 

types of word formation are conducted in the lexicon before lexical 

insertion, while transformationalists say' they should be done 

syntactically. 

As for Japanese, since the middle of the 1960's the 

transformational approach has been predominant. Particularly, 

concatenation of a complex predicate (a verb or an adjective followed 

by bound morphemes) had been regarded as the output of syntactic 

operations. However, Japanese too, has begun to be treated from the 

viewpoint of the lexical approach. The works of Farmer (1980) and 

Miyagawa (1980) have been considered to be important breakthroughs in 

this effort. 1 

1. ·Besides Farmer and Miyagawa, Ostler (1980) and Inoue 
(1981) have also employed the lexcial approach. 
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In their analyses, bound morphemes such as ~ (passive) and 

~ (causative) are attached to the verb-stem in the lexicon as 

opposed to the transformational approach where concatenation of the 

verb-stem and a bound morpheme is performed syntactically.. The 
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causative formation can be used as an example to distinguish these two 

approaches. The transformationalists propose sentence (1) has the 

underlying structure (2): 

(1) Taroo-ga hanako-o ko-sase-ta. 
nom acc come-caus-past 

'Taro made Hanako come.' 

(2) S 

N~~V 
I /\ 12 Taroo // sase 

NP V 

I I Hanako ko 'come' 

Even though there are slight differences in positing the underlying 

structure among the transformationalists, it is agreed that the 

structure is complex like (2). By verb-raising, ko 'come' in the 

lower S is raised to sas~. The lexicalists' underlying structure is 

quite different from (2). Let's take Farmer's proposal, for example. 

It is shown in (3): 

2. For the sake of exposition, the tense marker ta is 
omitted. We will come back to it later. 
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(3) a. x 
------~ X X x 
I I x x 

b. V 

-----~ N N V 
I I \ 
N N ko-sase 
i f come-caus 

Taroo-ga Hanako 
nom acc 

(3a) is a basic syntactic tree for (1). Node X is a head and can. 

receive any category. After lexical insertion, the lexical features 

climb up the tree to Xmax as in (3b). As (3b) shows, the verb ko-sase 

'come-caus' is already formed at the time of the lexical insertion. 

This word formation is conducted in the lexical structure called 

"Propositional Argument Structures" (PAS). This example illustrates 

the differences between (2) and (3). 

6.1. The Causative Formation 

Now it will be argued that the lexical approach is superior to 

the transformational approach by giving one piece of evidence. The 

argument is concerned with the two types of causatives: productive 

and lexical. With regard to this dichotomy, Shibatani, a 

transformationalist, argues about differences of the two extensively. 

Consider the following examples: 
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(4) a. Taroo-ga Ziroo-o tomar-ase-ta. 
nom acc stop-caus-past 

'Taro had/made Jiro stop.' 

b. Taroo-ga Ziroo-o tome-tao 
nom acc stop-past 

'Taro stopped Jiro.' 

Sentence (4a) is an example of a pr'oductive causative and sentence 

(4b) a lexical causative. Shibatani argues that they are different 

semantically and syntactically. He uses some tests to show the 

differences between (4a) and (4b). One of them is the soo-su 'do so' 

test used in sentences (5a) and (5b), respectively. 

a. Taroo-ga Ziroo-o tomar-ase-ru to 
nom acc stop-caus-pres when 

Hanako-mo soo si-ta. 
also so do-past 

'When Taro made Jiro stop, Hanako did so, too.' 

b. Taroo-ga Ziroo-o tome-ru to Hanako-mo soo si-ta. 
nom acc stop-pres when also so do-past 

'When Taro stopped Jiro, Hanako did so, too.' 

Sentence (5a) is ambiguous. It means either Hanako made Jiro stop or 

Hanako stopped. But sentence (5b) has only one interpretation: 

Hanako stopped Jiro. 

Thus Shibatani concludes that productive and lexical 

causativ€s should have different underlying structures. The causative 

with a productive causative has a complex structure similar to (2) 

where the verb-stem and sase are concatenated by verb-raising. On the 

other hand, the causative with a lexical causative has a simple 

structure like other transitive sentences. 
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However, it should be noted that Shibatani's causatives are 

all those with NP1s as causers of some event, whether it is coercion, 

permission, or s~mething else. He does not treat causatives with non

causers, such as adversity causatives and whole-part causatives 

presented in the preceding chapters. Since productive and lexical 

causatives with causers (NP1s) show complicated differences, it may 

look like these two types should be distinguished structurally.3 

However, causatives with non-causers do not have such 

complications. Our purpose is to show that productive and lexical 

causatives should have the same syntactic structure by utilizing this 

non-complicated nature of non-causer causatives. In Chapters 4 and 5, 

I have cited some examples of adversity and whole-part causatives. 

Both kinds of causatives have productive and lexical forms. Let's 

consider one of each group. 

Production causatives: 

(6) a. Hanako-ga musuko-o sin-ase-ta. (adversity causative) 
nom son-acc die-caus-past 

'Hanako had her son on her.' 

b. Taroo-ga kata-o kor-ase-ta. (whole-part causative) 
nom shoulder-acc become:stiff-caus-past 

'Taro had his shoulders become stiff.' 

3. But see counterarguments against Shibatani's analysis in 
Miyagawa (1980). 



Lexical causativ~3; 

(7) a. Taroo-ga ie-o yai-ta. (adversity causative) 
nom house burn-past 

'Taro had his house burned on him.' 

b. Ziroo-ga asi-o ot-ta. (whole-part causative) 
nom leg-acc break-past 

'.liro had his leg break.' 

I have touched upon the dichotomy of productive and lexical 

causative forms in adversity and whole-part relations in Chapter 4. 

It was mentioned that if the intransitive verb has its transitive 

verb, the transitive form is used; and if the intransitive verb does 

not have a tranflitr,ive form" ... the"'f)ro9uctive form is used. SentenceJ..'", 

(6) have productive causative forms because sin 'die' (6a) and kor 
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'become stiff' (6b) do not have their transitive counterparts. On the 

other hand, (7) have lexical causatives because yake 'burn' and QL 

'break' have their transitive counterparts. 4 

Miyagawa (1980) argues that all the verbs are arranged in the 

lexicon in a specific structure which he calls "paradigmatic 

structure" (PDS). The PDS has three slots as shown in Figure 2. When 

the ~ word formation rule operates on an intransitive verb, the 

output, i.e., V-sase occupies the transitive slot as shown in 

Figure 3. However, if an intransitive has its transitive form, this 

4. It may be possible to say that koros 'kill' is the 
transitive form of sin 'die'. But koros inherently has the meaning 'to 
cause somebody to die'; therefore it cannot be used in non-causer 
causatives. 
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transitive form occupies the transitive slot. Therefore V-sase is 

blocked as shown in figure 4. This argument given by Miyagawa is the 

same idea as the phenomenon shown above for non-cau~er causatives.5 

Furthermore, Miyagawa goes on to say that even if a V-sase is 
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blocked, it exists in the lexicon outside of the PDS. We can see such 

a phenomenon from examples like (4). The verbs in (4) can be arranged 

as shown in Figure 5. The productive form tomar-ase 'cause to stop' 

cannot enter the transitive slot because there is a transitive form 

tomar-ase as seen in (4). Since the blocked and non-blocked 

transitive forms exists in the lexicon, there are semantic differences 

between the two or they behave differently. Such complications made 

Shibatani posit two different underlying structures, i.e., a simple 

structure for the lexical form (Miyagawa's non-blocked transitive 

form) and a complex structure for the productive form (Miyagawa's 

blocked transitive form). 

Going back to non-causer causatives, we find no complexity 

like Figure 5. As far as non-causer causatives are concerned, we have 

only Figures 3 and 4. To repeat, we use a productive causative only 

because we do not have a transitive form in the language. Otherwise, 

all the semantic and other phenomena are the same whether it is a 

productive or a lexical causative. In such a situation, positing a 

complex structure for a productive causative and a simple structure 

for a lexical causative is counterintuitive and generalization is 

5. This was s-uggested by Adrian Akmajian at the Arizona 
Conference on Japanese Linguistics (1981). 
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lost. That is why the lexical approach is preferable to the 

transformational approach for the Japanese V-sase. 

6.2. Kuroda'S Counterarguments against the 
Lexical Approach 

Kuroda (1981) argues that the lexical approach is wrong. I 

will cite his arguments and show that none of them convincingly 

topples the lexical approach. Before we go on, it should be noted 
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that the understood assumption of word formation is that once the word 

is formed in the lexicon) it cannot be separated by syntactic 

operations. One of Kuroda's observation is as follows: sometimes the 

causative suffix ~ appears independently as a free form detached 

from a vel~b stem by insertion of another element( s) : 

(8) V. • • sase 
stem (causative free form) 

Kuroda's contention is that if (8) is possible, he can claim that 

attachment of sase to a verb stem is not lexical but syntactic. 

Kuroda's reasoning is understandable if (8) is possible. However, his 

arguments to support (8) are untenable. He gives three instances of 

(8) and two arguments separate from (8). These five arguments will be 

shown below. 

Before we go on, one confused phenomenon can be noted. That 

is, unfortunately there is a word ~., which is a concatenation of 



su 'do' and ~ 'causative suffix'. 6 If it is s-ase but not ~ in 

(8), he cannot claim (8) is possible. AI~cordingly, his aim to show, 

by using (8), that sase is attached syntactically, fails. Kuroda's 

intention is to argue that it is not s-ase but ~ in (8), (although 

at times he says that he is not sure). His first three arguments are 

based on this sase/s-ase problem. As for his fourth argument, he 

tries to show there is an instance of (9): 

(9) V1-sase - V1 • 
stem stem 

V2-sase 
stem 

His fifth argument concerns with semantic drift, and it is a 

different kind from the other four arguments. 

First, Kuroda gives the following sentence: 

( 10) \-latasi-wa Taroo-ni tabako-o suw-anaku sase-ru. 
I-top dat tobacco-acc smoke-not caus-pres 

'I cause Taro not to smoke cigarettes.' 

He says the negative form is inserted between the verb-stem and sase. 

Accordingly, this ~ is a free realization of ~ 'causative 

suffix'. Furthermore, it is possible to insert a particle such as wa 

between suw-anaku 'smoke-not' and sase, which yields (11): 

(11) Watasi-wa Taroo-ni tabako-o suw-anaku-wa sase-ru. 
I-top dat tobacco-acc smoke-not-emp caus-pres 

Kuroda goes Oli to say that one may say sase in (10) is a causative 

form of §g 'do', i.e., s-ase 'cause to do'; but this is not so. He 

claims that sase in (10) is not s-ase 'cause to do' for the following 

6. When a vowel-stem verb is followed by sase or~, the 
sase sase 

form is V-stem- rare, e.g., tabe- rare. But su 'do' has an 
idiosyncratic nature and when a suffix such as sase or ~ is 
attached, Q drops and su behaves like a consonant-stem verb. 
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reason. If sase in (10) is ~, the following non-causative part of 

the event should be (12). But it is ill-formed: 

(12) 'Taroo-ga tabako~o suw-anaku su-ru. 
nom tobacco-acc smoke-not do-pres 

'Taro does not smoke.' 

Since (12) is ill-formed, ~ in (10) is not s-ase 'cause to do'. 

However, such reasoning is not tenable. Recall that one type of 

causative is an idiom-causative, which was shown in Chapter 4. 

Consider sentence (13) (same as (13), Chapter 4): 

(13) Taroo-ga zisyoku-o niow-ase-ta. 
nom resignation-acc hint-past 

'Taro hinted resignation.' 

The verb-stem niow 'smell' is followed by ~, but the output does 

not have the compositional meaning 'cause to smell'. Instead it has 

the idiosyncratic meaning 'hint'. Thus the following non-causative 

part of the event is ill-formed. 

(14) *Zisyoku-ga niot-ta. 
resignation-nom smell-past 

'*Resignation smelled.' 

It should be noted that existence of sentences like (13)' is one of 

Miyagawa's reasons for positing a non-complex structure, where 

causative word formation occurs in the lexicon. Thus it is possible 

to say that (10) also has an idiosyncratic nature like (13), and the 

ill-formedness of (12) is the same as (14). Therefore, Kuroda's 

reason that (12) is ill-formed does not provide a good reason against 

the lexical approach. It would rather help lexicalists on the grounds 

that one more idiosyncratic causative is brought to attention. We 
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have also noted there are idiosyncratic passives. For example, the 

passive form in the following sentence does not have the compositional 

meaning: 

(15) Anata-wa netu-ni ukas-are-te-i-ru. (same as (5a) Chapter 3) 
you-top fever-dat carried:away-stat-pres 

'You are delirious with fever.' 

Existence of such idiosyncratic passives and causatives may make one 

harbor doubts concerning the transformationalists' approach. 

His second argument is on sentences like (16): 

(16) Watasi-wa Taroo-ni LI-o yomi-wa-sase-ru. 
I-top dat acc read-emp-caus-pres 

'I let/make/cause Taro (to) read 1J (but, perhaps not 
let him adore it). 

According to him, this causative sentence has an emphatic marker ~ 

between the verb-stern vorni tread' and ~ 'causative suffix'. First, 

I will mention, in passing, that YQmi is not a verb-stern. The verb-

stern for this word is.Y.QI!!. One may say that it is just because of 
. 

phonological constraint that no word can end in a consonant except for 

il in Japanese. But even when the verb-stern ends in il, e.g., sin, we 

have to say sini in this construction, i.e., sini-wa-sase-ru. Thus 

the phonological constraint does not seem to be the reason. I feel 

that vomi sounds like a nominalized form of the verb YQill. But let's 

ignore whether or not vorni is a verb-stern at this moment. The main 

point here is whether ~ is a causative suffix or whether it means 

'cause to do', namely, s-ase. Kuroda says that it is the causative 

suffix, or more mildly he is not sure. However, it seems to be 

possible to say that sase in (16) is not the causative suffix but is 



~, namely 'cause to do', if we see passive sentences in which the 

passive forms are the emphatic marker wa. Consider the following 

passive sentence: 

(17) Hanako-wa Taroo-ni nagur-are-ru. 
top dat hit-pass-past 

'Hanako is hit by Taroo.' 

If we were to follow Kuroda's assumption that the causative suffix is 

detached from the verb-stem by the insertion of lia, passives such as 

(17) would become (18), where liS is inserted into the passive form: 

(18) *Hanako-wa Taroo-ni naguri-wa-rare-ru. 
top dat hit-emp-pass-pres 

'Hanako is hit by Taro (but perhaps not more than that). 

It is ill-formed. There is no free realization of the passive suffix 

~. Furthermore, sentence (19) is well-formed: 

(19) Hanako-wa Taroo-ni naguri-wa-sare-ru. 
top dat hit-emp-pass-pres 

'Hanako is hit by Taro (but perhaps not more than that).' 

Sentence (19) is parallel to (16). The former is a passive and the 
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latter is a causative. But observe the passive form. What does sare 

mean? Where does ~ come from? It is definitely from ~ 'do'; so it 

should be s-are instead of sare. Unfortunately, in the case of 

causatives, the causative suffix ~ and the concatenation of su 'do' 

and ~ have the same phonetic realization. That is why it cannot 

show clearly which ~ it is in yomi-wa sase in (16). However, when 

we see passive sentences like (19), we should say that it is most 

likely that ~ in (16) is also s-ase '~ause to do'. 
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Next, his third arguement involves sentences like (20): 

(20) a. Taroo-ga tabako-o sui-taku nar-u. 
nom tobacco-acc smoke-want become-pres 

'Taro comes to desire to smoke cigarettes.' 

b. Watasi-ga Taroo-ni tabako-o sui-taku nar-ase-ru. 
I-nom dat tobacco-acc smoke-want become-caus-pres 

'I cause laro to come to want to smoke cigarettes.' 

c. Watasi-ga Taroo-o tabako-o sui-taku su-ru. 
I-nom acc tobacco-acc smoke-want do-pres 

'I made Taro want to smoke cigarettes.' 

d. Watasi-ga Taroo-ni tabako-o sui-taku sase-ru. 
I-nom dat tobacco-acc smoke-want caus-pres 

'I caused Taro to want to smoke cigarettes.' 

He says that sase in (20d) is not the concatenation of §g 'do' and 

sase 'causative suffix'. The reason for this is as follows: 

Sentences (20b), (20c), and (20d) are ~ll causative sentences where 

watasi 'I' causes the proposition of (20a). The verb su 'do' in (20c) 

is a lexical causative of nar 'become'. Then one may say that sase in 

(20d) is the productive causative of nar 'become'. However, this is 

not'likely because nar-~se is the productive causative of nar 

'become'. Furthermore, sase in (20d) is not the causative of ~ in 

(20c) either, because both (20c) and (20d) mean causative of (20a). 

Therefore sase should be the causative suffix detached from sui-ta 

'want to smoke'. 

I believe, however, his reasoning is untenable. The verb su 

'do' is a special verb like do in English, and it has various 

idiosyncratic properties (cf. footnote 6). There are different kir.ds 



of usage. I will refer to three of those kinds in relation to nar 

'become' below. 

(21) a. Kodomo-ga sizuka-ni nar-u. 
child-nom quietly become-pres 

'The child becomes quiet (non-volitionally).' 

b. Kodomo-ga sizuka-ni su-ru. 
child-nom quietly do-pres 

'The child becomes quiet (volitionally).' 

c. Watasi-ga kodomo-o sizuka-ni nar-ase-ru. 
I-nom child-acc qUietly become-caus-pres 

'I cause the child to become quiet.' 

d. Watasi-ga kodomo-o sizuka-ni s-ase-ru. 
I-nom child-acc quietly do-caus-pres 

'I made the child become quiet.' 

The distinction of nsr 'become', nar-ase 'cause to become', su 'do', 

and s-ase 'cause to do' is as shm·m in Figure 6. 

Another kind of usage of su 'do' can be seen in (22): 

(22) a. Kodomo-ga taisoo-o su-ru. 
child-nom exercise-acc do-pres 

'The child does exercises.' 

b. Watasi-ga kodomo-ni taisoo-o s-ase-ru. 
I-nom child-dat exercise-acc do-caus-pres 

'I made the child do exercises.' 

There are no counterparts of nar 'become' in this kind of su 'do'. 

The comparison of su 'do' and ~ 'cause to do' is as shown in 

Figure 7. 
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intransitive transitive 

nar (non-volitional) nar-ase 

su (volitional) s-ase 

Figure 6. The Verb ~ 'do' I 

! transitive ditransitive 
1-----------1 ---
i 

su (non-lexical 
causative) 

Figure 7. The Verb su 'do' II 

s-ase 
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The third kind is exemplified in (23): 

(23) a. KOdomo-ga hunanori-ni nar-u. 
child-nom sailor-dat become-pres 

'The child becomes a sailor.' 

b. Watasi-ga kodomo-o hunanori-ni nar-ase-ru 
I-nom child-acc sailor-dat become-caus-pres 

'I cause the child to become a sailor.' 

c. Watasi-ga kodomo-o hunanori-ni su-ru. 
I-nom child-acc sailor-dat do-pres 

'I make the child become a sailor.' 

d. Watasi-ga kodomo-o hunanori-ni s-ase-ru. 
I-nom child-ace sailor-dat do-caus-pres 

'I cause the child to become a sailor.' 
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Among sentences (23); (23b), (23c), and (23d) are causatives of (23a). 

Thus su 'do' in (23c) is a lexical causative and nar-ase 'cause to 

become' in (23c) and s-ase 'cause to do' in (23d) are productive 

causatives. Figure 8 shows this relationship. Note that s-ase in 

(23d) cannot be the causative suffix because no verb-stem precedes it. 

We can see that (23a) through (23d) are parallel to (20a) through 

(20d), respectively. Then it is possible to say that sase in (20d) 

should be s-ase 'cause to do'. 

Intransitive 

nar 

Figure 8. The Verb su 'do' III. 

Causative 

su (lexical causative) 

nar-ase } (productive 
causatives) 

s-ase 
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Kuroda's three arguments shown above all are concerned with 

whether ~ is the causative suffix or is the concatenation of ~ and 

~. Now we will examine his fourth and fifth arguments which are 

each different from the three preceding similar ones. 

As mentioned earlier, his fourth argument involves an instance 

of (9): 

(9) V1 sase - V1 • V2 sase 
. stem stem stem 

Here sase remains a bound form) but it is shifted from V1 to V2. His 

argument concerns with honorific sentences like (24): 

(24) O-yasumi-ni nari-ta-i-dake o-yasumi-ni nar-ase-te 
pol-rest-dat become-want-pres-onlY pol-rest-dat become-caus-and 

o-oki si-ta hoo-ga 1-1 no de-wa na-i 
leave do-past option-nom good-pres Comp be-emp not-pres 

des-u ka? 
be-pres or 

'Is it not better to let PRO rest as much as PRO wants 
(honorific)?' 

The underlined parts, i.e., o-yasumi-ni nar in (24) means 'rest' with 

the implication of honorification of PRO. According to him, the 

sentence without honorification is: 

(25) Yasumi-ta-i-dake yasum-ase-te oi-ta hoo-ga 
rest-want-pres-only rest-caus-and leave-past option-nom 

i-i no de~wa na-i des-u ka? 
good-pres Comp be-emp not-pres be-pres or 

Kuroda's concern here is the relation of yasum-ase 'cause to 

rest' in (25) and its corresponding o-yasumi-ni nar-ase 'cause to rest 

(hono), in (24). Even though such honorific causatives $ound strange, 

we will follow Kuroda's judgment that they are well-formed. In the 



traditional generative grammar, honorific forms have been regarded as 

outputs of transformational rules imposed on non-honorific unmarked 

forms. For example ]ELsum-u 'rest-pres' becomes the honorific form 

o-yasumi-ni nar-u. Thus if it is a causative, it would appear as 

follows: 

yasum-ase-ru - o-yasumi-ni nar-ase-ru 
rest-caus-pres 

Kuroda's claim is that the causative uffix sase in the non-honorific 

form yasum-ase is separated from the verb-stem to form the honorific 

causative form o-yasumi-ni Dp~. 

I feel, however, that such a syntactic treatment of 

honorific3,tion is not necessarily correct. Before we go on, let's 
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consider (16) again. Concerning the verb yomi in (16), I touched upon 

the idea that it is a nominalized form of the verb rather than the 

verb-stem. It seems that yasumi in o-yasumi-ni nar-u 'rest (hono)' is 

also. a nominalized form even though Kuroda says it is a verb-stem. 

From the viewpoint of the literal meaning also, the idea that it is a 

nominalized form is plausible. That is, o-yasumi-ni 
pol-resting-dat 

nar-u 
become-pres literally means 'become in the state of resting'. 

Instead of stating the superior person's action directly, we state it 

indirectly. Indirect speech is universally used as a method of 

showing politeness. Another reason why we say that it is a 

nominalized form is the following: There are verbs consisting of a 

Sino-Japanese abstract noun and su 'do', e.g., sinpai-su 'worry'. 

The honorific form of sinpai-su 'worry' is go-sinpai-ni nar 



'worry (hono) II. In the case of Sino-Japanese verbs, &Q. instead of Q 

is used. The po:Lnt here, however, is that sinpai before ni in the 

honorific form is a noun; which means 'anxiety'. Then it is not 

surprising that native verbs such as yasumi in o-yasumi-ni nar are 

also nouns. 
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Now, apart from the above point, Japanese forms nominals as in 

(26) : 

verbs nominalized forms 

(26) a. kaer 'to return' kaeri 'way back' 

sawag 'to bustle' sawagi 'uproar' 

tur 'to fish' turi 'fishing' 

b. kake 'to bet' kake 'gamble' 

make 'to lose' make 'loss' 

kari 'to borrow' kari 'debt' 

Exalnples (26a) are consonant-stem verbs. To nominalize them Iii is 

attached to the end. Examples (26b) are vowel-stem verbs. In these 

cases, the nominalized forms are the same as the verb-stems. Now, 

when we see honorific forms 0 • • • ni nar, the element which fills 

the slot • • • undergoes the same process as (26) even though its 
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syntactic behaviors differ from those of (26).7 Suppose the process 

in (26) is conducted in the lexicon, then it is not an unreasonable 

idea that the nomina1ized form for the honorific is also formed in the 

lexicon. 

The next question is to which verb is ~ attached when the 

honorific form is a causative. Consider the honorific causative in 

(24): o-yasumi-ni nar-ase. It is clear that sase is attached to the 

verb nar 'become'. This attachment is done before the lexical 

insertion. Thus it is possible to say that nar-ase 'become-cause' is 

not a result of the shifting of ~ from yasum 'rest'. 

His fifth argument concerns Miyagawa's semantic drift. Kuroda 

argues on the basis of two assumptions of Miyagawa's. The first 

assumption is that only [-AUX] morphemes can undergo word formation in 

the Jexicon. According to him, the negative morpheme na, for example, 

is [+AUXJ. Therefore, attachment of ng does not result from the 

process of word formation processes; it is attached syntactically. 

7. For example, the difference can be seen between (i) and 
(ii) • 

(i) Sensei-ga okane-o 6-kari-ni nar-u. 
teacher-nom money-acc po1-borr'owing-dat become-pres 

'The teacher borrows money (honorific).' 

(ii) Okane-no kari-ga ar-u. (process in (26)) 
money-gen debt-nom exist-pres 

'(lit.) Debt of money exists.' 

When there is a patient such as okane 'money' as above, the particle 
which follows it differs as in (i) and (ii). 
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The second assumption is that the semantic drift occurs from the word 

which can fill a slot in the PDS shown in Figure 2. By giving some 

counterexamples, Kuroda claims that semantic drift occurs from any 

surface structure constituent. The following two words are from his 

counterexamples: 

(Zl) Ci. sumanai 'excuse me' 

b. azikenai 'd~eary' 

These words, which have the negative morpheme na, result from semantic 

drift. As mentioned above, Miyagawa assumes that semantic drift 

occurs only from words in the PDS, and the [+AUX] elements such as na 

do not undergo word formation in the lexicon. Then, according to 

Kuroda, Miyagawa's assumptions cannot account for words like (27). I 

believe Kuroda's counterexamples show that Miyagawa's assumption about 

semantic drift needs some modification. It seems that semantic drift 

occurs at any level of the grammar: lexicon, surface words or even an 

entire sentence. 8 However, even though Miyagawa's hypothesis is '~oo 

8. Speaking of an entire sentence, (Zlb) is such an example. 
The original sentence is: 

(i) azike-ga na-i. 
taste-nom not:exist-pres 

Incidentally, unlike in (27a), na in (i) is not a negative suffix. It 
is a combination of the verb stem gc 'exist' and the negative suffix 
na. Because of the idiosyncratic nature of gc 'exist', the verb-stem 
has become invisible. 
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strong and the problem of semantic drift should be considered more 

broadly, it does not mean the lexical analysis (that the complex 

predicate structure like V-sase or V-rare is formed in the lexicon) is 

wrong. 

We have seen above that none of Kuroda's arguments can 

essentially counterattack the lexical approach. 

6.3. Derivational vs. Inflectional Morphology and 
[+AUX] ys. [-AUX] Morphology 

Only derivational morphology and not inflectional morphology 

had been treated in the lexicon until recently (Chomsky 1970, Aronoff 

1976, etc.) But now there is a trend to put inflectional morphology 

in the lexicon also, (Lieber 1980, etc.). In Farmer (1981), word 

formation in the lexicon is limited only to derivational processes, 

and the possibility of inflectional processes for Japanese is left 

open. On the other hand, Miyagawa (1980) distinguishes [-AUX] and 

[+AUX] bound morphemes instead of distinguishing derivational and 

inflectional word formation processes. He says that only [-AUX] 

suffixes undergo word formation processes in the lexicon. It is not 

clear whether Farmer's dichotomy: derivational vs. inflectional and 

Miyagawa's dichotomy: [-AUX] vs. [+AUX] correspond to each other; but 

I assume they do roughly. For example, both of them regard ~, 

~, (rare)e (potential) and ta (desirative) as suffixes which 

undergo word formation in the lexicon. 



In passing, we can ask what "derivational" and "inflectional" 

mean. Traditionally, this distinction in Japanese has been made to 

some extent, but it is not clear at all. Observe the following word 

for example: 

(28) tabe-sase-rare-ta-gar-ana-i-rasi-i 
eat-caus-pass-desi-look-neg-pres-seem-pres 

'It seems that PRO does not look desirous of being made to 
eat. ' 

It is hard to tell which is derivational and which is inflectional. 
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Traditionally, the tense marker is regarded as an inflectional suffix. 

Is it really inflectional? Traditionally sase and ~ are regarded 

as derivational suffixes. As Kuroda (1981) wonders, I also wonder if 

the V-sase and/or the V-rare is derived from the verb-stem. One of 

the traditional criteria for the distinction of derivational and 

inflectional processes is that the former changes the word class, but 

the latter does not. If we follow such a criterion for (28), ~ and 

~ are inflectional because the word is still a verb even after 

their attachment to it. On the other hand, ta 'desi' makes the 

preceding part an adjective, gar 'iook' changes the preceding 

adjective to a verb, (a)na 'neg' changes the preceding verb to an 

adjective, and the whole word in (28) is an adjective. Then drawing a 

line between inflectional and derivational processes is a hard task. 

Thus I assume that attachment processes of suffixes to a verb-stem and 

also an adjective-stem is simply "agglutination" rather than 

"derivation" or "inflection," Desides word formation processes like 

(28), Japanese has another kind of word formation. One example of 
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this kind has been shown in (26). Following Chomsl<y (1970) or Aronoff 

(1976), such word formation may be called derivational. 

In any case, terminology concerning complex predicates 

(inflectional or derivational) is beside the point. Miyagawa's way of 

distinguishing [-AUX] from [+AUX] for suffixes does not matter, 

either. These problems are all beyond the scope of this dissertation. 

Our question is how we can divide agglutination into two groups. That 

is, suffixes which undergo word formation in the lexicon, 'and those 

which are operated on syntactically. Miyagawa says that [-AUX] 

suffixes such as sase 'causative', ~ 'passive', ta 'desirative' , 

g£L 'look', and (~ 'potential' should be attached in the lexicon; 

while [+AUX] suffixes such as tense markers, negative morphemes and 

modals are not attached in the lexicon. He has two reasons for this 

claim. One is that there is fairly strict ordering of [+AUX] 

suffixes. For example, -na-i-daroo 'not (neg)-pres (tense)-probably 

(modal)' can occur only with this order. The second reason is that 

[+AUX] suffixes never come between two items that are attached in the 

lexicon, e.g., *V-na-sase 'V-neg-cause'. For now, I am not sure that 

these reasons are tenable. 

Let's consider tense markers, for example. If one is asked, 

"How do you say to write and to eat in Japanese?", he would say, 

"kak-u and tabe-ru." The suffixes 1! and .Dd are present tense markers. 

Nobody would say, "kak and tabe." Kak-u or tabe-ru is just a word. 

It is not even an elliptical sentence. Therefore, the attachment of a 

tense marker does not involve syntax. Then, it seems that tense 
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should be attached in the lexicon. One may say that in sentences such 

as (29), the tense marker is deleted syntactically: 

(29) Taroo-wa candy-o tabe, Ziroo-wa cake-o tabe-ru. 
top acc eat top acc eat-pres 

'Taro eats candy and Jiro eats cakes.' 

If the underlying structure of (29) is: 

<3D) C'1 

~------~2==-==--=-===-=- .. ___ ~3_____ 
Taroo-wa candy-o tabe-ru Ziroo-wa cake-o tabe-ru 

eat-pres eat-pres 

the gapping rule deletes the tense of S2. Then tense should not be 

attached in the lexicon because the word formed in the lexicon cannot 

be separated. However, (29) can be accounted for by the interpretive 

rule, also. The interpretive rule says that \\Ihen two sentences are 

conjoined, the verb of S2 and the verb of S3 have the same 

feature]. In such a rule, tense does not undergo deletion. 

Next, another [+AUX] suffix: the negative morpheme ns, will 

be considered. If we follow Chomsky or Aronoff, who claim that 

derivational morphology is in the lexicon, it is most likely that 

Japanese derivational processes such as (26) should be treated in the 

lexicon. There is another kind of derivational word formation in 

Japanese. Some examples are listed in (31): 

adjectives 

(31) omo 'heavy' omo-sa 'weight' 

ao 'blue' ao-sa 'blueness' 

huka 'deep' huka-sa 'depth' 



In these examples, the adjectives and the abstract nouns are related 

to each other in that sa is attached to the adjective to form a noun. 

This process is almost productive. Furthermore, in some cases, the 

same process occurs for the verb with the negative ns. Observe the 

examples in (32): 

(32) a. Konna toki-ni okane-no tari-na-sa-o 
such time-at money-gen suffice-not-noun:marker-acc 

tuukan-su-ru. 
fully:realize-pres 

'At such time one fully realizes the lack of money.' 

b. Ano hito-no taido-no kawar-ana-§S-ni-wa 
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that person-gen attitude-gen change-not-noun:marker-at-emp 

kansin-su-ru. 
be: impressed-pres 

'(lit.) (I) am impressed by the changelessness of his 
attitude.' 

c. Kono arne-no hur-ana-sa. Mizubusoku-de 
this rain-gen fall-not-noun:marker lack:of:water-because:of 

komat-te-sima-u. 
be:in:trouble-pres 

'(lit.) What no rain! (We) are in trouble with lack 
of water.' 

If this derivational process is in the lexicon, the negative 

attachment should also occur in the lexicon. 

Of course, we still do not have a definite answer as to which 

suffixes are attached in the lexicon, and which suffixes are not (or 

if all of them are attached there). We will leave it to future study. 

Another problem that should be considered is the relationship between 

word formation and phonology. For example, when sase is attached to a 
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verb-stem, say, kak 'write', lsi is deleted and the surface form is 

kak-ase. Miyagawa says that such a phonological process occurs at the 

time of word formation. But if some suffixes are attached at the 

syntactic level, phonological processes for these suffixes should be 

at the surface level. Is phone logy involved at the two levels? As 

for accent shift, it should operate only at the completion of the 

entire word. Take (28), for example, again. The accent is on ta of 

the verb·-stem tabe inherently. But when all these suffixes are 

attached, the accent on ta is shifted all the way to §i of ~ 

'seem'. Suppose some of the suffixes in (28) are attached at the 

syntactic level, accent shift should occur only at the surface level; 

even though morphophonemic processes such as lsi-deletion occur in the 

lexicon. Do we have two-place (lexicon and surface structure) or one

place (only at the surface) phonological operations? We will also 

leave this to future study. 
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